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LICENSING SOFT~ARE 
RESTRICTED RIGHTS 

OS/32 TEXT is Licensed software, subject to restricted rights 
as defined in the Deoartment of Defense, Armed Service 
Procurement Regulations, ASPR• Paragraph 7-10~.9Ca>. <Rights 
1n Data and Computer Software>. 

In summary, the following apply: 

1. QS/32 TEXT may be used with the computer for which 
or with which OS/32 TEXT was acquired. 

2. OS/32 TEXT may be used with a backup computer if the 
computer for which or with which OS/32 TEXT was 
acquired is temporarily inoperative. 

3. OS/32 TEXT may be cooied for safekeeo1ng <archives> 
or backup purposes. 

4. OS/32 TEXT may be modified or 
software, subject to the 
portions of the derivative 
restricted rights software 
restricted rights. 

combined with other 
provision that those 

software incorporating 
are subject to the same 

a. Provided there is no change in ownership of the 
computer for which or with which OS/32 TEXT was 
acQuiredt the OS/32 TEXT program ·may be used at 
any 1nstallation to which the computer may be 
transferred. 

b. License assignment and sublicense facilities are 
provided by Interdata to enable third oarty use 
ot OS/32 TEXT. 

c. Restricted rights for OS/32 TEXT apply only to 
the following parts of the product: 

03-212 OS/32 TEXT 
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PREFACE 

This manual descr1oes the usage of OS/32 TEXT• ?art Number 
03-212. OS/32 TEXT is a program that facilitates the 
production and maintenance of all forms of documentation. 

Users with no previous programming experience can easily 
learn to use OS/32 TE'XT. However, prior to using OS/32 TEXT, 
the user must have some Knowledge of OS/32 f1le handling, 
task loading, and task execution procedures, as an MTM 
terminal user or as a console operator. If the user is 
unfamiliar with these procedures. additional instruction 
s~ould be obtained from the Related Documentation listed in 
this program. 

This manual provides tutorial material that is directed to 
the new user. as well as reference sections that are directed 
to the more ex~eriencea user. 

Chapters l and 2 contain introductory information and should 
be reaa by all users. Cha~ter 3 is primarily directed to the 
user who has no previous document formatting experience using 
a computer. The use of OS/32 TEXT is explained through a 
series of examples that demonstrate the features of OS/32 
TEXT in z meaningful context. Chapter 4 which is directed 
more toward the experienced user discusses the capabilities 
provided by OS/32 TEXT. ~haoters 5 and 6 are reference 
guides to OS/32 TEXT commands and formatting requests 
respectively. Chapter 7 explains the use of OS/32 TEXT-II• 
a version that provides only formatting cap3olility. :hapter 
e explains error handling. Appendices contain "pull out" 
reference pages and task establishment information. 

o MTX Terminal User's Reference Manual, gublication 
Number 29-591, should oe consulted oy users operating 
OS/32 TEXT at an MTM terminal. 

o OS/32 MT Operator's Reference Manual, Publication 
NJmber 29-574, ~rovides information for the OS/32 
system operator, and should be consulted by users 
ooerat1ng OS/32 T~XT at the system console. 
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o OS/32 Edit User's Manual, Publication Number 29-57St 
describes tne text editing com~ands used in OS/32 TEXT 
in greater detail. 

OS/32 TEXT executes as a segmented user task under OS/32 
R04-0l or higher. The system must include disc support and 
a suitable printing device. 

OS/32 TEXT supoorts both lower and upper case character 
processing where upper/lower case devices are available for 
text entry and output. 

when outputting to a Line printer, OS/32 TEXT assumes that 
the first line available for printing is just below the paper 
perforation. 

This manual was produced using the OS/32 TEXT program 
described herein. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENE~AL OVERVIEW OF OS/32 TEXT OPERATION 

1.1 GENERAL 

This chapter describes in general terms the capabilities of 
OS/32 TEXT and how these capabilities are used to oroduce 
documents, letters, etc. The generation and revision of a 
manual such as this one, with 1ts many revisions from 
inception to final version, is greatly s1mplified. The 
typ1st works only on those areas of text that reQuire 
changes; OS/32 TfXT prints the revised document with the 
changes incorporated and with the pages properly arranged. 
Thus the often tedious cut-and-paste and retyoing tasks are 
el1m1nated. 

1.2 TEXT ENTRY: CREATION ANO MAINTAINING TEXT 

Init1ally the typ1st enters the text of th~ document being 
prepared in a manner similar to typing on a tyoewriter. 
OS/32 TEXT then retains the text which was entered so that, 
at any time, this text can be manipulated to perform such 
functions as: 

• rev1ewing typed text 

• error correction 

• deletions, add1t1ons, insertions 

• re-arranging of paragraphs 

• pr1nting 

The text can also be uniqu~ly identified and "filed" in the 
computer for future processing to perform all the functions 
listed above. If desired, a d1fferent file can be keot each 
time a document is revised. 
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1.3 FORMATTING: PRODUCING THE DESIRED DOCUMENT 

To "format" a document the typist describes to OS/32 TEXT how 
_the printed form should apoear. The typist does this by by 
inserting the appropriate formatting requests within the 
actual text of the document being prepared. The formatting 
requests are predefined words with an English meaning, such 
as PARAGRAPH, INDENT, etc. The formatting requests are 
generally e~bedded 1n the text as part of the typing 
operation, whenever their function is required. They can 
also be added, changed, deleted, etc., in the same manner as 
has been described for the text itself. 

The formatting requests offer many options to assist the user 
in producing an appealing document. Some of these options 
are: 

• definition of page dimensions and margins 

• automatic page numbering 

• left and right justification 

J top and bottom titles 

• centering text, titles 

• multiple spacing 

1.4 VERSIONS OF OS/32 TEXT 

OS/32 TEXT is provided in two versions in the OS/32 TEXT 
package, Part Number $90-020: 

l> OS/32 TEXT-I <file name TEXT32.TSK> is the full 
capability progra~ providing all the text entry, 
editing and formatting features described in this 
manual. 

2> OS/32 TEXT-II <filename TEXT32FM.TSK> is a subset of 
OS/32 TEXT-I providing the formatting capability 
without text entry and editing functions. 
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Installat1ons w1th limited memory space may find 1t 
convenient to use OS/32 TEXT-II. In those installations 
where only OS/32 TEXT-II is available, editing functions are 
performed using a separate program, OS/32 EDIT <filename 
EDIT32.TSK as orov1ded 1n the OS/~2 package, 590-016>. OS/32 
EOIT provides . the identical text entry and editing 
capabilities that are an i~tegral part of OS/32 TEXT-I. 

Throughout this manual the discussion is directed toward the 
primary version of OS/32 TEXT, OS/32 TEXT-I. The operat~on 
of OS/32 TEXT-II is explained in Chapter 7. 
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2.1 GENERAL 

CHAPTER 2 
GETTING STARTED 

This chapter discusses the steps required to make OS/32 TEXT 
operat1onal in your system: loading and starting the orogram 
are explained; interactive operation and batch operation are 
aiscussed. 

If you are using an MTM system, it 1s assumed that you are 
familiar with the SIGNON/SIGNOFF procedures required to use 
the system. If you are not familiar with the procedures, 
refer to the MTM User•s Reference Manual. 

2.2 LOADING TEXT 

In order to make OS/32 TEXT operational, the program is first 
Loaded into co~puter memory from disc. 

OS/32 TEXT must be an estaol1shed OS task before it can be 
loaded. The task establishment procedure is discussed in 
Appendix 8. In this discussion it is assumed that OS/32 TEXT 
resides in task form on the system disc under the name 
TEXT32.TS~. 

Examples follow that illustrate loading OS/32 T~XT 

OS/32 or an MTM environment. In the examples, the "*" 
is output by the system, indicates that the system is 
to accept a command from you, the user. 

in an 
which 
ready 

In the OS environment you enter the LOAD command 
followeo by the TASK co~mand. The TASK command is 
required to set TEXT32 as the currently selected task. 

•LOAD TEXT32,,seg-size incre~ent 

•TASK T~XT32 
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Only the LOAD command is reQuired. 

*LOAD TEXT32,seg-size increnent 

"seg-size increment" in the above examples is an ootional 
argument used to provide additional memory for TEXT32 working 
space, thus generally improving response time of the program. 
seg-size is an integer argument that represents the amount of 
additional space, expressed as k-bytes, allocated as the 
program's working space. See Appendix B for further 
discussion. 

2.3 STARTING T~XT 

After OS/32 TEXT has been loaded, the START command is used 
to begin execution of the program. The format of this 
command is the same for both the OS/32 and ~TM environments. 
Any one of the following forms of the START com~and may oe 
used to start execution of OS/32 TEXT: 

START 
START tCOMMANO:f dl 
START tLIST:fd2 
START tCOMMANO:fdltLIST:fd2 

The simple form, START by itself, is the commonly used way of 
starting OS/32 TEXT. It caUSPS OS/32 TEXT to automatically 
use the console device <e.g., Model 1100, Carousel> as both 
the command inout and list output device to perform the 
dialog with the user. The console device Cotten called the 
terminal> is the device at which you enter commands to OS/32, 
MTMt or OS/32 TEXT. 

If the use of the console device for both command 
output 1s not appropriate for your needs, 
alternate START forms should be used to specify 
device. 

input and 
one of the 
a different 
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2.3.1 Command Oev1ce: COMMAND = fdl 

The 11le descr1otor fdl spec1f1es the command 1nput dev1ce. 
You enter commands to OS/32 TEXT from the command input 
dev1ce. If a command 1nput dev1ce 1s not specified, commands 
are read from the console dev1ce. CON:. 

2.3.2 L1st Device: LIST : fd2 

The f1le descriptor fd2 soecif1es the 
responses. Th1s device is called 
sometimes the command output device. 

device for command 
the list aevice or 

If fdl 1s an interactive device <CRT, Teletype, etc.> and 
"LIST=" 1s omitted from the START command, command responses 
are output to fdl. 

If fdl is not an 1nteract1ve device, the argument "LIST=" 1s 
reQuired. 

2.~ COMMUNICATING WITH OS/32 TEXT 

Once TEXT has been started with the START command TEXT 
displays its program identification, followed by the "greater 
than" ()) symbol. OS/32 TEXT outputs the > symbol wnenever 
1t expects you to enter a command: 

OS/32 TF.XT Rn 
> 

where, 

Rn is the revision number of the version of TEXT that 
you are using 

) 1s the prompt character indicating that OS/32 TEXT 
is ready to accept a comma~d from the user. 
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OS/32 TEXT now expects you to enter a command. For example, 
to tell OS/32 TEXT that you want to enter text, you type the 
co~mand APPEND and then de~re~s the RETURN key. OS/32 TEXT 
processes your commana and in this case, expects you to enter 
the text that you want to be formatted. When you have 
entered your last line of text you would indicate to OS/32 
TEXT that you are finished by entering a carriage return 
directly following the ">" output by OS/32 TEXT. OS/32 TEXT 
then expects you to enter another command. At this time you 
may want to review what you have done so tar. By entering 
TYPE 1- you command OS/32 TEXT to display everything you have 
typed from the first line to the last line. After the 
display of your text is complete the program is again waiting 
to receive a command trom you. 

APPEND and TYPE are examples of commands that you would use 
to tell OS/32 TEXT to perform certain functions. There are 
many more such commands to help you accomplish your task. 
These commands and the functions they perform for you are 
discussed in subseQuent chaoters. 

2.4.1 Interactive Mode 

~hen OS/32 TEXT is used at an interactive device such ·as a 
cqT or Carousel, OS/32 TfXT is being used in the interactive 
mode. In this mode, the following conditions prevail: 

- the LIST argument in the START command can be o~itted. 
If the LIST argument is omitted, command responses are 
output to the command input device. 

- error messages are output to the command input device. 

2.4.1.1 Terminal Use 

Very likely, you will 
easier and Quieter 
layout is the same as 
additional keys, some 

find that typing on most 
than using a typewriter. 
on a typewriter except 
of which you will learn to 

terminals is 
The keyboard 
for several 
use. 

Transmission of data to 
depress RETUR~ at the 
typing. 

the computer occurs whenever you 
end of the line you are currently 
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Note that 
characters. 
document. 

some terminals do not support lower case 
This 1s important to consider when preparing a 

An important advantage of a terminal over an ordinary 
typewriter is the ease of error correction. Methods of error 
correction are: 

1> If you are reviewing text that has been entered into 
the computer. you use the editing capability in 
OS/32 TEXT to correct an error. Editing is 
performed by using the commands described in 
subsequent chapters. 

2> If you notice an error before you transmit the 
current line to the computer, you can backspace to 
the error, correct it and retype the remainder of 
the line. 

Alternatively, you can delete the entire line and 
re-type 1t. 

The character and line deletion keys for the Carousel, Model 
1100, and Model 1200 are: 

KEY 

CTRL X 

CTRL H 
or 

BACKSPACE 
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Voids the line being typed 

Moves the cursor back one 
space, causing deletio~ of 
character 
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2.~.2 Batch Mode 

OS/32 TEXT is being used in the batch mode when OS/32 TEXT is 
STARTed by specifying a non-interactive device such as a card 
reader, as the command inout device. In this mode, there is 
no communication with the user 1n a conversational manner. 

Communication with OS/32 TEXT is performed indirectly by 
using a preoared input sequence of commands and text. rt is 
possiole to prepare all commands and text on data processing 
cards and store the cards on a disc file using the Spooler, 
or to create a disc file containing commands and text, using 
OS/32 EDIT or the Source Updater. 

In batch mode, the following conditions prevail: 

o The COMMAND argument is required in the START command 

o The LIST argument is required in the START command 

o Error messages are outout to the list device 

o All user commands are echoed to the list device 

o The first error encountered causes OS/32 T~XT to 
terminate execution as indicated by the message: 

-ENO OF TASK CODE= 2 

The informatio~ and explanations in this manual are primarily 
directed toward the 1nteract{ve user. There are rarely any 
differences for the batch user except error handling. For 
specific batch user considerations for using OS/32 T~XT 
commands refer to the OS/32 EDIT User's Manual, Publication 
Number 29-576. 
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CHAPTER 3 
INTRODUCTION TO DOCUMENT FORMATTING USING OS/32 TEXT 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents sample sessions showing how to enter 
text and how to produce the desired document. Each session 
introduces several features of OS/32 T~XT 3nd shows you how 
to use these features to prepare a document. 

To obtain the maximum benefit from these sessions, you should 
perform the !xamoles at a terminal. The numbers in 
Parentheses in the left margin in the examples correspond to 
the explanations following each example. 

General Notes: 

o The examples assume that you are familiar with loading 
and starting OS/32 TEXT as explained in Chapter 2. 

o When performing tie !xamoles at a ter~inal, you 
depress the RETURN key when you are finished typin~ 
each Line. Depressing RETURN sends the line fou have 
just tyoed to the computer. 

o Whenever OS/32 TEXT displays the > symbol by itself 
OS/32 TEXT expects you to enter a command. 

o Whenever OS/32 TEXT disolays a number followed by the 
> symbol OS/32 TEXT expects you to enter a Line of 
text or a formatting request. 

o CR appears in the examples whenever you should depress 
RETURN and no other text is to be entered o~ the line. 

o Formatting requests and commands are shown in the 
examples in upper case letters t~ disti~guish them 
from the text that you enter. However, they can be 
entered 1n upper or lower case letters. 

3.1.1 Example 1: Text Entry and Simple Formatting qequests 

This example illustrates how to enter and format text. The 
steps involved are: 

o Requesting OS/32 TEXT to accept text input 
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o Specifying a page length formatting request 

o Reviewing the typed text 

o Requesting formatted output 

The greater than symbol <>> is 
indicating that the pro;ram 
line. 

a prompt from OS/32 TEXT 
is waitin~ tor you to enter a 

The numbers being disolayed when you enter or review text are 
line numbers that identify each line you have tyoed. In 
subsequent examples you will learn how these numbers can be 
used to reference a line of text for change or error 
correction. The line nJmbers do not become part of your 
formatted output. 

EXAMPLE 1 

At the keyboard enter: 

<1> >APPEND 
<2> 1 >.PLENGTH 23 
<3> 2 >This is an example of entering text using 

~ >OS/32 TEXT. It 1s very easy to. use. 
4 >Let us now make a typping error 
5 >which we will 
6 >correct 
7 >in example number 2. 

C4) 8 >.PARAGRAP~ 

9 >You have probably noticed that we are not filling 
10 >the lines too neatly. 
11 >We want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 
12 >you - to ~ake your job easier. 

cs> 13 > cq 

<6> TYPE 1-12 
C7> 1 .PLENGTH 23 

2 T1is is an example of entering text using 
3 OS/32 TEXT. It is very easy to use. 
4 Let us now make a typping error 
5 which we will 
6 correct 
7 in examole number 2. 
8 .PARAGRAPH 
q You have ~robably noticed that we are not filling 

10 the lines too neatly. 
11 Ue want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 
12 you - to make your job easier. 
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<8> >FORMAT 

<9> This 1s an example of entering text using OS/32 TEXT. It is 
very easy to use. Let us now make a typping error which we 
will correct in example number~. 

You have orobably noticed that we are not filling the lines 
too neatly. We want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do th1s 
for you - to make your job easier. 

<10) > 

EXPLANATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 1 

<ll APPEND 

The first command you enter when OS/32 TEXT outputs the 
prompt <>> is the APPEND command. This command tells OS/32 
TEXT to accept lines of text from you. This command changes 
OS/32 TEXT from the "command mode" to the "text mode." In 
text mode• you can enter your text and formatting reouests as 
desired. OS/32 T~XT re~emoers all the text and formatting 
reouests that you type. Continue typing the text and 
formatting reQuests as shown in the examole n~xt to each 
number displayed by OS/32 TEXT. 

<2> .PLENGTH 23 

This formatting reQuest sets the page length to oe used for 
producing the for~atted output of your text. Here, you set 
the length to 23 Lines because the screen length of a CRT is 
2~ lines long. If you are doing these examoles at a CRT and 
you used a line length greater than 23 Lines. the formattec 
output of Example 1 would disappear from the screen. The 
standard page length normally used by OS/32 TEXT is 66 lines 
long, and, if the formatted text is beinq printed on a print 
device, there is no need to use the PLE~GTH for~atting 

reouest. 

Please remember these important rules about 
requests: 

formatting 

o Formatting reouests always start at the 
beginning of a line 

o Formatting requests always begin with a oeriod 

o User text cannot be typed on the same line that 
contains a for~att1ng request. 

<3> This is an ••••• job eas1er. 

Lines 2-7 and 9-12 contain text that you want to format. 
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< 4 > .PARAGRAPH 

This formatting request tells OS/32 TEXT to begin a new 
paragraph. 

<5> CR 

You enter RETURN in response to a prompt to enter text, in 
order to change OS/32 TEXT from text mode to c~mmand mode. 
In command mode OS/32 TEXT is ready to accept co~~ands from 
you. 

<6> TYPE 1-12 

You have terminated text input in <5> above and you want to 
review your work. TYPE tells OS/32 TEXT to display tie text 
that you entered in lines 1-12. 

<7> 1 .PLENGTH •••• joh easier 

This is the display from OS/32 TEXT in response to your 
command to display the text you previously entered. 

<8> FORMAT 

You have revie•ed the text and formatting requests th3t you 
entered, and now decide to produce the formatted output. You 
use the FORMAT command to tell OS/32 TEXT to produce the 
for~atted output of your text. 

<9> This is •••• job easier. 

These two paragraphs are the formatted output of your text. 

( 1 0 ) ) 

After the formatting h...as been completed• the prompt is output 
by OS/32 TEXT and you can now enter another another OS/32 
TEXT co~mand, as shown in ~xample 2. Example 2 uses the text 
that you have entered in Exam~le 1. 

3.1.2 EXAMPLE 2: Error Correction, Text Insertion 
and Addition 

This session uses the text that you entered in Example 1 to 
illustrate ho~ errors can be corrected and lines <consisting 
of text or format reQuests> can be inserted in or added to 
existing· text. Finally, the layout of the formatted output 
of-Example 1 is modified. The steps involved are: 

o Reviewing the existino text 
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o Insert1ng formatt1ng reQuests to change 

- left and right margins 
- produce double spaced output 

o Correcting a typing error 

o Add1ng new text 

o Reviewing all text 

o ReQuesting formatted output 

EXAMPLE 2 

At the keyboard enter: 

<1> >TYPE 1-
1 .!'LENGTH 23 
2 Th1s is an example of entering text using 
3 OS/32 TEXT. It is very easy to use. 
4 Let us now make a typping error 
5 that we wHl 
6 correct 
7 in example number 2. 
8 .PARAGRAPH 
9 You have probably noticed that we are not filling 

10 the l1nes too neatly. 
11 We want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 
12 you - to make your job easier. 

<2> >INS:::RT 1 

<3> 1.01 >.LMARGIN 5 

(4) 1.02 >.RMARGIN -5 

<5> 1.03 >.SPACE 2 

C6> 1.04 >CR 

<7> >TYPE ll 
4 Let us now make a typping error 

<8> >CHANGE /typping/,/typing/,4 
4 Let us now make a typing error 

<9> >APPEND 
13 >.PARAGRAPH 
14 >In example number 2 you will learn how Lines 
15 >can be inserted in existing text, 
16 >how to correct a typing error from a 
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Cl 0) 

17 >previous example 
18 >a~d how to add text at the 
19 >end of existing text. 
20 >CR 

TYPE 
1 
1.01 
i.02 
1.03 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1q 

1-
.PLENGTH 23 
.LMARGIN ~ 
• R MARG IN -5 
.SPACE 2 
This is an example of entering text using 
OS/32 TEXT. It is very easy to use. 
Let us now make a typing error 
that we will 
correct 
in example number 2. 
.PARA GRAP~ 
You have probably noticed that we are not filling 
the lines too neatly. 
~e want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 
you - to make your job easier. 
.PARAGRAPH 
In example number 2 you will learn how lines 
can be inserted in existing text, 
how to correct a typing error from a 
previous example 
and how to add text at the 
end of existing text. 

<11> >~ORMATtHALT 

<lla) E~TER RETURN wHEN READY 

<llb> >CR 

Cl2> This is an example of entering text using OS/32 

TEXT. It is very easy to use. Let us now make a 

typing error that we will correct in example 

nJrnber 2. 

You have probably noticed that we are not filling 

the lines too neatly. ~e want to show you that 

<13> >CR 

<14> OS/32 TEXT can do this for you - to make your job 

e3Sier. 
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In example number 2 you w1ll learn how lines can be 

inserted in existing text, how to correct a typing 

error from a previous examole and how to add text 

at the end of existing text. 

<15> > 

EXPLANATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 2 

<l> TYPE 1-

The TYPE 1- command tells OS/32 TEXT to display 
tne first line to the last line entered so far. 
not enter a line number following the dash "-", 
entered 1s implied. 

<2> INSERT l 

all t elC t from 
If you do 

the Last line 

This command allows you to insert text or formatting requests 
ufter the line number referenced in the command. In this 
case you wish to insert new lines following line 1. Notice 
how the inserted l1nes are numbered. You may continually 
insert lines until you tell OS/32 TEXT that you are finished 
entering Lines. In <6> you tell OS/32 TEXT that you are 
finished inserting Lines. 

<3> .LMARGIN 5 
<~> .RMARGIN -5 

These are formatting requests controlling the margin 
settings. In this example, the standard margin settings, 12 
<Left> and 74 <right>, are initially in effect. By using the 
RMARGIN and LMA~GIN requests you have changed the mar~in 

settings so that the text will be formatted using 17 and 69 
as left and right margin settings, respectively. LM~RGIN 
adjusts the Left margin to 17 <12+5>. ~MARGIN adjusts the 
right margin to 69 (7q-5l. 

<5> .SPACE 2 

Th1s formatting request tells OS/32 TEXT th3t the formatted 
output is to be double spaced. 

<6> CR 

Entering a CR 1n response to a text input request from an 
INSERT command switches OS/32 TfXT back to command mode. 
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<7> TYPE ~ 

Here you review a Line that contains an error. 

<8> CHANGE /typping/,/typing/,4 

To correct errors 1n a Line you use the CHANGE command. In 
the command, you first enter the characters you want to 
change and second the replacement characters. In this case 
you want to change "typping" to "typing." 

A slash is reauired to enclose the characters you want to 
change and t~e replacement characters. The slash "/" is 
called a delimiter. The delimiter can be any character that 
is not part of the character string itself. You may always 
use a slash unless a slash is part of the character string 
you want to change or a slash is part of the new string. In 
this case you would substitute a character of you choosing 
tor the slash. 

The number 4 is the number of the Line in which the change is 
to be performed. 

After OS/32 TEXT has changed the line, it displays the new. 
contents of the line so that you may verify the correction. 

<9> APPEND 

The APPEND com~and was used in Example l to enter lines of 
text and for~atting reauests. This command always causes 
Lines to be ad~ed at the end of existing Lines. 

In Example 1, no Lines 
Consequently, the first 
line was number 1. Here, 
12 is the last line, the 
line 13. 

<10> TYPE 1-

existed when you 
Line number assigned 

you use APPEND again. 
next Line assigned to 

used ~PPENO. 

to your input 
Since line 

your input is 

You request OS/32 TEXT to display your text lines fro~ line 
1 to the Last line. 

<11> FORMAT tHALT 

You have reviewed your text and formatting requests i~ <10> 
and decided to obtain the formatted output of your text. 

The comma is required to properly 
second argument of the command. 
of the comma, ~ut for the ~urpose 
not be concerned with its use. 

3-8 

position "HALT" as the 
Chapter 5 explains the use 

of these examples you need 
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HALT tells OS/32 T~XTt to stop output of your formatted text 
at the beginning of each paqe. If you do these examoles on 
a CRT, this allows you to study each page before the next one 
is displayed. ~ore importantly, 1f your formatted text is 
bei"g printed on a device where the paper has to be fed 
manually, the use of HALT allows you to change the paper 
before each page is printed. 

To tell OS/32 TEXT that you are ready for the next Page to be 
printed, you enter R~TURN. 

<lla> ENTER RETURN WHEN READY 

When HALT is given in the ~OR~AT command, this message is 
disolayed prior to outputting the first formatted page. At 
this time you may want to adjust the paper used for output. 

<llb> CR 

You enter RETURN to tell OS/32 TEXT to output the formatted 
page. 

Cl2> This is ••• job easier. 

This is the formatted output of page 1. OS/32 TEXT waits at 
the end of the page, until you enter RETURN. 

<13> CR 

This causes OS/32 TEXT to resume output. 

<14> In example ••• existing text. 

This is the formatted output of page 2. 
waits at the end of the oage. 

OS/32 TEXT again 

<15> > Since there are no more pages to be output, 8S/32 TEXT 
returns to Com~and Mode. ?lease proceed to Example ~. 
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3.1.3 EXAMPLE 3: Text Search• Line Deletion, 
Saving and Retrieving Stored 
Text, Exit from OS/32 TEXT 

This example presents several very useful text manipulation 
features. You are shown how to: 

o Search the text for ce~tain words or characters 

o Delete text 

o Save text in a disc file 

o Retrieve the saved text from the disc file 

o Terminate use of OS/32 TEXT 

This session uses the text created in Examples 1 and 2. 

At the keyboard enter: 

<1> >TYPE 1-
1 .?LENGTH 23 
1.01 .LMARGI~ 5 
1.02 .RMARGIN -5 
le03 .SPACE 2 

EXAMPLE 3 

2 This is an example of entering text using 
3 OS/32 TEXT. It is very easy to use. 
4 Let us now make a typing error 
5 which we will 
6 correct 
7 in example number 2. 
8 .PARAGRAPH 
9 You have probably noticed that we are not filling 

10 the Lines too neatly. 
11 We want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 
12 you - to make your job easier. 
13 .PARAGRAPH 
14 In example number 2 you will learn how lines 
15 can be inserted in existing text, 
16 how to correct a typing error from a 
17 orevious example and 
18 how to add text at the 
1q end of existing text. 
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<2> >FIND /ePARAGRAPH/,1-19 
8 .PARAGRAPH 

13 .PARAGRAPl-l 

C2a> >FIND :QS/32 TEXT:,1.03-
3 OS/32 TEXT. It is very easy to use. 

11 We want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 

<3> >DELETE 8 

<4> >DELETE 13-

<5> >TYPE 1-
1 .PLENGTH 23 
1.01 eLMARGIN 5 
1.02 .RMARGIN -5 
1.03 .SPACE 2 
2 This is an example of entering text using 
3 OS/32 TEXT. It is very easy to use. 
4 Let us now make a tyJing error 
5 which we will 
6 correct 
7 1n example number 2. 
9 You have probably noticed that we are not fill1ng 

10 the lines too neatly. 
11 We want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 
12 y9u -- to make your job easier. 

<6> >SAVE EXAMPLE3.RVO 

C7> >TYPE 12 
12 You - to make your job easier. 

<R> >DELETE 1-

(g) >TYPE 1-
(10> !NO OS/32 TEXT 

Cll> >GET EXAMPLE3.RVO 

<12> >TYPE 1-
1 .PLENGTH 23 
2 .LMARGIN 5 
3 .RMARGIN -5 
4 .SPACE 2 
5 This is an example of entering text ~sing 

G OS/32 TEXT. It is very easy to use. 
7 Let us now make a tyoinq error 
8 which we will 
9 correct 

10 in example number 2. 
11 You have probably noticed that we are not filling 
12 the lines too ne3tly. 
13 ~e want to show you that OS/32 TEXT can do this for 
14 you - to ~ake your job easier. 
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<13> >END 

( 1 4 ) ENO OF TASK CODE: 0 

<15> * 

EXPLANATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 3 

Cl> TYPE 1-

You rev1ew all the text you have typed so far. 

<2> FINO/.PARAGRAPH/,1-19 

FINO 1s the OS/32 TEXT com•and that allows you to search your 
text for the presence a spec1f1ed character str1ng. Here you 
want to Locate the Lines that conta1n the formatting request 
".PARAGRAPH". The slashes "/" del1mit the characters for 
wh1ch you are searching. <The delimiter can be any character 
but may not be part of the string it defines.> "1-19" tells 
OS/32 TEXT to search from line 1 through line 19. 

Each time OS/32 TEXT finds a match in its search, it displays 
the Line number and the entire text of that Line. 

1 2a> FIND :QS/32 TEXT:,1.03-

Note that you are using a different delimiter to def1ne the 
character string. ~Lso note that spaces can be part of the 
string you are searching for. 

"1.03-" tells OS/32 TEXT to search from line 1.03 to t~e end 
<Last line> of text. 

<3> DELETE 8 

The DELETE command allows you to delete a single line or a 
group of consecutive Lines. Here, you deleted Line a. 

<4> DELETE 13-

Here you deleted a consecutive group of lines from line 13 to 
the last line. 

<5> TYPE 1-

You tell OS/32 TEXT to display all text and observe that 
lines a and 13-19 have been deleted. 
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<6> SA~E EXAMPLE3.~VO 

The SAvE command allows you to store your current text in a 
disc file. This text can be retrieved at a later time to 
continue your work. 

It may be helpful at this time to discuss how the computer 
can "file" your work for you. 

In this example you "saved" your text 1n a file on the disc. 
A disc 1s a magnet1c dev1ce that contains one or more 
platters similiar to record platters. These platters are 
used to store text, or 1n fact any data you might soecify. 
You can not only store information on these disc platters, 
but also read it back, or delete it, if the information is no 
longer reQuired. 

A 4-drawer office filing cabinet can be compared to a disc 
device, where each drawer represents a record pl3tter. When 
you store information on a disc, the 1nfor~ation is placed 
into a "file" on any one of the platters. The computer 
decides on which platter to place the file. 

Each file has its own uniQue name. The computer keeps an 
index of these file names and the location of files on the 
disc. so, when you ask for a filet the computer can 
determine if 1t has the file you want and where to find it on 
the disc. This procedure is Quite similar to the filing and 
retrieving of file folders in alphabetical <or similar> order 
in each drawer of a filing cabinet. 

In the example 
"EXAMPLE3.RVO"• 
descriptor> under 
<record> your text. 

using the SAVE 
This is the file 

which you want 

command you entered 
name <also called file 

the computer tJ file 

Chapter 5 describes the rules on naming a file. 

C7> TYPE 12 

OS/32 TEXT still remembers your text after you have saved it 
in the disc file. The computer simply made a copy of it. 
Note that if you now alter this text, the disc file does not 
get changed. 

<8> DELETE 1-

Here you request OS/32 TEXT to delete all Lines. After 
deleting all Lines OS/32 TEXT outputs a message telling you 
that all Lines have been deleted. 

(9) TY 0 E 1-

You wish to display all lines. 
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<lO> !NO OS/32 TEXT 

Th1s 1s a message output by OS/32 TEXT 1n response to your 
reQuest in <9>. Since you deleted all l1nes in <8>, there 1s 
no more text to display. The text ex1sts now only 1n the 
11sc tile. 

<ll> GET EXAMPLE3.RVO 

GET is the command used to read text from a disc f1le. Here 
f1le you are retr1ev1ng the text wh1ch you saved 1n 

EXAMPLE3.RVO. 

It does not matter that you are reading the text dur1ng the 
SJme exa~ole session in wh1ch you saved it • You can do this 
any time. You could have stopped using OS/32 TEXT after the 
SAVE co~mand, and loaded the program again then or the next 
day. As long as the file EXAMPLE3.RVO exists, you can get 
your text Qack. 

Please remember these important tacts when using the GET 
command: 

When you read the text f1le, you do not lose that file. 
The computer s1mply copies the text from the file and 
makes it available to OS/32 TEXT. You can now 
manipulate the text again as you have done 1n the 
example. The or1ginal file rema1ns stored on this 
d1sc. You are only work1ng on a copy ot the file. 

The GET command always deletes any currently existing 
lines of text before reading the reouested file. You 
should always SAVE the text you were work1ng on before 
entering GET. However, if you forget to SAVE your text 
before entering GET, OS/32 TEXT gives you a reminder 
message. 

As the text 1s read from the file, line numbers 
starting with 1 are assigned to each Line of text. 

<12> TYPE 1-

Here you see that you have successfully retrieved our text. 
Note. also. that the lines have been renumoered. 
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<13> END 

This command ter~inates the operation of OS/32 TEXT and 
returns control to the operating system. 

If you created, c~an]ed or added any text and had not saved 
it, a message is displayed to remind you: 

REMINDER - SAVE YOUR CURRENT OS/32 TEXT 

At th1s time you have a second chance to save your text. 

Typing a second END command terminates the operation of OS/32 
TEXT. It you did not save your text, it will be lost. 

Cl4l END OF TASK CODE= 0 

This message indicates termination of OS/32 TEXT. 

C15l * 

The * indicates that the operating system is ready to accept 
a command from you. 

Perhaps at this time you might want to do some of your own 
text ~anipulations using the commands and formatting requests 
you have been shown so far. 

If you want to save some text. use the file name ~XAMPLE3.RV1 
or make up your own name as described in Chaoter 5. 

3.1.4 EXAMPLE 4: Page Layout, Page Titles 
and Num~ers, Footnotes and 
Various Line Control Requests 

In this example, the emphasis 1s on the use of formatting 
requests, some of which you are already familiar with from 
previous examples, and a number of useful new ones. 

You will be shown how to adjust oage margins, how to add top 
and bottom page titles and page numbers, and how to add a 
footnote in your text. 

Further, you will specify various Line control requests to 
vary the appearance of your text. And finally, you w1LL add 
comments for your own use in the text of the document which 
you are preparing. The steps involved are: 
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o Insert1ng page layout requests 

o Insert1ng top and bottom page title requests with 
page numbering 

o Entering text with various line control 
requests 

o Adding a footnote 

o Using the COMMENT request to explain 
some of the previous steps 

o Requesting formatted output of Example 4. 

This !Xample assumes that you have terminated using OS/32 
TEXT in Example 3. If you have not done so, Please do it now 
and then load and start OS/32 TEXT again as explained in 
Chapter 2. 

EXAMPLE 4 

At the keyboard enter: 

<l> >APP~NO 

' 2 ) l .COMMENT SPECIFY PAGE LAYOUT AND LINE SPACING 

C3> 2 >.MARGIN 15t66 

(4) 3 >.TMARGIN 3 

<5> 4 >.BMARGIN 3 

<6> 5 >.PLENGTH 23 

<7> 6 >.SPACE 2 

7 >.COMMENT SPECIFY TOP & BOTTOM PAGE TITLES AND NUMBERS 
<8> 8 >·TTILE !OS/32 TEXT!EXAMPLE 4!PAGE Z! 

<9> 9 >.BTITLE // PAGE % II 

10 >.COMMENT ENTE~ DOCUMENT TEXT AND FORMAT REQUESTS 
<10> 11 >.CENTER 

<11> 12 >.UNDERSCORE 

<12> 13 >Example Number 4 
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<13> 

<14) 

<15) 

(16) 

( 1 7 ) 

<18) 

<19> 

(20) 

( 2 1 ) 
<22> 

14 >.SKIP 2 

15 >.RJUSTIFY OFF 

16 >This example illustrates many of the formatting 
17 >capabilities of OS/32 TEXT. The title "Example Number 4" 
18 >will be centered between the margin settings. 
19 >The lines of this paragraph will not be spread to 
20 >touch the right margin 
21 >because the ".RJUSTIFY" format request is OFF. 
22 >.SKIP 2 

23 >.RJUSTIFY ON 

24 >.LMARGIN +5 

25 >.RMARGIN -5 

26 >.SPACE 1 
27 >This passage will stand out in your text oecause 1t 
28 >is tyoed in narrower margins and single spaced 
29 >l1pes. 
30 >We want t' illustrate the control you have to 
31 >change the spacing and margin settings. 
32 >Note that the lines are spread out to touch 
33 >the right margin because we specified ".RJUSTIFY O~".<•> 
34 >.COMMENT RETURN TO ORIGINAL MARGIN SETTINGS ANO 
35 >.COMMENT ADO A FOOTNOTE. 

3& >·LMARGIN RESET 

37 >.RMARGIN ~ESET 
38 >.FOOTNOTE BEGIN 

39 ><•> This is an example of a footnote in your text. 
40 >The footnote will be printed at the bottom of the 
41 >current page and continued on the next page 
42 >if not enough space is available. 

<23> 43 >.FOOTNOTE ENO 

<24) 44 >.PARAGRAPH +10 
25 >The ".COMMENT" formatting request used throughout example 
46 >number 4 is intended to aid you in preparing 
~7 >and maintaini~g document text. This feature ~llows 
48 >you to keep notes in the text regarding its preparation 
49 >and formatting. The text typed on the same l1ne 
50 >with the reQuest 
51 >does not aooear 
52 >in the formatted output of a document. 

<25> 53 >CR 
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<26> >TYPE 1-20 
1 .COMMENT SPECIFY PAGE LAYOUT ANO LINE SPACING 
• 
• 
• 

20 touch the r1ght margin 

<27> >TYPE 21-42 
21 because the •.RJUSTIFY" format request is OFF • 
• 
• 
• 
42 if not enough space is ava1lable. 

<28> >TYPE 43-
43 .FOOTNOTE ENO 
• 
• 
• 
52 in the tor~atted output of a document. 

<29> >SAVE EXAMPLE~.RVO 

<30> >FORMAT tHALT 
ENTER RETURN WHEN READY 
>CR 
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( 3 1 ) OS/32 TEXT EXAMPLE 4 PAGE 1 

This example illustrates ~any of the formatting 

capabilities of OS/32 TEXT. The title "Example 

Number 4" will be centered between the margin 

setting~. The lines of this paragraph will not be 

spread to touch the right margin because the 

".RJUSTIFY" format request is OFF. 

PAGE 1 

<32> >CR 

(33> OS/32 TEXT PAGE 2 

This passage will stand out in your text 
because it 1s typed in narrower margins 
and single spaced lines. We want to 
illustrate the control you have to 
change the spacing and margin settings. 
Note that the lines are spread out to 
touch the right margin because we 
specified ".RJUSTIFY ON".<*> 

<*> This is an example of a footnote in your text. 
The footnote will be printed at the bottom of the 
current page and continued on the next page if not 
enough soace is available. 

PAGE 2 
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<34> >CR 

(35) OS/32 TEXT EXAMPLE ~ PAGE 3 

The ".COMMENT" formatting request used 
throughout example number 4 is intended to aid you 
1n preparing and maintaining document text. This 
feature allows you to keeo notes 1n the text 
regarding its preparation and formatting. The 
text typed on the same line with the request does 
not appear in the formatted output of a document. 

PAGE 3 
<36> ) 

EXPLANATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 4 

<1> APPEND 

The APPEND command tells OS/32 TEXT to accept and remember 
your lines of text and formatting requests. 

<2> .COMMENT SPECIFY PAGE ••• SPACING 

This special formatting request allows you to type notes for 
your own use, interspersed within the document text. These 
notes do not become part of the printed document. 

<3> .~A~GIN 15t66 

T~is request sets the absolute left and right nargins 
respectively to be used for the formatted outout of the 
document. The numbers represent the column numbers, counted 
from left to right. 

<4> .TMARGIN 3 
CS> .SMARGIN 3 

These requests tell OS/32 TEXT the number of blank lines that 
will appear at the top and bottom of each page. 

C6> .PLENGTH 23 

This request s~ecifies the aosolute number of lines per page 
in the formatted output. This number generally corresponds 
to the physical page size of the device used for printed 
output. Formatting requests TMARGIN and BMARGIN are offsets 
within these limits. 
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<7> .SPACE 2 

Th1s request causes double spacing of all output lines except 
text appearing in a footnote. 

<8> .TTITLE !OS/32 TEXTIEXAMPLE 4!PAGE %! 

Th1s request s~ec1fies that three headings should be printed 
at the top of each page. ~ach heading is defined by a "!• 
del1m1ter. In the formatted output, the titles appear as 
follows: 

o OS/32 TEXT 1s left justified 

o EXAMPLE 4 is centered 

o PAGE % is right justified 

The third heading contains the page numbering symbol "%". 
The % symbol 1s replaced on each page by the computed page 
number. OS/32 TEXT does page numbering for you. 

CS> .BTITLE // Page X // 

This reQuest is the same as TTITLE in all respects except 
that 1t affects the bottom of a page. Note that you specify 
only the center title. <A different delimiter, "'"• is 
entered to indicate that you have a choice of symbols.> The 
left and right titles are empty. The page symbol "%" is 
treated as described for TTITLE. 

<10> .CENTER 

This request causes only tne next line of text to be centered 
between the margin settings. 

<11> .UNDERSCORE 

This request causes only the next line of text to be 
underscored. If your formatted output is directed to a CRT• 
the underscoring does not appear on the screen. 

<12> Example Number 4 

This is the "next line of text• for the requests given in 
<10> and <11>. "Example Number 4" will be both centered and 
underlined. 

<13> .SKIP 2 

This request causes 2 blank lines to be output. 

<14> .RJUSTIFY OFF 

This request causes all suosequent docu~ent text lines to be 
left justified only. 
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<15> This example illustrates ••• request is OFF. 

These are the only document text lines that are to be Left 
justified. 

<16> .RJUSTIFY ON 

( 1 7) 
( 18) 

Here you request that right justification of document Lines 
is resumed • 

• LMARGIN +5 
.RMARGIN -5 

with these requests you narrow the margin settings from the 
original settings that you specified in <3>. The new values 
are now: 

Old Value Change New Value 

o Left margin 15 + 5 = 20 

o Right margin 66 5 = 61 

Cl9> .SPACE 1 

This request specifies that all subsequent document text 
lines are to be single spaced. 

<20> .LMARGIN RESET 
<21> .qMARGIN RESET 

These requests cause the margin settings to be restored to 
their values prior to their last change. The Left and right 
margins are again 15 and 66 respectively. 

<22> .FOOTNOTE BEGIN 
C23> .FOOTNOTE END 

These requests delimit the lines· of text that are to be 
printed as a footnote. 

<24) .PA~AGRAPH +10 

This request skips lines and then indents the next line of 
text to begin a new paragraph. The next line is indented 10 
spaces and 2 blank lines appear to separate the following 
paragraph from the preceding text. 

<25> CR 

You terminate text input. OS/32 TEXT is now in command mode 
awaiting input of a command. 
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( 2 6 ) TYPE 
{ 2 7) TYPE 
( 2 8 ) TYPE 

Here 
have 
line 

1-20 
21-42 
4:; -

you request 
typed so 

numbers you 

OS/32 TEXT to display the Lines that you 
far. ~ith each TYPE command you specify the 
1o1ant to review. 

<29> SAVE EXAMPLE4.RVO 

You save the typed text and formatting requests that you 
entered in a disc file named EXAMPLE4.RVO. 

<30) FO~~AT tHALT 

You request OS/32 TEXT to produce the formatted output of the 
text that you entered. OS/32 TEXT 1o1ill halt at the beginning 
of each page until you enter a RETURN to continue. 

<31> OS/32 TEXT •••• PAGE 1. 

This is the formatted output of page 1. 

<32> CR 

This causes OS/32 TEXT to resume output of the formatted 
text. 

<33> OS/32 TEXT •••• PAGE 2. 

This is the formatted output of page 2. 

<34> r~ 

This causes OS/32 TEXT to resume output of the formatted 
text. 

<35> OS/32 TEXT •••• PAGE 3 

This 1s the formatted output of page 3. 

( 3 6) ) 

Since no more oages are to be output, OS/32 TEXT returns to 
command mode. 
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3.1.5 EXAMPLE s: fab Setting and Table Formatt1ng 

In th1s example. you are shown ho~ to set taoulation stops 1n 
OS/32 TEXT and how to produce text in table form. The steps 
involved are: 

o Sett1ng tabs 

o Typing table text and assoc1ated formatting requests 

o Saving the text in a d1sc f1le 

o Requesting a 1ormatted output 

There are two ways to add text in table form ii your 
documents: by using either the BLOCK request, or the KEEP 
reouest. These requests are used to oosition a taJle within 
the document you are producing. 

BLOCK is used to position the table "in context." "In 
context" ~eans that the taole must be printed wnere it 
appears in your text. The BLOCK BEGIN and SLO:K END 
formatting reouests deli~it the text of an "in context" 
block •. It the table does not tit on the current page, it is 
printed at the top of the next oage and continued on 
subsequent pages until the entire table is printed. The 
remainder of the current page is left blank. 

The KEE~ formatting request allows the table to be Jrinted 
o~T of context from where it appears in your text. ~ table 
or1nted out of context is referred to as a "floatiig keep." 
:~ t~e table does not tit on the current page, the current 
page is not left blank but is filled •1th text which appears 
in your aocument following the table. To specify a table to 
De printed out of context the KEEP 3EGIN and KE~P END 
formatting requests are used to del1mit the table. 

Th1s examole demonstrates the use of the 3LOCK reouest to 
produce the ta~Le in context w1th1n the document. 
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At the keyboard enter: 

Cl> >DELETE 1-

<2> >OPTION TAs:;,5,30,34,36 

<3> >OPTION TAB 
THE T~S CHARACTER IS 

5 '30 34 36 

C4> >APPEND 
1 ).PLENGTH 23 
2 >.TMARGIN 3 
3 >.SMARGIN 3 

EXAMPLE 5 

4 >Th1s ~xamole shows how to add a table as an "In Context 
5 >Block" 1n your text. 
6 >Since the table is too long to fit on the same page with 
7 >this text, it is printed starting at the top of t~e 

e >next page. 
9 ).PARAGRAP"i 
10 >Note that the remainder of this page is blank! 
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11 >.COMMENT NOW WE TYPE THE TABLE WITH ITS FORMAT qEQUESTS 

(5) 12 >-B~OCK BEGIN 

(6) 13 >.N~FILL 

<7> 14 >.CENTER 
15 >~ACTO~Y CJSTS 

C8> 16 >.LMARGIN +10 

<9> 17 >.INDENT -5 
18 >ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

ClO> 19 >TO PRODUCE A;;400,ooo.oo 
20 >TO ENGAGE SECOND SHIFT;;1so.ooo.oo 
21 >MAINTENANCE COST ~ER ~ACHINE;;;2so.oo 

22 >.SKIP 1 
23 >.I1'JOENT -5 
24 >?RODUCTICN COST 
?5 )PRODUCT A;;;aoo.oo 
26 >;MATERIAL;;aoo.oo 
27 >;MACHINE HOURS;;200.oo 
28 >iMAN HOU~s;;200.oo 

29 >.SKIP 1 
30 >.INDENT -5 
31 >LA90R COST 
32 >~IRST SHI~T <~E~ MAN nOU~>;;;;3.oo 

33 >SECOND SHIFT;;;;3.45 
34 >.SKIP l 
3 5 >•INDENT -3 

( 1 1 ) 3$ >NJ~8~~ OF AVAILABLE MACHINES;;; 450.00 

<12> 37 >.BLOCK END 

<131 38 >.LMARGIN qESET 

<14> 39 >.FILL 
40 >If the taole had been spec1t1ed as a 
41 >"Flo3t1ng Keep"• this text would have oeen 
42 >orinted on the oage oreceding the table! 

<15> 43 >:R 

( 16) >TYPE 18-36 
18 ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 
19 TO PRODUCE A 
20 TO ENGAGE SECOND SHIFT 
21 MAINTENANCE COST PER MACHINE 
22 .SKIP 1 
23 .Il\JDENT -5 
24 PRODUCTION COST 
25 P~ODUCT A 
26 MATERIAL 
28 MACHINE HOURS 

3-26 

400tOOO.OO 
lSOtOC0.00 

250.00 

800.00 
200.00 
200.00 
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29 .SKIP 1 
30 .INDENT -5 
31 LABJR COST 
32 FIRST SHIFT <PER MAN HOUR> 
33 SECOND SHIFT 
34 .SKIP l 
35 .INDENT -5 
36 NUMBER OF AVAILABLE MACHINES 

<17> >SAVE EXAMPLE5.RVO 

<18> >FORMAT ,HALT 
ENTER RETURN WHEN READY 
>CR 

3.00 
3.45 

450.00 

<19> This example shows how to add a table as an "In Context 
Block" in your text. Since the table is too long to fit on 
the same page with this text, it is printed starting at the 
too of the next page. 

Note that the remainrler of this page is blank! 

<20> >CR 

( 2 1 ) 

>CR 

FACTO~Y COSTS 
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

TO PRODUCE 
TO ENGAGE SECOND SHIFT 
MAI~TENANCE COST Pt~ MACHINE 

PRODUCTION COST 
PRO:JUCT A 

MATERIAL 
MACHINE HOURS 
MAN HOURS 

LABOR COST 
FIRST SHIFT <PER MAN HOUR> 
SECOND SHIFT 

NUMBER o= MA:HINES AVAILABLE 

400tOOO.OO 
iso,000.00 

250.00 

800.00 
eoo .oo 
200.00 
200.aa 

3.00 
3.45 

450.00 

C22> If the taole had been specified as a "Floating Keep"• this 
text would have been printed on the page preceding the taole! 

<23> ) 

EXPLANATIONS FOR EXAM~LE 5 

< 1 > DELETE 1-

This co~mand deletes all text and formatting requests that 
were entered as part of Examole 4. 
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<2> OPTION TAS:;,5,30,3~,36 

The OPTION command is used to set tabulation stops at columns 
5,30,3~ and 36 and specify a tab control character. T1e tab 
control character is used to sk1p from one tab position to 
the next. The semicolon c;> is selected as the tab control 
character. You may specify any character that will not 
appear in the text which you will be entering. 

Tabulation control with OS/32 TEXT 
typewriter. It is important that you 

is different from a 
remember these points: 

o When you type the tab control character, the carriage 
<or cursor on a CRT> does not move to the actual column 
of a tab stop. All you will see is the tab control 
character you typed. OS/32 TEXT internally adjusts the 
text line to the selected tab stop. When you review 
your text using the TYPE command, the text appears in 
its tabular tor~. 

o The seco~d difference concerns the selection of a 
specific tab stop. Suppose you did enter text that 
extends beyond the first tab stop and you want to skip 
to the second stop to continue. On a typewriter, you 
would depress the tabulation key once. In OS/32 TEXT, 
you have to enter the tab control character twice. Once 
for the stop you passed, secondly for the stop where you 
want to continue typing! 

o Each time you start OS/32 TEXT you must set the tabs if 
you wish to use tabs. OS/32 TEXT does not rememoer tab 
settings from a previous session. 

<3> OPTION TAB 

This command displays the currently specified tab control 
character and the tab stops. 

(4) APPEND 

This command tells OS/32 TEXT to accept and rememoer your 
text and formatting requests. 

<5> .BLOCK BEGIN 

This formatting request tells OS/32 TEXT where the in context 
olock of text Jegins. 

<6> .N8FILL 

This formatting request allows the user to control the output 
for~at of text, in this case the format of the taole. The 
request suspends filling lines. suppression of blanks, and 
right and left justification. Margin specifications and 
centering are adhered to. 
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It is i~portant to rememoer that when .NOFILL is in effect, 
an input Line cannot contain more characters than space is 
available in the outout line. The ava1Lble space in the 
output line is determin!d ~Y the line width spacification 
minus the current margin settings. 

<7> .CENTER 

This formatting reQuest caJses the next line of text to be 
centered between the current margin settings. 

(8) .LMARGIN +10 

You adjust the left margin tor the table. 

<9> .INDENT -5 

This formatting reauest causes outdenting of the next text 
Line by five character positions. outdenting positions the 
next line of text to the left of the current left margin 
setting. 

ClO> TO ?RODUCE A;;400,ooo.oo 

!his 1s a line of text for the table. 
twice entered the tab control character 
position 5, then to oosition 30. Thus, 
i~ the table at character ~osition 30. 

Cll> NU~BER OF ••• ;;;;bbbbb450.00 

Note that you have 
";", first to skip to 
"400 ••• " will appear 

This is another text line of the table. Here you deoressed 
the tab control character three times to skip over positions 
5 and 30 to 34. At oosit1on 34 you type five spaces <~> and 
then the number 450.00. The spaces are reQuired to 
co~oensate tor the outdenting of this line by 5 character 
positions <see reauest on line 35>. 

<12> .BLOCK END 

This formatting request delimits the ena of the in context 
block. 

<13> .LMARGIN RESET 

You return the left margin setting to the value that was in 
effect orior to the beginning of the ta~le. 

<14> .FILL 

This formatting request 
restores the for~atting 

NOFILL request. 
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FILL in conjunct1on w1th LJUSTIFY and RJUSTIFYt causes the 
outout text l1nes to be left and r1ght justif1ed as yJu have 
seen tnroughout the examples. 

<15> c~ 

You terminate 1nput of text and formatting reQuests. OS/32 
TEXT is now in command mode awaiting input of a command. 

<16> TYP~ 18-36 

You review the text l1nes that were entered using tne tab 
feature in OS/32 TEXT. The displayed lines now reflect the 
tabulation selected during typing. Note that the number 
colum~ in line 35 is offset by the five spaces you entered. 
In the formatted output, the numbers will be aligned properly 
because this line is outdented by five character positions. 

<17> SAVE ~XAMPLE5.~VO 

The SAVE command stores the text and formatting reQuests in 
a disc file named EXAMPLE5.RVO. 

<18> FO~MAT tHALT 

You reQuest a formatted output of the text in exam,le 5. 
Formatting will be halted at the beginning of each page until 
you depress RETURN to continue. 

<19> This example ••• is blank! 

This is the formatted output of page 1. 

c20> c~ 

Continue with formatted output of next page. 

<21> FACTO~Y COSTS ••• 450.00 

T~is is the formatted output of page 2 conta1ning the in 
context table. 

<22> If the table ••• preceding the table! 

This is the formatted output of page 3. 

<23> ) 

No more pages to output. OS/32 TEXT returns to command mode. 
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3.1.6 EXAMPLE 6: Merg1ng Text, Automatic Dating 
and Request to "break" an Output 
Text Line 

Th1s example presents the use of three addit1onal formatting 
features. 

The first and most important one is the IMBED request. This 
request allows you to merge text from another disc file into 
the text of the document which you are currently formatting. 

The second feature is a group of 
automatic dating functions for you. 
time, which are maintained by 
formatted output of your document. 

requests which perform 
They insert the date and 

the computer, into the 

The th1rd feature is the B~EAK request. The BREAK request 
temporarily suspends tilling of an output text line when FILL 
is in effect. 

This example uses the text from Example 5 which was saved in 
file EXAMPLES.RVO. The steps are: 

o Typing text and formatting requests 

o Imbedding text from disc file 

o Specifying BREAK in text 

o Requesting date and time 

EXAMPLE 6 

At the keyboard enter: 

<l> >DELETE 1-

<2> )APPEND 
1 ).PLENGTH 23 
2 >In this example we show how you can 
3 >insert the text from a file into the formatted 
4 >text output stream. 
5 >We will use the text from example number 5 
6 >which is contained in file EXAMPLES.RVO 
7 >and insert it after this sentence. 
8 >.SKIP 1 
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<3> 9 >.IMBED EX~MPLE5.RVO 

( 4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 

( 7 ) 

( 8) 

( 9) 

ro >.~KIP 

11 >This passage will appear in the formatted output 
12 >following the text from the inserted file. 
13 >.SKIP 1 
14 >.LMARGIN +15 
15 >This example was concluded on 

16 >.BREAK 

17 >.MONTH 

18 >.DAY ' 
19 >.YEAR 
20 >at 

21 >.TIME • 
22 >CR 

>FORMAT tHAL T 
ENTER RETURN WHEN READY 
>CR 

<10> In t~is example we show how you can insert the text from a 
file into the formatted text output stream. We will use the 
text from example number 5 which is contained in file 
EXAMPLE5.RVO and insert 1t after this sentence. 

Cll> This example shows how to add a table as an "In Context 
Block" in your text. Since the table is too long to fit on 
the sa~e page with this text, it is printe~ starting at the 
top of the next page. 

Note that the remainder of this page is blank! 
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C12>. >CR 

( 11> 

<12) )CR 

FACT ORY CO ST S 
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS 

TO PRODUCE 
TO ~NGAGE SECOND SHIFT 
MAINTENANCE COST PER MACHINE 

PRODUCTION COST 
PRODUCT A 

MATERIAL 
MACHINE HOURS 
MAN HOURS 

LABOR COST 
FIRST SHIFT <PER MAN HOUR> 
SECOND SHIFT 

NUMBER o= MA:HINES AVAILABLE 

400,000.00 
1so,ooo.oo 

250.00 

soo.oo 
800.00 
200.00 
200.00 

3.00 
3.45 

450.00 

Cll> If the table had been specified as a "Floating Keep", this 
text would have been printed on the page oreceding the table! 

<13> This passage will appear in the formatted output following 
the text from the inserte~ file. 

<14> This example was concluded on 
<15> AUGUST 24t 1978 at 13!28!26. 

( 10) ) 

EXPLANATIONS FOR EXAMPLE 6 

<l> DELET:: 1-

This command deletes all text and formatting reQuests that 
were entered as part of Example 5. 

<2> APPEN'.J 

This command tells OS/32 TEXT to accept and remember tie text 
and formatting reQuests that you are about to enter. 
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<3> .IMBED EXAMPLE5.RVO 

This formatt1ig reQuest specifies that the text to be 
formatted is contained in the file EXAMPLES.RVO. The tile 
contains text and formatt1ng requests. The text ·from the 
file 1s inserted after l1ne 8 of Example 6. When all text 
from the file has been formatted, processing cont1nues with 
line 11 of Example 6. 

<4> .BREAK 

This formatting request is only effective if filling output 
lines 1s specified <.FILL>. Here, a nbreak" occurs in the 
fill1ng of l1nes at the end of the text on line 15 and a new 
output line is started. 

<5> .MONTH 

This request 1nserts the current month into the output text 
stream. The months are spelled out; e.g., JANUARY. 

·5! .DAY t 

This request inserts the day of the •onth into the output 
text stream. The comma 1s ootional and is added to the date 
tor punctuation. 

<7> .YEAR 

This request inserts the year <e.g. 1978> into the output 
text stream. 

<3> .TIME • 

Th1s request inserts the current time into the output text 
stream. The second period is optional and is added to the 
time display for punctuat1on. 

(9} FORMAT tMALT 

You tell OS/32 TEXT to produce the formatted output of the 
text in Example 6. Formatting will be halted at the 
beginning of each page until you depress RETURN to continue. 

ClO> In this example ••• sentence 

This is the formatted text from lines 2-6 that you entered in 
Examole 6. 

<11> This example ••• preced1ng the table! 

Th1s text was inserted from f1le EXAMPLE5.RVO. 

<12> CR 

Continue w1th formatted output of next page. 
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<13> This passage ••• inserted file 

This is the text from lines 11 and 12 that you entered 1n 
Example 6. 

Cl~> This !xample ••• on 

This line is affected by the BREAK request. Note that a new 
Line was output after the word "on". 

Cl5> AUGUST ••• 13~28:26. 

This line is t~e result of the date and time formatting 
requests. 

<16> > 

No more pages to output. OS/32 TEXT returns to command mode. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GUIDE TO USING OS/32 TEXT FEATURES 

This chapter describes the functions that OS/32 TEXT 
performs. The commands and formatting requests used to 
produce a document are introduced according to their function 
1n the preparation of a docu~ent. The commands and 
formatting requests are described in detail in Chapters 5 and 
6t respectively. 

The sections below discuss: 

o terms which are frequently used throughout this manual 

o functions performed by OS/32 TEXT commands 

o preparing text to be formatted 

o file handling 

4.1 TERMINOLOGY 

Throughout the manual the following words have special 
meanings: 

o TEXT and OS/32 TEXT 

TEXT and OS/32 TEXT are used interchangeaoly to refer to 
the program whose operation and use is described in this 
manual. 

o Command 

A command is a directive to the program to perform a 
certain function. For example, the words LOAD and START 
are commands to the Operating System. Whenever TEXT 
displays the > symbol, it expects you to enter a command 
to tell the program what to do. TYPE, APPEND, INSERT, 
FORMAT, etc., are OS/32 TEXT commands. Each OS/32 TEXT 
command is described in Chapter s. 
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4-2 

o Command Mode 

When TEXT expects you to enter a command, the prompt 
symbol <>> is displayed, and the program 1s said to be 
in the command mode. Some commands perform a funct1on 
and then return the program to the command mode. GET, 
TYPE, and SAVE are such commands. Other commands sw1tch 
the program to text mode <see below>. 

o Text Mode 

When you enter an APPENDt INSERT, or REPLACE command, 
OS/32 TEXT switches to text mode. In th1s mode, the 
orogram retains for future processing whatever is typed 
on the keyboard. In text mode lines of text and 
formatting requests can be entered. Text mode rema1ns 
in effect until you sw1tch back to command mode. This 
is done by depressing the RETURN key as the first entry 
on a new l1ne. 

o Formatting Request 

A formatting request 1s a directive wh1ch descr1bes to 
TEXT the des1red appearance of the document being 
produced. A formatting request is entered in text mode 
together w1th the document text. eMARGINt .PARAGRAPH, 
and .SKIP are examples of formatting requests. 

A formatting request ~ust always be entered on a line by 
itself and must appear at the beginning of that line. 
A formatting requests consists of a control character, 
a directive, and in some cases an argument, e.g., .SKIP 
2t where the period is the control character. 

The control character which is initially in effect and 
is generally used, 1s the period. However, 1t 1s 
ooss1ble to redefine the control character w1th the 
.CONTROL formatting request. You may want to change the 
control character if you have a text l1ne beginn1~g w1th 
the current control character. 

Formatting requests are interpreted by OS/32 TEXT when 
the FORMAT command 1s entered. Th1s co~mand is used to 
produce formatted output <see below> of your document. 

Many formatting requests have initial value settings. 
These values are 1n effect each time the FORMAT command 
is executed. These values can be replaced by the values 
specif1ed in the formatting requests appearing in the 
text. 

Chapter 6 descr1bes the formatting requests and contains 
a table of formatting request in1t1~l values. 
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o Oocument Text and Raw Text 

These terms are used interchangeably to 
words, sentences, etc. which comprise 
document you are producing, exclusive 
reQuests. 

o Text 

refer to the 
the body of the 

of formatting 

Text usually refers to both document text and formatting 
reQuests. In some cases the word text refers to raw 
text only. In these cases the meaning of text should be 
clear from the context. 

o Formatted Output 

The term formatted output refers to the final form of 
the document you are preparing. The text which you have 
entered appears in the f-0rm you have specified using 
formatting requests. Formatted outout can only be 
produced by entering the FORMAT command. 

4.2 EXPLANATION OF COMMAND USAGE 

The. following sections describe the functions that OS/32 TEXT 
performs and the commands you would use to perform these 
functions. The commands are described in detail in Chapter 
5. 

~.2.1 Entering Text 

The APPEND command 1s used to enter text to be processed. 
APPEND allows you to enter text when you are just starting to 
preoare a new document or to add text at the end of existing 
text. 

~hen entering text, it is important that you remember the 
following: 

o The Last character on one Line and the first character 
on the next Line are treated as separate words. This 
means that you do not have to type a space to separate 
these words. 

o For the same reason, do not hyphenate a word at tie end 
of a line the way you would on a typewriter. 
Hyphenation requires special consideration. Please 
refer to the description of the .HY~~ENATE formatting 
request in Chapter 6 for additional information. 
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4.2.2 Reviewing Text 

After you have entered and modified text, you may want to 
review it. The TYPE command tells TEXT to display on the 
list device the text you have entered. If necessary, you can 
change the List device by using the OPTION command to specify 
a different list device <e.g., printer> tor your review. 

4.2.3 Modifying Text 

To facilitate the correction of errors and text revision, a 
number of OS/32 TEXT comma~ds are available: 

o FIND 

This command searches the text lines tor a specified 
character string. Text lines containing a match are 
displayed. 

o CHANGE 

This command modifies text lines reolacing a specified 
character string with a new one. The text is searched 
tor a match ot the specified character string. Each 
time a match is found, the line is modified and the 
resulting line is displayed. 

o INSERT 

This command allows you to insert text following a 
specified text line. The inserted text may consist of 
one or more lines. 

o INCLUDE 

This command is a powerful variation of the INSERT 
command. It allows you to copy one or more text lines 
and insert them following a soecif1ed text line. The 
lines to be copied ~ay be part of: 

- the text currently being processed by 
OS/32 TEXTt or 

- the text stored in a disc file. 

o DELETE 

This command deletes one or more text lines. 
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4.2.4 Saving Text 

The text that you entered can ~e saved in a disc file for 
future processing. The SAVE command creates a file using a 
file name that you specify and copies the text to this file. 

OS/32 TEXT issues a warning message if you try to save text 
into an existing file. This is done to protect you from 
inadvertently destroying what may be a master file. It is 
possible to override this warning and save your text into an 
existing file. 

4.2.5 Retrieving Text 

Text that was stored in a disc file using the SAVE command 
can be retrieved using the GET command. The GET command 
cooies the text from a specified file and makes it av3ilable 
to you as if you had just entered it from the keyboard. 

4.2.6 Producing Formatted Text 

To obtain the formatted output of the 
entered, you use the FORMAT command. 
the formatted output according to the 
specified with the document text. 

text which you have 
This command produces 

formatting requests 

Before you can use the FORMAT command, the text to be 
formatted must be made available to OS/32 TEXT for 
formatting. Th 1 s 1 s done by either entering the text from 
the keyboard or using the GET command to retrieve the text 
that was prevfously entered and stored in a disc f i le. 
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The FORMAT command provides options to: 

0 select the dev1ce where the formatted output should go 
<e.g., printer, Carousel, CRT, disc file>. 

o select the formatted pages to be printed <e.g., page lt 
pages 3-5, all pages>. 

o halt printing at the ~eginning of each page to allow 
changing paper, until directed to continue. 

o output a cross reference listing that relates the text 
on the formatted Pages to the line numbers of t~e text 
lines that you entered. 

An imoortant point to note is that the for~atted output, if 
directed to a disc file, cannot be subsequently modified. 
The file can only be processed by the GET command and then 
the PRINT command to print the formatted document on a 
specified device. 

4.2.7 Use of Cross Reference Line Numbers 

The FORMAT command allows you to request a cross reference 
listing that relates the text on the formatted output pages 
to the raw input text Lines of a document. The purpose of 
this listing is to aid you in making document text revisions. 

The listing is generated following the formatted output of a 
document. It lists the line numbers for the first and last 
raw text lines that appear on each page. The line ~umbers 

correspond to the numbers assigned to these Lines by TEXT 
during the editing process. They can therefore be used to 
easily locate the raw text lines for each formatted page. 
Note, however, that when the text being formatted contains 
fractional line numbers <e.g. 1.01, 5.07, etc.>, 1t should 
first be SAVEd in a file and then retrieved with the GET 
command. This procedure will renumber the raw text Lines and 
synchronize them with the Line numbers in the cross reference 
listing. 
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4-. 2 • 8 P r o du ci n g Cop 1-e s of F or matt e d Tex t 

If the formatted output of your text was directed to a disc 
file, you can use the 0 RINT command to inake a copy of the 
file contents. 

The PRINT command allows you to specify the output device 
where the file is to be printed. 

Before you can 
processed must 
co min a,, d. 

use the PRINT command, the file to be 
be made available to OS/32 TEXT via the GET 

4.3 FORMATTING REQUEST USAGE 

The following sections describe the formatting capabilities 
of OS/32 TEXT and the appropriate formatting requests to use 
when preparing a document. 

4.3.1 Page Setup 

The formatting requests in this group define the physical 
pa~e size and text area tor the formatted.output. 

4.3.1.1 Standard Page Layout 

To obtain the formatted output of the document, the size and 
margins of the page that will contain the formatted document 
text ~ust be oefined. 

0 S / 3 2 TEXT p r o" i des st and a r d Cd e fault ) page lay out f o r pa o er 
size 8 1/2 inches by 11 inches. If this layout is not 
suitable for your needs, you can modify it by including the 
aoorooriate formatting requests in your text. Figure 4-1 
shows the standard page Layout used by OS/32 TEXT. 
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The outer rectangle of asterisks in the diagram outlines the 
physical dimensions of a sheet of paper. The inner rectangle 
of asterisks represents the text area: that part ot the 
physical page into which OS/32 TEXT formats the document 
text. 
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Figure 4-1 Standard Page Layout 
<Paper Size 8-1/2 inches by 11 inches> 

Standard Page Layout has the following initial 
tor111atting requests shown in the diagram: 

values tor 

12.74 Cleft Margin = 12) .L~ 85 <Line IJidthl 
CR i gh t Margin = 74) .PL 66 <Page Length> 

5 <Top Margin> 
5 <Bottom Margin> 
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4.3.1.2 Line W1dth 

The LWIDTH formatt1ng reQuest spec1f1es the physical w1dth of 
the page that conta1ns the formatted document. The l1ne 
w1dth 1s expressed 1n the number of character positions that 
f1t across the page that you would be using. 

4.3.1.3 Page Length 

The .PLENGTH formatting request spec1f1es the physical length 
of the page that w1ll contain the formatted document. The 
page length is the number of lines available on one page of 
the output document. 

4.3.1.4 Left and R1ght Margin 

The .MARGIN formatt1ng 
right marg1ns of a 
character positions on 
to right. 

request sets the aJsolute left and 
page. The margins are the available 
the physical page, counted from Left 

The .PARAGRAPH 
indenting and 
left margin. 

and .INDENT formatting requests permit 
outdenting of the next line of text from the 

4.3.1.5 Top and Bottom Margin 

The .TMARGIN and .BMARGIN formatting requests define the 
number of blank Lines to occur at the top and bottom of each 
page. 

Top and bottom page titles, if specified, appear within these 
margins. 
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4.3.1.6 Left and Right Margin Temporary Offsets 

Th~ .LMARGIN and .RMA~GlN formatting reQuests make 
adjustments to the left and right margin settings currently 
in effect. Each margin can be adjusted to the left or to the 
right. ,.. 

The reset feature of these formatting requests returns the 
margins to the settings which were in effect prior to the 
current adjustment. Multiple adjustments/resets are 
permitted. 

4.3.2 Text Line Processing 

Formatting requests in this group control the conversion of 
raw text lines, which the user enters, to formatted output 
lines. 

4.3.2.1 Line Filling 

Unless the user specifies otherwise. the following for•atting 
requests are in effect when TEXT is preparing formatted 
output: 

o .FILL - fill output lines as specified by 
justification requests 

o .LJUSTIFY ON - left justify output lines 

o .RJUSTIFY ON - right justify output lines 

These formatting requests cause words from the text that the 
user enters to be linked together into an output line until 
a word does not fit. <The word that does not fit becomes the 
first word of the next output line.> If necessary, the 
current Line is then "justified" by inserting blan~ spaces 
between words so that the Line touches both margins. When 
forming the output Linet leading spaces and multiple spaces 
between words in the raw text are ignored. The placement of 
words into output lines may be ootimized by defining word 
syllables in the raw text using the .HYPHENATE formatting 
request. 
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Certain formatting reQuests interrupt or "break" the 
stringing together of words. For example, a break occurs 
when starting a new paragraph. A break is also caused by a 
co~pletely blank line in the raw text. A blank line appears 
in the formatted output <unless it occurs in a footnote>. 
Formatting reQuests that cause a break are identified in 
Chaot!r 6 and in the formatting reQuest summary in Appendix~ 

A. 

The preceding paragraphs described the effect of .FILL with 
both .LJUSTIFY and .RJUSTIFY ON. The effect of .FILL with 
the latter two formatting requests in their various ON/OFF 
combinations is summarized as follows: 

o eLJUSTIFY ON 
o .RJUSTIFY OFF 

Lines of output text are aligned at the left margin. 
Words are placed in the l1ne until a word does not 
fit, but no additional spaces are insert!d ~etween 
words. 

o .LJUSTIFY OFF 
o .RJUSTI~Y OFF 

Text lines are output as if left justification only 
were in effect. 

o .LJUSTIFY OFF 
o .RJUSTIFY ON 

Output text is aligned at the right margin. No 
additional spaces are inserted between words. 

o .LJUSTI~Y ON 
o .RJUSTIFY ON 

Lines of output text are aligned at both the left and 
right margins. words are placed in the line until a 
word does not fit; additional spaces are inserted 
between words to cause margin alignment. 
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q.3.2.2 Sentence Terminators 

The following punct~ation characters are considered sentence 
terminators: 

• ? . . 
These characters are only considered sentence terminators 
when they appear at the end of a word. If one of these 
characters appears in the ~iddle of a word it is treated as 
part of the word itself.· 

Sentence terminators are always followed by two spaces in the 
for~atted output lines. A brace and closing parentheses are 
also followed by two spaces if the character immediately 
preceding them is a sentence terminator. 

All other punctuation characters are followed oy one space 
only. 

Punctuation characters and non-alphabetic characters are 
considered part of the word they appear with in the raw text, 
unless the characters are separated by blank spaces from the 
preceding word. I~ that case, they may become separated from 
the word and not even appear on the same output text line as 
the word. For exa~ple: 

CHARACTERS 

Pa rt of a Word Not Pa rt of a Word 

end. end • 
~nd, end ' <end> ( end 
n end" " end II 

The formatting request .BLANK can be used to override the 
implicit double spacing after a sentence terminator. 
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~.3.2.3 Centering Text 

The .CENTER formatting reQuest is used to center text lines 
between the left and right margin settings. Raw text lines 
are centered "as is" in the formatted output. Stringing 
together of lines and elimination of extra spaces between~ 
words is not performed. 

~.3.2.~ Paragraphs 

The .PARAGRAPH formatting reQuest causes the start of a 
paragraph in the formatted output text. .PARAGRAPH 
performs optional in/outdenting of the first li~e in 
paragraph. 

4.3.2.5 Indenting 

new 
also 
the 

The .INDENT formatting reQuest is used to indent or outdent 
a line relative to the current setting of the left margin. 

4.3.2.6 Spacing and Skipping Lines 

The .SPACE formatting reQuest specifies the line spacing to 
be in effect in the formatted output. For example, .SPACE 2 
specifies double spacing is to be in effect • 

• SKIP outputs one or more blank lines directly following the 
.SKIP reQuest. 

4.3.3 Table Handling 

This section pro~ides information about building and 
formatting of document text 1~ table form. It may be helpful 
to review Example 5 in Chapter 3 which addresses the subject 
of ta~le handling. 
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~.3.3.1 Tabulation 

OS/32 TEXT pr~vides the capab1l1ty to set tabulation stops 
which are recognized and adhered to during text entry and 
formatted output. 

To produce for~atted output of text in table form you specify 
the .NJFILL formatting reQuest. This request suspends 
~tringing words together in the output lines and does not 
re~ove multiple spaces between words in the raw text. It 1s 
yoJr responsib1l1ty to arrange the table layout when the raw 
text for the table is entered. 

The effect of .NOFILL with .LJUSTIFY and .RJUSTIFY ON or OFF 
o~ the formatted output is as follows: whenever left 
justification 1s 1n effect, lines of output text are 
p~sitioned at the left margin; if only right justification is 
in effect, l1nes of output text are aligned at the right 
m~rgin; if neither left nor right justification is 1n effect, 
lines are positioned at the left margin. 

4.3.3.2 Placement 

~ table can be placed in two different ways 1n the formatted 
output of a document, using either the .BLOCK or the .KEEP 
tor~atting request. The .3LOCK reQuest causes the table to 
te o~tput where it appears 1n the raw text. When using the 
.KEE? request. text lines that follow the table in the raw 
~~At may appear before the table in the formatted output. 

4.3.4 Page Headings, Foot1ngs, and Numbers 

The formatting requests in this group control cage labeling 
and nJmber1ng, and the orocessing of footnotes. 

4.3.4.l Top and Bottom Page Titles 

The formatting requests .TTITLE and .STITLE are used to 
aetine top and bottom cage titles respectively, which are 
usea during the formatting process. The spec1fied titles 
aooear on each output page in the areas defined as top and 
bottom page margins. If a page number symool is part of a 
title, the cutout oages are automatically numbered. 
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4.3.4.2 Even-Odd Page Titles 

The formatting reQuests .EVENTOPt .OOOTOPt .EVENBOTTOMt and 
.oOOBOTTOMt perform the sa~e functions as .TTITLE and .BTITLE 
described above, except that they allow different titles to 
appear on odd and even numoered pages. ~ 

4.3.4.3 Automatic Page Numbers 

The .PNUMBER formatting reQuest is used to set the automatic 
page numbering. This request defines the initial page 
number, the page number increment and a special page number 
symbol. When this symbol appears in a page title, it is 
replaced by the computed page number in the formatted output 
of a document. 

4.3.4.4 Footnotes 

The text of a footnote is defined by the .FOOTNOTE formatting 
request. The text for the footnote should be entered 
immediately following the Line that references it, so that it 
may appear at the bottom of the page containing the 
reference. 

4.3.5 Document Revision Identification 

Wh!n a document is revisedt changes in the raw text can be 
identified using the .BAR formatting request in conjuction 
with the .RLEVEL formatting request. When producing the 
formatted output of revised document, revised areas are 
marked with revision oars. 

The revision bars normally appear in the right margin unless 
ODO/EVEN page titles are specified. If ODO/EVEN page titles 
are specified, the bars aplear in the right margin on odd 
numbered pages and in the Left margin on even numbered pages. 
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The .BAR formatting request is used to define the modified 
text and revision level number when changes to a document are 
entered. For each subsequent revision of a 'document the user 
ca~ increment the level number. The .RLEVEL for~atting 
request soec1fies which revision level should be recognized 
so that the corresponding text is marked when producing the 
formatted output of the document. If .RLEVEL is not ~ 
specified, the formatted output is not marked with bars. 

4.3.6 User Control During Formatt1ng 

This section describes features that aid 1n maintaining text 
and producing the formatted output of a document. 

~.3.6.1 RETURN 

During processing of the FORMAT command, you can direct TEXT 
to temporarily read text that you will enter at the command 
inout device. The RETURN formatting request is used to do 
this. The text that you enter becomes part of the formatted 
output. This feature may be used, for example, when 
preoaring form letters, to insert a different address in each 
Letter. 

Cpticnally, .R~TURN can display a comment on the command 
i~cut device t~ prompt you on the type of text to enter. 

~hen .RETURN is used, the device for the formatted output 
cannot be the same as the command input device. If you have 
no alternatives. direct the formatted output to a disc file 
and use the ORINT command to obtain copies of the formatted 
out out. 

~hen OS/32 TEXT is creating the formatted output of a 
document, the formatting process may be terminated via the 
.QJIT formatting request. The effect of .QUIT depends on 
where 1t is encountered during the formatting process. The 
for~att1ng requests .IMS(Q, and .RETURNt and the command 
FORMAT are affected by .QUIT. 
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4.3.6.3 COMMENT 

The .COMMENT 
the raw text 
concerning 
reQuirements 

reQuest allows you to insert comments throughout 
of a document to keep notes for your o~n use 
the preparation, maintenance, and formatting 
of a particular document. 

The .COMMENT for~atting request has no effect on the 
appearance of the formatted document. When producing the 
formatted output, it is ignored. 

4.3.6.4 Prompt Suppression 

MTM displays a dash "-" prompt when OS/32 TEXT performs 
Input/Output operations to an MTM terminal <CRTt Carousel, 
etc.>. If you are using the terminal <e.g. Carousel> to 
produce the final formatted versions of a document, the 
display of this prompt is generally undesirable. 

The following OS/32 MTM co~m~nds allow you to control the 
display of the prompt: 

ENABLE PROMPT 
~REVENT PROMPT 

Since these are MTM system commands, they can only be issued 
in the MTM System Command Input Mode which is indicated by 
the display of a "*"• 

Normally, you would enter 
start OS/32 TEXT. If you 
can use the following 
PREVENT commands. 

these commands before you load or 
have already started OS/32 TEXT you 
orocedure to enter the ENABLE or 

Assume that you want to disable the prompt: <OS/32 TEXT must 
be in the command input mode.l 
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USER/MTM ~IALOGUE 

>PAUSE 

*TASK PAUSED 

*P~EVENT ORQMPT 

*CONTINUE 

> 

EXPLANATION 

Pause OS/32 TEXT to gain MTM 
command mode 

OS/32 TEXT is paused and 
MTM awaits command 

Jisable display of -

Continue operation of OS/32 TEXT 

OS/32 TEXT awaits command; 
note that the - is no longer 
displayed. 

If ~xecuting 

identification 
be suopressed. 

TEXT at the system console• the task 
displayed on the system console device cannot 

It is therefore not oractical to use the console device to 
produce a formatted output of a document. The output should 
be directed to a printer or another terminal on the system. 

~.3.6.5 Changing Paper 

The HALT operand of 
caoaoility to suspend 
beginning of each page. 

the FORMAT 
output of 

command 
formatted 

provides 
text at 

the 
the 

This capability allows you to change or position the paper in 
a ori~ting device if the paper has to be inserted manually 
for each page. To resume producing formatted out~ut after a 
halt, deoress the RETURN key. 

Please note that if the formatted output is directed to a 
disc file and then printed via the PRINT command, printing 
cannot be suspended after each page. 
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4.3.7 Use of the Imbed Formatting Request 

The .IMBED formatting request is a powerful feature of OS/32 
TEXT. Whe~ producing the formatted output of a document, 
.IMBED tells TEXT to switch to a different file to obtain 
text to be formatted. The text in the file specified in the~ 
.IMBED request is formatted and merged into the document 
being formatted. The file being switched to may itself 
contain an .IMBED request for yet another file, and so on up 
to a level of ten files. 

Formatting an imbedded file is terminated when an end-of-file 
or the .QUIT formatting request is encountered. Formatting 
continues, using the text that contained the .IMBED request. 

Normally, the .IMBED request specifies a disc file as the 
input file. However, the command input device can be 
specified. The information contained in a file to be 
imbedded may consist of raw text only, formatting requests 
only, or a combination of these two. 

4.3.1.1 Merging Text 

Merging text from different files into a single document is 
one of the most common apolications of the .IMBED formatting 
request. When producing a manual such as this one, each 
chapter or section can be maintained in a separate file. 
When it is necessary to produce the formatted output of the 
entire document, the chapters are combined into a single 
document by building a file which contains .IMBEa requests 
for each individual file. 

4.3.7.2 Predefined Sets of Formatting Requests 

Another application of .IMBED is to specify a file which 
consists completely of formatting requests. For example, you 
could def1ne a standard page Layout, spacing and title tor a 
particular document <e.g., company memo>, and save the 
formatting requests 1n a file. ~hen you want to produce a 
formatted output of the document, you simply imbed this file 
instead of entering all the formatting requests each time 
with the document text. 
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Of course there are many ~ore applications besides the ones 
mentionea here. In general, if you find yourself typing a 
series of formatting requests or text <e.g., copyright 
statemenl, distribution list> repeatedly, store these items 
in a f1le and insert them as necessary using the .IMSED 
formatting request. 

4.4 FILE HANDLING 

A file is a collection of data stored on a 
stored data can be retrieved whenever 
processing. ~iles remain on the disc 
exolicitly removed. 

disc device. The 
it is needed for 
until they are 

Tne following aspects of file handling are considered when 
using TEXT: 

o naming a file in which to store text; 

o specifying a file from which to retrieve text; 

o displaying names of existing files; 

o deleting obsolete files. 

4.~el Naming a File 

Na~1ng a file to be used to store text is done when using the 
- SAVE and FOR~AT commands. These commands create a file from 

a soecif1ed na~e and output text to that file. 

Chapter 5 explains the format of the file descriptor operand 
(fd> which is used in these commands to specify a file name. 

4.4.2 Specifying a File Na~e to Retrieve Text 

The GET command is used to retrieve text from a file 
previously spec1fied in the SAVE or FORMAT command. The 
rules for specifying a file name are the sa~e as for naming 
a file and are described in Chapter 5. 
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4.~.3 01splay1ng F1le Names 

At t1mes, you may want to rev1ew the var1ous f1les wh1ch you 
have created using TEXT. 

The Operating System command DISPLAY FILE is used to d1splay 
the names of ex1st1ng f1les. To use the command, the System 
must be in com~and input mode, as indicated by the display of 
an aster1sk "*"• Normally, you would use the command before 
starting or after terminating the execution of TEXT. 

However, it is possible to temoorar1ly halt the ex!cution of 
TEXT us1ng the PAUSE command to switch control to the 
Operating System command input mode. You can then review 
your f1les. For add1to1al information refer to the MTM 
Term1nal User's Reference Manual or the OS/32 MT Operator's 
Reference Manual. 

4.4.4 Oelet1ng F1les 

The Operating System command DELETE is used to remove files 
that are no longer needed. 

The general format of the command is: 

DELETE fd 

where: 

fd =the file descriptor 1dentify1ng 
the file to be deleted. 

The use of fd is described in Chapter 5. For additional 
information refer to the MTM Terminal User•s Reference Manual 
or the OS/32 MT Operator•s Reference Manual. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 5 
COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

This section describes the use of OS/32 TEXT commands. The 
general usage of OS/32 TEXT commands is explained in Chapter 
~. 

Section 5.2 describes the command syntax. Section 5.3 
contains descriptions of each command. The descriptions are 
presented in alphabetical order. 

5.2 SYNTAX 

This section describes the· syntax used to specify a TEXT 
command. 

5.2.1 Command Format 

The general format of a TEXT command is as follows: 

where: 

MNEMONIC specifies a TEXT command. The underlined part 
of the mnemonic is the minimum abbreviation acceptable 
for that command. The mnemonic must be separated from 
its first operand by at least one blank. 

The underlined portion of an operand refers to the 
minimum abbreviation of a keyword operand. Operands are 
separated by commas. 

TEXT commands, and operands which do not expl1c1tly 
reference text strings, may be entered in upper or lower 
case letters. 
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5.2.2 Operand Formats 

This section describes the various forms of operands that may 
be soec1tied to reference text Lines. The operand symbols 

command 
with a ~ 

given 1n the following sections are used in the 
descr1ot1ons to indicate which operands may be used 
specific command. 

5.2.2.1 String Operand 

Symbol: S 

A string coerand specifies a text l1ne by a seQuence of one 
or ~ore lS:II characters - including olanks. 

The string operand may be one of the following forms: 

o delimiter S delimiter 

o delimiter S delimiter column 

where: 

"delimiter" is a non-alphanumer1c character except a 
co~ma. ~inus sign, or blank. The d!limiter may not be 
part of the string it defines. 

"column" is an integer specifying that the string is 
only valid for that character position in a text line. 
Matching strings that do not start in the specified 
column are ignored. 

EXAMPLES OF ST~ING OPERANDS: 

1. .EXAMPLE. 

specifies a string of seven characters. The period is 
Jsed as tne delimiter. 

2. /used/4 

5-2 

specifies a string of four characters. The string is 
defined only for column 4 of the line of text being 
searched. 
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5.2.2.2 Line NJmber 

Symbol: Line Number 

A Line number operand specifies a text line by 
number. The specified Line number may be 
following forms: 

a> integer 

b> integer.decimal 

where: 

0Sinteger~99999 
O~decimalS,.99 

EXAMPLES OF LINE NUMBER OPERANDS: 

1. Valid line numbers: 

32 
1 

99999 
7.99 

426.00 
1400.7 

0.23 

2. Invalid line numbers: 

too many decimal places 

its assigned 
one of the ,.. 

6.839 
100000 

2. 
-615 

integer too large; naximum is 39939 
missing decimal digit 
negative number, illegal 

• q. missing integer part 

5.2.2.3 L Operand 

Symbol: L 

The L operand specifies that text lines may be referenced 
either by a string or by a line number as described above. 

5.2.2.4 Range Operand 
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Symbol: R 

Th~ range operand specifies a range of text lines <i.e., 
from-to> which are to be processed by the command containing 
the range operand. 

The lines referenced by R are specified by the L operand, 
which is either a line number or a string operand CS>. The 
R operand may have the following forms: 

Ll 

Ll-L2 

Ll-

-L2 

<olank> 

Description 

Line! only 

Line! thru L1ne2 
inclusive 

Line! thru last 
line of text 

Current line thru 
L1ne2. 

Omitting the Range operands imolies 
current line only except tor the SAVE 
command, where, if no Range is given, 
all lines of text are processed. 

Current line through last line of text. 

%The dash <-> is used as a range argument separator. 

EXAMPLES OF RANGE OPERANDS: 

Range Tyoe 

1-20 Ll-L2 

.LA.-.ENO. Ll-L2 

5-4 

Description 

Lines numbered 1 through 
line 20 including all 
fractional <e.g. 1.01,2.10> 
lines in between 

Line containing string 
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8.3-.RETURN. · Ll-L2 

73 Ll 

.as is.10 Ll 

LA through line containing 
string ENO, inclusive 

Line numbered 8.3 through 
line containing RETURN 
inclusive 

Only line numbered 73 

Only line containing string 
•as is• beginning in 
column 10 

5.2.2.5 File Descriptor Operand 

Symool: fd 

The operand symbol fd refers to a file descriptor in standard 
OS/32 and OS/32 MTM format. The fd may specify a device or 
a file on a mass storage device. 

The general format of fd has the following parameters: 

voln:filename.ext/efd 

The volume name is composed of one to four alphanumeric 
characters, terminated by a colon. The first character must 
be alphabetic. This is the name of the volume on which the 
file resides. If the volume name is omitted, the default 
volume name is assumed. 

The default volume can be set with the VOLUME system command. 
For a description of this command, see the appropriate 
reference manual tor your system as listed in the Preface of 
this manual. 

When fd refers to a device, the VOLN field 1s used to contain 
the device mnemonic. The device mnemonic can be from Jne to 
four characters long and is terminated by a colon. A 
filename and extension, if entered, are ignored. 

filename --------
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The filename consists of one to eight alphanumeric characters 
where the first character must be alphabetic. This is the 
identifier for the file and may be anything the user choses. 

The extension consists of a period followed by one to three 
alphanumeric characters. The extension may be omitted 
entirely, or just the period given, in which case the 
extension is considered to consist of blanks. The extension 
can be used to denote the contents of the file such as type 
of data, revision level, etc. 

The opt1onal extended file descriptor is recognized by MTM 
only. The efd can be Pt Gt or St which stand for Private, 
Group, or System file respectively. If the extended field is 
not given, the default is ~t for Private. 

EXAMPLES OF FD OPERA NOS 

fd VO ln: filename .!..U!. Lill 

1.1300 :Fru:.RVO M3 0 0: FILE .RVQ Private file 
by default 

~X01PLE.l/G default volume EXAMPLE .1 Group Fi le 

STD MEMO default volume S TOME MO <blank> Private file 
by default by default 
<b=blank> 

M67A!F123~567/G M6 7 A: Fl234567 <blank> Group File 

p R: device:printer NI A N/A NIA 

CCN: device:console NIA NIA N/A 

5.3 DESCRIPTION OF TEXT COMMANDS 

This section describes OS/32 TEXT commands. The comma1ds are 
presented in alphabetical order. 
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With the exception ot FORMAT and PRINT, these commands are 
based on the capability provided by the OS/32 EDIT program. 
You may refer to the OS/32 User's Guide to supplement the 
information provided in this section. 

Most command descriotions are illustrated with examples. It~ 
is imolied that the commands and text that the user inouts in 
these examples are always terminated by depressing the RETURN 
key. In the examples CR is used when the user should depress 
RETURN as the only entry on the given line. 

The command descriotions also refer to the TEXT concepts ot 
"Line Numbers" and "Current Line" which are defined here. 

o Line Numbers 

Line numbers are a convenient mechanism tor 
identifying text lines. The line numbers can oe used 
by most TEXT commands to reference text tor editing 
functions. 

The line numbers are automatically assigned when a 
file is opened for editing, or are generated when text 
is entered from the command input device. Each line 
retains its assigned number as long as the line exists 
during the text processing session. Line numbers are 
output only when text is displayed. They are not 
written to the output file. 

Line numbers are assigned starting with numoer 1 and 
are incremented by one up to a maximum of 99999. 

Fractional line numbers are assigned when text 1s 
inserted between integer line numbers. They are 
generated by incrementing the line number, which 
precedes the inserted text, by .01. The line number 
of each inserted line is .01 greater than the previous 
line. Incrementing stops if a new line nu"ftber would 
equal an existing line number. Thus, several lines 
may exist with the same line number. Text ~ay be 
renumbered by saving the text to a file and then 
retrieving 1t again <see SAVE and GET commands>. 

o Current Line 

TEXT maintains a "current line" during processing. 
The current line is defined as the result of 
performing a TEXT co mm and. Most TEXT commands can 
perform their operation on the current line as the 
default case. A co"llmand may also specify any line 
which is not the current line and thus change the 
current line. The command descriptions give the 
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status of the current line at the end of command 
execution. 
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5.3.1 APPEND Command 

Mnemonic: ~PPEND 

Operands: None 

Oescr1~tion: Allows user to enter text from the command 
input device. L1ne numbers and a ">" symbol 
are output as prompts to the user. Depressing 
RETuRN directly after the prompt is given 
ter~inates text entry and returns TEXT to 
command mode. If no text currently exists, 
the new text starts with line number one <1>. 
It text currently exists, new lines are added 
to the end of the existing text. 

c~rrent Line: Last line of text entered. 

EX AMP LES! 

Example 1: 

No Existing Text: 

Enter command: >A 

TEXT prompts: 

TEXT prompts: 

TEXT prompts: 

TEXT prompts: 

Resulting text: 

Example 2: 

Existing text: 

1 >XYZ 

2 >A3C 

3 >NO MORE 

4 >CR 

1 
2 
3 

XYZ 
ABC 
NO MORE 

1 FILE 
2 IS 
2.30 ASCII TYPE 

Enter command: >A 

TEXT oromots: 3 >TODAY 
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User enters: 
x '( z 
User enters: 
ASC 
User enters: 
NO MO~ E 
User enters: 
Carriage Return 

current Line 

Current Line 

User enters: 
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TODAY 
4 >CR user enters: 

Ca.rr1age 
Return 

Resulting text: 1 FILE 
2 IS ,.. 
2.30 ASCII TYPE 
3 TODAY Current Line 
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5.3.2 CHANGE Command 

Mnemonic: 

Operands: 

Oescr1pt1on: 

!;.!:!.ANGE 

s1,s2,R Sl=Str1ngl 
S2:Str1ng2 
R=Range 

This command replaces every occurrence of 
string Sl with string S2 in the range R. 

Sl specifies the string to be replaced while 
S2 defines the new string. S2 may specify an 
empty string. All changed text lines are 
output to the list device so that the user can 
verify the change. See OPTION VERIFY. 

Current Line: Last Line of Range. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example i: 

Change "was" to "is" in line 1. 

Existing text: 1 
2 
3 

•This was an example 
•how to use the the 
*C'"IANG:'.: command. 

Enter command: >CH/was/,/is/1 

~esult1ng text: 

Example 2: 

1 
2 
3 

*This is an example 
•how to use the the 
•CHANGE command. 

Delete superfluous "the" in line 2 
starting at character position 17. 

Enter command: >CH.the.11,11,2 

Resulting text: 

::xample 3: 
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1 
2 
3 

•This is an example 
•how to use the 
*C-1ANG:: command. 

Current Line 

Cu r r en t L 1 n e 

Curr en t Line 
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Change "*" to •r" 1n all text lines. 

Enter command: >CH/*/,.!.,1-

Result1ng text: 
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1 
2 
3 

!Th1s is an example 
!how to use the 
!CHANGE command. C u r r e'1 t L 1 n e ,. 
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5.3.3 Change COLUMN Command 

1-"nemonic; ~J.UMN 

Operands: C:Column 
S=S tr in g 
R=Range 

Descrict1on: The current contents of each line in the range 
R are overwritten beginning a~ the column 
specified oy c, with the string specified by 
s. ~hen the COLUMN command is executed, 
changed text lines are output to the list 
device so that the user can verify the change. 
See OPTION VERIFY. 

Current Line: Last line of Range. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example 1: 

Change column 9 in Line 1. 

Existing text: 1 
2 

ASCDEFG 11234 
ABCDEFG 56789 

Enter command: )CO 9,101,1 

Resulting text: 

Example 2: 

1 
2 

ABCDEFG 01234 
ABCDEFG 56789 

Change columns 1-3 in all lines. 

Enter command: )CO 1,1xyz1,1-

Resulting text: 
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1 
2 

XYZEFG 01234 
XYZEFG 56789 

Current Line 

Current Line 

Current Line 
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5.3.~ DELETE Command 

Mnemonic: 

Operands: 

Description: 

J2~LE TE 

R R=Range 

This command deletes the text lines specified 
by the range "R". 

Current Line: Line following last line which was deleted. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example 1! 

Delete line 1. 

Existing text: 

If last line of the file is deleted, then the 
last existing line of text ~ecomes the current 
line. The current line is undefined if all 
text is deleted. 

1 

3 

Text Line AA 
Text Line BB 
Text Line CC 

Current Line 

Enter command: >DE 1 

~esulting text: 

Example 2: 

Delete all lines. 

2 
3 

Enter command: >DE 2-

Resulting text: none 

5-1~ 

Text Line BB 
Text Line CC 

Current Line 

Cu r r en t L 1 n e 
unaefined 
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5.3.5 END Command 

Mnemon1c: ~Q 

Operands: 

Oescr1pt1on: 

none 

Allows user to return 
control. The editor 
with a return code of 
termination. 

to operating system 
goes to "end of task" 
0 to signify normal 

If the user issues END before storing any 
current text on a file <using the SAVE 
command>, a reminder message is out,ut. 
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5.3.6 FIND Command 

Mnemonic: EIND 

Operands: StR s=string 
R=Range 

Description: Searches for all occurrences of the string 
specified by S in the Range Rt and outputs to 
the list device the lines conta1ning s. 

Current Line: Last line of Range 

EXAMPLES! 

Example 1: 

Find line conta1ning string "AA"· 

Ex1st1ng text: 5 *SEARCH FOR 
6 SSYMBOL 
7 *AA 
8 *BB 
9 SC:: 

Enter command: >FIAA/,5 

STRING NOT FOUND 

Enter command: >FIAA/,5-9 

List Device Output: 7 *AA 
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Current Line 

Inforination 
message 
L1ne 5 does 
not contain 
"AA". 
Current Line 
is still 5. 

TEXT found line 
Current L1ne 
is 9 
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Example 2: 

F1nd all l1nes start1ng with a "*" in column 1. 

Enter command: >Fl•/1,5-

L1st Dev1ce 
Output: 
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5 •SEARC:-i FO~ 

7 *AA 

8 *BB 

TEXT found lifi"es 
Cu r r e,, t Li n e 
is 9 
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5.3.7 FORMAT Command 

. Mnemonic: 

Operands: 

fQRMAT 

C: f dJ { C tP J ~ C t!;iAL T JC •XREF J 
( ,P-P Jj fd=file 

des c r 1 pt o· r 
P:page 

number<s> 
HALT=Enable 

end-of-oage 
stop 

XREF:Enable 
cross ref. 
listing 

Des c riot ion : This command is used to produce the formatted 
output of a document. The aopearance of the 
output is based on the document text a~d the 
associated formatting requests. Before 
entering the FORMAT command the text to be 
formatted must be available to OS/32 TEXT. 
That is, 1t must have been entered from the 
command input device <e.g., CRT> or retrieved 
from a file using the GET command. 

5-18 

Each time the FORMAT command is issued, the 
initial values for certain formatting requests 
are set up <see Chapter 6l. 

Formatting begins with the first Line of the 
input text <consisting of document text and 
formatting requests> and continues until the 
last input text line has been processed or the 
.QUIT <see :hapter 6> formatting request is 
encountered. 

If the formatted output of a document was 
directed to a file, that file cannot be used 
as input to OS/32 TEXT. The OS/32 TEXT PRINT 
command is used to copy or print a file 
containing formatted text. 

All operands except fd may be entered in any 
order. 

The brackets enclosing 
indicate that the use 
optional. 

the 
of 

command 
each 

operands 
operand is 
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The operand fd spec1fies the file name or 
device to which the formatted text is output. 
When fd is omitted, formatted output is 
directed to the current l1st device. 

When fd specifies a file, the 
considerations apoly: 

following 

o 1f fd does not exist, an indexed file <of 
record length 132 bytes> is allocated for 
the for~atted cutout. 

o if fd ex1sts. the actions taken oy OS/32 
TEXT deoend on its current operation mode. 

interactive mode 

if the specified fd was used in the 
Last GET com~and, the FORMAT command 
is rejected. otherwise, a warning 
message is output. The user then has 
the option to override the warning or 
to enter a new fd. 

batch mode 

if the specified fd was used in the 
Last GET command, the FORMAT command 
is rejected and program execution 
aborted. Otherwise, the file 
specified in fd is deleted 3nd an 
information message is output. The 
specified file is then allocated as 
descrioed above. 

o the file is closeo upon completion of the 
FORMAT command. 

The braces indicate a choice of alternate 
operands. The operand P specif1es a single 
oage number. The operand "P-P" specifies the 
beginning and ending page of a group of 
consecutive pages. ~hen the operand is 
omitted, all pages are output. 

This option is useful when paper must oe fed 
manually to a printing device, or when 
reviewing formatted text ~efore printin~ final 
copies. The operand "HALT" specifies that 
output of formatted text is ialted temporarily 
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at the beginning of each page. Prior to 
output of the first page, the ~essage "ENTER 
RETURN WHEN READY" is displayed as a reminder 
that the HALT option was selected. This 
option is effective only if the formatted 
output is directed to an interactive device. 
To resume formatted output after a halt, the~ 
RETURN key must be depressed. 

The operand XREF causes OS/32 TEXT to generate 
a cross·r~ference listing at the end of the 
formatted output. This listing relates the 
text on the formatted output pages to the Line 
numbers assigned by OS/32 TEXT to the raw text 
and formatting requests entered by the user. 

This option aids the user in locating text 
passages. etc. in the raw text to facilitate 
document revisions. 

EXAMPLES: 

1. output entire document to current list device. 

Enter command: >FO 

2. Output page 2 of document to printer. 

E~ter comm3nd: >Fa PR:,2 

3. output pages 2-10 of document to current l1st 
device and halt before outputting each page. 

Enter command: >Fa t2•10tH 

4. Output entire ~ocument to FILE.A on default 
volume and produce a cross-reference listing. 
FILE.A does not exist. 

Enter command: >FO FILE.AtX 
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5.3.8 GET Command 

Mnemon1c: iET 

Operands: f d fd=f1le 
descr1ptor 

Oescr1otion: This comma1d deletes ex1sting Lines, then 
opens the specified file and makes the file 
contents ava1lable for processing. The file 
ttself is not changed during processing. If 
the GET command is issued before tne current 
text is saved, a reminder message is output to 
the user. 

Current Line: First line of text. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example 1: 

G~t a file from default volume. 

Enter command: )G EXAMPLE.l 

Resulting text: Text from file EXAMPLE.1 Curre1t Line 
is available for processing. 

is 1 

Example 2: 

Get a file from volume M300. 

Enter command: )G M300:EXAMPLE.2 

Resulting text: Text from file EXAMPLE.2 Curr en t Line 
is available for processing. 

is 1 
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5.3.9 INCLUDE Command 

Mnemon1c: 

DescriJtion: 

lti~LUDE 

Operands: LtfdtR 
,fdtR 
L ,.R 

,,R 

L=L1ne operand 
fd:f1le name 
R:Range 

This command inserts text lines in the text 
currently available. The lines to be inserted 
may come from two sources: 

1. a file 

2. from within the current text. 

L1nes specified by R from file fd are inserted 
after line L. If L is omitted, the inserted 
lines follow the current line. 

When fd is omitted• the lines specified by R 
are taken from the current text. The lines 
specified by R are inserted after line L· If 
L is omitted, the inserted lines follow the 
current Lin!. 

The original lines specified by R are still 
available. 

Current Line: Last line included. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example i: 

Include all lines from file EXAMPLE.l after l1ne 2. 

Existing Text: 1 BEGIN 
2 THIS IS AN 
3 END OF 
4 EXAMPLE 
5 NUMBER 1. 
6 * Current Line 

Ent er Command: >INC 2tEXAMPLE.l.l-
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Result1ng text: 

Example 2: 

1 
2 
2.01 
2.02 
2.03 

BEGIN 
THIS IS AN 
EXAMPLE HOW TO 
USE THE INCLUDE 
COMMAND. 

2.04 * 
3 ENO OF 
4 EXAMPLE 
5 NUMBER 1. 
6 * 

Current L1ne 

Include L1nes 4t5t6 from current text after l1ne 1. 

Enter command: >INC 1,,4-& 

Result1ng text: 1 BEGIN 
1.01 EXAMPLE 
1.02 NUMBER l. 
1.03 * Current L1ne 
2 THIS IS AN 
2.01 EXAMPLE HOW TO 
2.02 USE THE INCLU!JE 
2.03 COMMAND. 
2.04 * 
3 ENO OF 
4 EXAMPLE 
5 NUMBER 1. 
6 * 
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5.3.10 INSERT Command 

Mnemonic: 

Operands: 

il,~ERT 

L 
none 

L=Line 
operand 

Description: Th1s command allows text lines to be entered 
from the command input device. The new text 
is inserted after the l1ne specified by the L 
operand. If L is omitted. the text is 
inserted after the current line. Line numbers 
followed by the ) symbol are output as prompts 
to the user. Lines can be inserted until text 
input is terminated by depressing RETURN 
directly after the prompt is given. 

Current Line: Last l1ne inserted. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example 1: 

Insert text a ft er the Current L1ne. 

:'.xi sting text: 1 AAA 
2 ODD 
3 EEE current Line 

Enter command: >INS 

TEXT prompts: 3.o1 >FF User enters: 
FF 

TEXT prompts: 3.02 >GG User enters: 
GG 

TEXT prompts: 3.03 :>CR User enters: 
Carriage Return 

Resulting Text! 1 AAA 
2 DOD 
3 EEE 
3. 01 FF 
3.02 GG Cu r r en t L i n e 

Example 2: 

Insert text after line 1. 

Enter command: >INS 1 
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TEXT prompts: 1.o1 :>B User enters: 
8 

TEXT :>rompts: i.02 :>C User enters: 
c 

TEXT prompts: 1.0 3 :>CR User enters: 
Carriage Return 

Resulting text: 1 AAA 
1.01 8 
1.02 c Curr en t Line 
2 DO a 
3 EEE 
3.01 FF 
3.02 GG 
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5.3.11 OPTION Com~and 

Mnemonic~ 

Ocerands: 

Q.PTION 

•blST=fd 
•tlQ_lA8 
.~Q:iERIFY 
•l!S=character, 

s t op 1 , s to n2 ••••• 
Y,ERIFY 

See Section 

5.3.11.1 
5.3.11.2 
5.3.11.3 
5.3.11.4 

Current Line: Unchanged 

:escriotion: Only those ooerands wn~ch pertain tc tie use 
of TEXT are discussed oelow. You ~ay refer to 
the OS/32 EDIT User•s Manual for i~formation 
about the operands which are not discussed. 
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As many ooerands as desired :an oe entered and 
in any order. Operands must be separated by 
comm as. 

OS/32 TEXT orocesses the options from left to 
right. Therefore, 1f confllcti~g ooerands are 
entered 1n the same option com~ana, the Last 
ooerand given is in et7ect. 

When OS/32 TEXT 1s first executedt t~e options 
are set to the following default values: 

BLOCK = 5 
LENGTH = SQ 
LIST = determined by ST~qT argu~ents 

~ODE = ASCII 
NOLOG 
'IOT A3 
TERMINATOR = unspecified 
VERIFY 

The values of all current options ~ay be 
dis~layed lY entering the c~T!ON c~~~a,d with 
no operand. 
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EXAMPLES: 

Example 1: 

The current settings of the operands BLOCK, 
LENGTH, LISTt LOGt MOOEt TER~INATORt and TAB 
may be individually displayed by entering 
OPTION followed by the desired ooerand only, 
e.g. 0 LIST. 

~equest display of all opt1on settings after starting 
OS/32 TEXT. 

Assume List Device 1s CON: 

Enter command: >O 

TEXT outputs: MODE:ASCII 

Example 2: 

LENGTH=80 
LIST=CON: 
BLOCK:5 
TERMINATOR=UNSPECIFIEO 
NOLOG 
VERIFY 
NO TABS 

Change three options and display all option settings. 

Enter command: >O NOVtLE=120,TA:s,10,16 

Enter command: >O 

TEXT outputs: 

Example 3: 

MODE=ASCII 
LENGTH:l20 
LIST:CO~: 

BLOCK=5 
TERMINATOR=UNSPECIFIED 
NO LOG 
NOV ER I FY 
T~E TA3 CHARACTER IS $ 

10 16 

Disolay current option setting for MODE· 

Enter command: >O MO 

TEXT outputs: MODE=ASCII 
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5.3.11.1 Operand:~1sT:fd fd:file 
descriptor 

Description: 

EXAMPLE: 

Start OS/32 
TEXT: 

TEXT starts: 

Causes the LIST device to be assigned to fd. 
The responses generated by TEXT commands are 
output to fd. At times it may be useful to 
direct the display produced by TYPE to a line 
printer in order to obtain a hard copy of the 
current text. 

START, LIST:PR:, COMMAND=CON: 

OS/32 TEXT Rn 

All list 
output is 
dire ct e.d 
to PR: 

n:revision 
number 

Enter Command: >O LI=CON: All list 
output ·; s 
di re ct ed 
to CON: 

5.3.11.2 Operand: ~QlA3 

Descri:::>tion: Current Tab settings are cleared. Text 
already entered using tao control is not 
affected. 

EXAMPLE: 

Enter command: >O NOT 

Enter command: >O TA 

TEXT outputs: NO TABS 
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Clear tab 
settings 

Display tab 
settings 

No tabs 
in effect 
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5.3.11.3 Operand: ~QYERIFY 

Description: This operand cancels the VERIFY option. 
"changed" lines are not outout during 
execution of the CHANGE or COLUMN command. · 

5.3.11.4 Operand: I!B 
l!B=Char,T1,T2 ••• Char=Tab 

Character 
Tn=Tab Stop 

Description: 

EXAMPLES: 

Examole 1: 

The TAB operand allows the user to enter text 
in columnar form. The tao c~aracter is used 
to indicate wh!re ta~ulation should occur. 
The text 1s expanded by OS/32 TEXT before it 
is stored for subsequent use. When text 1s 
saved or output to the terminal, it is always 
in expanded form. 

Without arguments displays the current Tab 
character and settings, or "NO TABS". 

Defines the Tab Character "char" and up to 20 
tabulation stops, ny1,T2"· etc. The Tab 
Character allows you to skip from one tab stop 
to the next. "Char" should oe a character 
that does not occur in your text. The reverse 
slash "\" or "CTRL l" (depress these keys 
simultaneously> are recommended. If "CTRL I" 
is selected, the "TAB" key ~3Y oe used to skip 
to the tab stops. The tab stops "Tl,T2 ••• " 
may be entered in any order. OS/32 TEXT will 
arrange them in numerically ascending order. 
Tab stoos ~ay oe added to existing ones 
without redefinition of established stops. 
However, the Tao Character must be entered 
every time a Tab Stop is entered! 

Defin! taos and enter text using tabs. 
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Ent~r command: o TA:\,20,10 

Enter command: >o TA 

Text outputs: THE TAB CHARACTER IS \ 
10 20 

Enter Command: >A 

TEXT prompts: l>DATE\DEPOSIT\NE~ SUM 

TEXT ~rompts: 2>CR 

Enter command: >Tl 

TEXT outputs: l DATE DEPOSIT 

Example 2: 

Add a tab stop to existing tabs. 

Enter command: >O TA:\,15 

Enter command: )Q TA 

TEXT outputs: THE TA a CHARACTER IS 
10 15 20 

5.3.11.5 Operand: ~ERIFY 

\ 

Define Tab 
Character and 
set two TAB 
ST OPS. 

R eQues t 
display 
of ta:>s 

ReQuest text 
inout :node 

Enter text 
using 
tab stops 

Enter "CR" 
<carriage 
retur'1) 
to end 
text 1nput. 

Display 
line 1. 

NEW SUM 

Description: A l1ne which is modified during execution of 
the CHANGE or COLUMN command is output to the 
ter1inal1 wnen VERIFY is in effect. 
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5.3.12 PAUSE Command 

Mnemonic: ~AUSE 

Operands: None 

Oescript1on: Allows user to return to operating system 
control, temporarily. To return to TEXT, the 
user issues the CONTINUE command. Upon 
re-entering TEXT, all text is available as 
before the PAUSE command was given. 

Current Line: Unchanged 

EXAMPLE: 

Enter command: P 

Syste~ outputs: TASK PAUSEJ 

Enter command: CO 
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The OS 
CONTINUE 
co~mand 
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S.3.13 PRINT Command 

Mnemonic: 

Operands! 

Description: 

e.B_I NT 

fd 

none 

fd=file 
descriptor 

This command is used to print a file that was 
previously produced using the FORMAT command. 
The PRINT command can only print a fil! that 
contains formatted text. The operand fd 
specifies tie device to which the text 1s 
sent. 8efore a formatted file canoe printed, 
it must be made available to OS/32 TEXT via 
the GET command. 

A formatted file can only be printed or copied 
to another file; it cannot be edited. The 
PRINT command is used for orinting and 
copying. The PRINT command orovided by TEXT 
should not be confused with the MTM PRINT 
command. 

The ooerand "fd" specifies the device or file 
name to which the previously formatted .text is 
to be output. 

Normally, a device is specified to obtain a 
hard copy of the document. The device must be 
able to handle the line width which was 
sel!cted to create the formatted output. 
Otherwise, loss of data will occur. The PRINT 
command does not perform any formatting to fit 
the text lines to different devices. 

When fd specifies a file, t~e resulting output 
1s a copy of the input file. Processing of 
the file ;y OS/32 TEXT is subject to the 
following considerations: 

a> 1f fd does not exist, an indexed file of 
record length 132 bytes is allocated for 
the for~atted output. 

b> if fd exists, the actions taken by OS/32 
TEXT depend on its current operation mode. 

ba> interactive ~ode 
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EX~MPLES: 

Example 1: 

if the soecified fd was us~d 1n the 
last GET command, the PRINT command 
is rejected. Otherwise, a warning 
message 1s output. The user then has 
the option to override the war~ing or 
to enter a new fd. 

bb> batch mode 

if the specified fd was used in the 
last GET command, the PRINT command 
is rejected and program execution is 
aborted. Otherwise, the file 
specified in fj 1s deleted and a 
"file-deleted" information message is 
output. The spec1fied file is then 
allocated as described in <a> above. 

When fd is omitted, the outout is 
directed to the current list device. 

Output to the line printer the formatted document 
contained in FILE.A on the default volume. 

Enter command: >GET FILE.A 

Enter com~and: >PRINT PR: 

Example 2: 

output a second copy of FILE.A to the line printer. 

Enter command >P~INT PR: 

Example 3: 

Make a copy of FILE.8 on volume M300 to file FILE.PRT 
on the default volume. FILE.PRT does not exist. 

Enter Command: >GET M300!FILf.B 

fnter Command: >P~ FILE.~~T 
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Example 4: 

Output a second copy of FILE.a to the current L1st 
device. 

Enter command: )PR 
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5.3.1~ REPLACE Command 

Mnemonic: 

OPer-ands: 

~E.LACE 

R 
none 

R=~ange 

Description: This command deletes existing text lines and 
inser-ts new text entered from the command 
input device. R specifies the lines to be 
deleted. If R is not specified, the cur-rent 
line is deleted. The new text is inser-ted in 
place of the first line deleted JY the 
command. As many lines as desired can be 
inserted. OS/32 TEXT outputs a Line number
followed by the ">" symbol as a prompt to the 
user- for- the new text Lines. Text input 1s 
terminated by depressing RETURN directly after 
the prompt is given. 

Current Line: Last l1ne entered. 

EXAMPLES! 

Example l! 

Replace lines 2-4 in current text. 

Existing text: 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

* THIS TEXT IS PART OF 
* A NE~ DOCUMENT 
* 
* FIRST THING IS TO 
* REVISE 

Enter command: >REP 2-~ 

TEXT prompts: 

Resulting Text: 
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2 )* AN OLD DOCUMENT 

2.01 >• PUB NO. 777 

2.02 >CR 

1 
2 
2.01 
5 

* THIS TEXT IS PART OF 
* AN OLD DOCUMENT 
* PUB ~O. 777 
* ~EVISE 

Curr en t 
Une 

User enters: 
text 
User enters: 
text 
User enters: 
Carriage return 

Current Line 
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Example 2: 

Replace text 1n Current Line. 

Enter command: >REP 

TEXT prompts: 2.01>* DOC NO. 40-372 

Result1ng text: 

5-36 

2.02>* =ROM PROJ.Q FILE 

2 .03 >CR 

1 
2 
2.01 
2.02 
5 

* THIS TEXT IS PART OF 
* AN OLD DOCUMENT 
* DOC NO. 40-372 
* FROM PROJ.~ FILE 
* REVISE 

Range 
is null 

User enters: 
text 
User enters: 
text 
User enters: 
Carriage Return 

Current Line 
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5.3.15 SAVE Command 

Mnemonic: 

Operands: 

Description: 

S,AVE 

fd 
'* 
fd•R 
* ' R 

fd=file 
descriptor 
'*:current 
input file 
R:Range 

Outputs text being edited to a file or device. 
If fd specifies a file which does not 
currently exist, an indexed file is allocated 
with the na~e fd. Upon completion of the SAVE 
command. the text output to fd is still 
available for further ~diting. 

If fd is the name of an existing file, OS/32 
TEXT does not save the text in that file in 
order to prevent accidental destruction of a 
master file. Instead, a warning message is 
issued and OS/32 TEXT awaits a user response. 
The user has the opfion to use the specified 
file or to specify a new fd. 

The operand "*" may be used to specify the 
file that is currently being used as the inout 
file. In this case, the file is over~ritten 
with the text currently being edited. 

The ooerand "R" specifies tne text Lines to be 
output. If "R" is omitted, all text lines are 
output. 

current Line: Last Line o~tput. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example 1: 

Output entire text to "FILE.A" on default volume. 

Enter command: >S FILE.A 

Resulting text: 

Example 2: 
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Entire text still 
available. 

Cu r r en t L 1 n e 
is Last Line 
in text. 
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•. 

output l1nes 1-10 to FILE.B on volume M300. 

Enter command: >S H300:FILE·B•l-10 

Resulting text: 

Exaniple 3: 

Entire text still 
available. 

Current Line 
is line 10 

output entire text to the file which was used in the 
last "GET" command. 

Enter command: >S * 

Resulting te?<t: 

5-38 

Entire text st1ll 
available. 

Cu r r en t L i n e 
is last l1ne 
1 n text. 
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5.3.16 SEND STOP Command 

Mnemonic: 

Operands: 

Description: 

29-677 ROO 2/79 

None 

This command allows the user to terminate the· 
execution of lengthy commands and regain 
control of command input mode in OS/32 TEXT. 

Commands affected by S~ND STOP are: CHANGEt 
COLUMNt FINDt FORMAT, PRINTt and TY~E. 

The command is only valid 
use of OS/32 TEXT and 
executing under either 
conditions: 

during interactive 
when the program is 

ot the following 

o as a foreground task, where OS/32 TEXT is 
the current task 

o as a terminal task, under an MTM system 
generatea to allow tasks to receive messages 
via the OS/32 SEND command 

SEND STOP 1s entered in response to an OS or 
MTM prompt. A prompt is obtained oy 
depressing the BREAK key, possibly several 
times. 

Entering SEND STOP causes OS/32 TEXT to 
terminate orocessing of the command issued 
just prior to SEND STOP. After processing the 
SEND STOP command, OS/32 TEXT is ready to 
accept the next command. 
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5.3.17 TYPE Command 

Mnemonic: 

Operands: 

lYPE 

R 
none 

R=Range 

Description: outputs one or multiple lines to the list 
device as spec1f1ed by R. When R is omitted, 
only the current line is output. 

Current Line: Last line output. 

EXAMPLES: 

Example 1: 

Display all existing text lines. 

Existing text: 1 AAAA 
2 9838 
2.01 cc cc Cu r r en t L i n e 
3 0000 

Enter command: >Tl-

TEXT outputs: l AAAA 
TEXT outputs: 1 BBBB 
TEXT outputs: 2.01 cc cc 
TEXT cutouts: 3 ODDO Current Line 

Example 2: 

Display current line. 

Enter command: >T 

TEXT outputs: 3 DODO Current Line 

Example 3: 

Display line 2.01. 

Enter command: >T 2.01 

TEXT outputs: 2.01 cc cc Cu r r en t L i n e 
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5.3.18 D1splay Next L1ne<s> 

Mnemon1c: 

Operands: 

Description: 

+ <plus s1gn> 
RETURN 

n 
none 

n is an 
integer 

outputs the nth line following the current 
line to the list device. If the operand 1s 
omitted, the next line is output, as this is 
equivalent to the n:l. If the operand n is 
greater than the number ot following lines in 
the text, then the last line of text is output 
with the information message "LAST LINE". 

This command can be used to position the 
current line. It is especially useful for 
positioning to Lines w1th duplicate line 
nu~bers which have resulted from the INSERT, 
REPLACEt or INCLUDE command. 

Depressing RETURN directly following the 
prompt is equivalent to +1, and causes the 
next line to be displayed. 

Current Line: The displayed line. 
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5.3.19 Display Previous Line<s> 

Mnemon1c: 

Operands: 

Descr1ot1on: 

-<m1nus sign> 

n 
none 

n 1s an 
integer 

Outputs the nth preceding l1ne in the file to 
the list device. If the operand 1s o~itted, 
the preceding line is output. Th1s is the 
eQu1valent of n=l. If the operand n is 
greater than the number of preceding lines in 
the text, then the first line is output, along 
with the information message "FIRST LINE"· 

Th1s command can be used to position the 
current line. It is especially useful for 
positioning to lines with duplicate line 
numbers which have resulted from the INSERT, 
REPLACE, or INCLUDE command. 

current Line: The displayed l1ne. 
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5.3.20 Line Number 

Mnemonic: 

Ooerands: 

Description: 

Line number 

text 
none 

Depending on its use, a "line number" provides 
the capabilities of the DELETEt INSERT• and 
REPLACE commands. The "line number" command 
actions are as follows: 

o Delete 

A line number without an operand deletes the 
specified Line. 

o Replace 

A line number with a "text" operand replaces 
the specified line with the new text, if the 
Line exists. 

o Insert 

A line number with a "text" operand inserts 
the specified Line in the proper numeric 
position in the current text, if the 
soecified line does not exist. 

The "line number" must be separated from the 
"text" by a space. 

current Line: a> with "text" operand: specified line number 
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b> without operand: line following deleted 
line or the preceding 
line if the last line 
was deleted 
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CHAPTER 6 
DESCRIPTION OF FORMATTING REQUESTS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents detailed information for each OS/32 
TEXT formatting request. The material 1n this chapter is 
intended for reference use. The general usage of formatting 
requests is described 1n Chapter 4. 

Section &.1.1 provides a cross reference index by functions 
to the alphabetical listing of formatting requests in Section 
6.3. 

Section &.2 exolains the syntax of the formatting requests. 

Section &.3 contains descriptions of all formatting requests 
in alphabetical order. 

Section 6.4 lists the initial values of formatting requests 
which have such a value. 

&.1.1 Cross-Reference Index to Formatting ~equests 

The index lists formatting requests based on their functional 
relationship. The mnemonics for the formatting requests are 
indicated by capital letters. 

o Define Page Size 

Line ~IOTH 
Page L~NGTH 

o Margin Control 

MARGIN definition <absolute> 
Left MARGIN adjustment <relative> 
Right MARGIN Adjustment <relative> 
Top MARGIN 
Bottom MARGIN 

o Text Line Filling 
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6-2 

FILL output Lines 
do Not FILL output lines 
BREAK 

o Text Line Positioning 

Left JUSTIFY 
Right JUSTIFY 
INDENTation 
new PARAGRAPH 
CENTERed text 
WIDOW PREVENT1on 

o Text Line Spacing 

line S?AC<E>ing 
SKIP Line 
page EJECT 

o Page Titles 

page NJMBE~ing 
Top TITLE 
Bottom TITLE 
EVEN TOP Title 
EVEN BOTTOM Title 
0 DO TOP t 1t le 
ODD BOTTOM title 

o Footnotes and Tables 

FOOTNOTES 
floating KEEP 
in context BLOCK 

o Revision Identification 

revision SAR 
revision LEVEL 

o Special Handling of Characters 

OVERPRINT 
special BLANK 
UNDERSCORE 
:!OLD FACE 
HYPENAiCE>tion 
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o Date and Time Functions 

MONTH 
DAY 
YEAR 
time of DAY 

o Text File Merging 

IMBEO file 

o User Interaction 

RETURN to user 
QUIT processing 
COMMENT 
change CONTROL character 

6.2 Syntax 

All formatting requests described in this chapter use the 
following format: 

wnere, 

o the period "•" is a control character generally used; 
if necessary the control character can be redefined by 
the .CONTROL formatting request; 

o request is the name of the formatting request being 
described; 

o the underlined part of the request and argument is the 
minimum acceptable abbreviation; 

o the request is separated from the argument oy at least 
one blank; 

o argument may be a single character, a number, or a 
word. 

Notations that describe arguments a~e: 

o brackets C J indicate an optional argument 

o braces { } indicate a choice of arguments 
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Formatting requests and their arguments may be entered in 
upper or lower case letters. 

A formatting request must always be entered on a line by 
itself and must appear at the beginning of that line. 
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&.3 DESCRI?TION OF FORMATTING REQUESTS 

This sect1on presents the formatt1ng requests 1n alphabet1cal 
oraer. 

In the descriptions, the 1n1t1al value is given for each 
formatt1ng request if appl1cable. 

The in1t1al values are automatically reset each time the 
FORMAT command is entered to produce a formatted document. 
Section &.4 contains a summary of initial values. The 
examples presented in the formatting reQuest descriptions 
assume these initial values unless they are explicitly 
changed in an example. 

For formatting requests wh1ch have optional arguments, the 
values wh1ch are subst1tuted when arguments are omitted are 
given. 

The descriptions also indicate whether or not the particular 
formatting request causes a "break" in the formatted output. 
Please refer to the description of the .BREAK for~att1ng 
reQuest for the definition of break. 
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6.3.1 Revision Bar 

£a!R { ~EGINt number) 
~o 

Initial Value: none 

Break: yes 

Th1s formatting request is used to identify mod1f1cat1ons to 
a document. The arguments BEGIN and END delimit the mod1f1ed 
text. In the formatted output, the mod1f1ed text is marked 
by revision bars. The argument "number" assigns a revision 
level number to the mod1f1ed text. This revision level 
number is usea in conjunction with the .RLEVEL formatting 
reQuest to enable/disable the output of revision bars during 
formatting. 

The placement of revision bars in the formatted output is 
subject to the following considerations: 

o The revision bars a~oear separated by two <2> columns 
from the text area 1n either the left or right margin 
<see below>. The margins must therefore be defined 
sufficiently wide enough to contain the revision bar. 

o If no even/odd page titles are defined, the revision 
bar appears always in the right margin. 

o If an even or odd page t1tle is defined• the bar 
appears in the right margin on odd numoered pages and 
in the left margin on even numbered pages. 

EXAMPLE: 

Assume you have a document that was mod1f1ed once and is at 
revision level 1 and you want to add two modifications 
under revision level two <2>. 

Existing text 
• 
• 
• 

Enter: .BAR BEGINt2 
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Modified Text Section 1 
.SAR ENO 

• 
• 
• 
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Enter: .BAR BEGINt2 
Modified Text Section 2 
.SAR ENO 

• 
• 
• 

Please see example 1n 
procedure to control 
formatted output. 
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the .RLEVEL descr1~tion 
display of revision bars 

for 
1n 

the 
the 
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6.3.2 Spec1al 9lank 

£~~ANK CcharacterJ 

Init1al Value: $ 

Default: $ or character specified in last .BLANK request. 

9reak: no 

The argument "character" specifies a single character. If 
the argument is omitted, the default value is assumed. 

The next text Line is scanned for the presence of 
"character". Each occurrence of that character is replaced 
by a blank <space>. During formatting, the special blank 
character is considered a non-blank char3cter. This means 
that text on e1ther side of the special blank character is 
not spread out or split across two Lines. 

EX~MPLE! 

Normally, two blanks are placed after each period in the 
formatted output text. This may not always be desirable in 
names and titles, for instance. The following example shows 
the use of a special blank in a name. 

Enter: .BLANK 
My name is Dr.SA.$Phillips. I am a surgeon. 

Result: My name is Or. A. Phillips. I am a surgeon. 
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6.3.3 In Context Block 

!.a,).,Q. CK {a:: G I N } 
(ND 

Initial Value: none 

Break: yes 

This formatting request is used to define a 
such as a table. The arguments BEGIN and 
text within a block. "In context" means that 
block appears within the formatted output text 
place where it was entered. 

block of text 
END delhit the 
the text in the 

at the same 

During the formatting process, the block is treated in its 
entirety to prevent splitting of the text oetween pages. The 
placement of the block is subject to the following 
considerations: 

<a> If the current page contains text, the block is placed 
on this page only if the block fits entirely on the 
current page. 

Cb> If the current page contains text and the block does not 
fit entirely on this page, the balance of this page 
remains empty and the block is output starting at the 
top of the next page as described in <c> below. 

<c> If the current page contains no text, output of the 
block is started and then continued on subsequent pages• 
if necessary, until all text in the block is output. 

The placement criteria described in <b> above is the only 
difference in the processing of a block of text defined as an 
in context .BLOCK and a floating .KEE?. 

The following restrictions apply to in context olocks: 

o blocks cannot be nested 

o blocks cannot contain floating keeps 

o blocks cannot contain footnotes 

o eject requests within the block are ignored 
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6.3.4 Bottom Margin 

lines 

Initial Value: 5 

3reak: yes 

This formatting request specifies in the argument the number 
of blank "lines" to occur at the bottom of each page. If a 
bottom title 1s specified, the bottom page title is centered 
vertically within this space. 

~hen the bottom margin is odd, an equal number of blank Lines 
apoear above and below the title. When the bottom mar~1n is 
even, one more blank Line appears above the title than below 
the title. 
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6.3.5 Bold Face 

.!.aQ.L OF ACE 

Initial Value: none 

Break: no 

This formatting request causes overprinting of all characters 
in the next text line to give them a darker appearance. 
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Initial Value: none 

8 reak: yes 

The t!xt lines immediately preceding and following this 
formatting reQUest are not concatenated to fill output lines. 

The descr1ot1on of each formatting reQuest in this chapter 
indicates whether or not the r!Quest causes a break. 
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6.3.7 Bottom T1tle 

£aIITLE /Sl/S2/S3/ 

In1t1al Value: none 

Break: no 

Th1s formatting request is used to specify a page title which 
appears at the bottom of e3ch page in the space defined as 
the bottom margin. 

The bottom title may consist of up to three independent 
sections as defined by the argument sections /Sl/S2/S31. ALL 
three sections appear on the same l1ne in the bottom margin 
and are positioned with resoect to the margin settings 
currently in effect as follows: 

o Sl is Left justified 

o S2 is centered between the margins 

o S3 ;·s right justif1ed 

Any of the three sections may be empty. Each section must be 
separated by a delimiting symbol. In the above description, 
a slash "/" is used. Any character, except a blank, may be 
used as the delimiter. The f1rst character in the argument 
is assumed to be the delimiter. 

The page number symbol may appear either in s1, s2, or S3. 
In the formatted output, the page number symbol is replaced 
with the computed page number for the current page. 

EXAMPLES: 

l. Specify a three-section bottom title w1th 
page number symbol in section number 3. 

Enter: .BTITLE /TEXT/MANUAL/PAGE X/ 

Result:Assume page count equals l. 

TEXT MANUAL PAGE 1 

2. Specify a two-section bottom title. 
Section two is empty. The delimiter 
is the asterisk. 
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Enter: .BT *Volume l**No. 1-X* 

Result:Assume page count equals 10. 

Volume I No. 1-10 
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6.3.8 Centered Text 

.!.~~NTER { (~EGINJ } C ~ND J 

Initial Va Lue: none 

Default: Only next text line is centered. 

Break: yes 

This formatting request causes text lines to be centered 
between the left and right margins currently in effect. 

When the request is specified without an argument, only the 
next text line is centered. 

To center a group of successive text lines, they must be 
delimited by the BEGIN and END arguments. When text is being 
centered, left and right justification and filling of output 
lines are suspended. This means that text lines appear in 
the formatted output exactly as they were entered - except 
they are centered. 
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6.3.9 Comment 

note 

Initial Value: none 

9reak: no 

This formatt1ng 
throughout the 
concerning the 
requ1rements of 
1nforiiation that 

request allows the user to insert comments 
raw text to keep notes for personal use 
preparation, maintenance• and formatting 
the document. The argument "note• 1s any 

the user wants to 1nsert. 

The .COMMENT request is not processed during the execution of 
the FORMAT co~~and and the •note• does not appear in the 
formatted text of the docu~ent. 
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6.3.10 Change Control Char3cter 

&~~TROL character 

Initial Value: • <period> 

Brea le:: no 

Th1s formatting request allows you to change the control 
character. The control character is the first character of 
each formatting request. 

Remem~er that each formatting request has to be entered on a 
line by itself and that it must appear at the b!ginning of 
that line. 

If document text must be entered in such a way that a period 
is required at the beginning of a line, the formatting 
request control character can be changed. Once changed, the 
new character is in effect for all subsequently entered 
requests. 

EXAMPLE: 

You want to enter columns of fractions starting at the 
beginning .of each line. You change the control character 
temporarily to a semicolon n;n and reset again to a period 
"•"• 

Enter: .BLOCK BEGIN 
.CENTER 
TEMPERATURE: COEFFICIENTS 
.CONTROL ; 
tNOFILL 
;SKIP 
.oooo .0017 .0035 .0052 etc • 
• 0175 etc • 
• 0349 etc • 

• 
• 
• 

• 2419 .2436 
;BLOCK END 
;CONTROL • 
• FILL 
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6.3.11 Day <from system> 

&~!Y CcharacterJ 

In1t1al Value: none 

Default: no character appended 

Break: no 

This formatting request ·reads the system clock and 
the day of the month into the formatted output text. 
is represented as a one or two d1git number. 

1nserts 
The day 

The argument "character" specifies a single character wh1ch 
is appended to the day in the formatted output. This 
character is used primarily to add punctuation to the date. 

Example: 

This example shows how you can request the insertion of day, 
month, and year into the formatted document. 

Enter: .LM +40 

Result: 

123 Apricot Street 
Lintont New Jersey 
.MONTH 
.DAY , 
.YEAR 
.LM RESET 
.SK 1 
Dear Sirs: 
.SK 1 
In this month of 
.MONTH 
the company 

••• 
• • • 

Dear Sirs: 

In this month of Aprilt the company ••• 
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123 Apricot Street 
Linton, New Jersey 
April tf.t 1978 
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6.3.12 Page Eject 

Initial Value: none 

Break: yes 

This formatt1ng request causes term1nation of text output to 
the current page. The next text line appears on a new page. 
However, bottom margins, bottom t1tles and footnotes, 1f any 
of these are specif 1edt are output to the current page. 

If the current page is full when the .EJECT request is 
encounteredt the request 1s ignored since OS/32 TEXT is about 
to output a new page. 
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6.3.13 Even Bottom Title 

L~Y~t!aOTTOM /Sl/S2/S3/ 

Initial Value: none 

3realc: no 

This formatting request is used to specify a page title which 
appears at the bottom of each even numbered page in the space 
defined as the bottom margin. 

The bottom title may consist of up to three independent 
sections as defined by the argument sections /Sl/S2/S31. All 
three sections a~pear on the same l1ne in the bottom margin 
and are positioned with respect to the current margin 
settings as follows: 

1 Sl is left justified 

• S2 1s centered between the margins 

• S3 1s right justified 

Any of the three sections may be empty. Each section ~ust be 
separated by a delim1t1ng symbol. In the above description, 
a slash "I" 1s used. Any character, except a blank, may be 
used as the delimiter. The first character in the argument 
1s assumed to be the delimiter. The page number symool may 
appear in either s1, s2, or S3. In the formatted output, the 
page number symbol is replaced with the computed page number 
for the current page. For examples see .BTITLE. 

The use of this request causes revision bars, as specified by 
the .BAR request, to appear in the right margin on odd 
numbered pages and in the left margin on even numbered pages. 
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6.3.14 Even Top Title 

L~~t!il.OP /Sl/S2/S3/ 

Initial Value: none 

Break: no 

This formatting request is used to specify a page title which 
appears at the top of each even numbered page in the space 
defined as the top margin <see .TMARGIN>. The top title may 
consist of up to three independent sections as defined by the 
argument sections IS1/S2/S3/. All three sections appear on 
the same line in the top margin and are positioned with 
respect to the current margin settings as follows: 

• Sl is Lett justified 

• S2 is centered between the margins 

• S3 is right justifi~d 

Any of the three sections may be empty. Each section must be 
separated by a delimiting symbol. In the above description, 
a slash. "/" is used. Any character, exceot a blank, may be 
used as the delimiter. The first character in the argument 
is assumed to be the delimiter. The page number symbol may 
aopear in either s1, s2, or S3. In the formatted output, the 
page number symbol is replaced with the computed page number 
for the current page. For examples, see .STITLE. 

The use of this request causes revisions bars, as specified 
by the ·BAR request, to appear in the right margi~ on odd 
numbered pages and in the left margin on even numbered pages. 
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6.3.15 F1ll Output L1nes 

~El LL 

Init1al Value: .FILL 

Break: yes 

This formatting 
concatenated to 
process. 

request causes raw 
f1ll output l1nes 

text 
during 

lines to be 
the formatt1ng 

To f1ll output lines words are collected from the raw text 
lines and assembled 1nto output text lines accord1ng to the 
marg1n, indent. and just1fy specif1cations. Leading blanks 
are str1oped fro~ all words in the text l1ne, and the 
occurrence of ~ore than one blank between words is ignored. 
<See .r~DENT and .No=tLL for exceptions to this rule.> 

~ords are placed in the output line until a word does not 
f1t. This word becomes the first word of the next output 
line. When the first word wh1ch does not fit in the output 
line appears 1n the line following a .HYPHENATE request, an 
attempt 1s made to hyphenate that word. 

A temporary suspens1on of the filling of output lines ~ay be 
caused by a text line that contains only blanks or by a 
formatting request which causes a "break." The formatting 
request descri~tions in tnis chapter indicate which requests 
cause a break. Note that a document text line consisting 
P.ntirely of blanks will appear in the formatted output text, 
unless 1t occurs in a footnote. 

After the output line has been filled in this manner, the 
line is adjusted as follows: 
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• When both left and right justify are in effect, 
~ultiple soaces are added between words so that the 
output l1ne touches both margins. However, the last 
line in a paragraph is not spread. 

• When only left or right justify is in effect, the 
output line is adjusted to touch the left or right 
margin only. 

• When neither left nor right justify is in effect, the 
output line is left justified only. 
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Input Lines correspond exactly to output L1nes only when 
.NOFILL 1s spec1f1ed. Please see Chapter 4 for more 
1nfor~at1on on output L1ne f1LL1ng. 
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6.3.16 Footnotes 

!.E.Q.OTNOTE { a,EGIN) 
~ND 

Initial Value: none 

3realc: no 

This formatting request is used to define 
and ENO 

the text of a 
delimit tie text footnote. The arguments BEGIN 

belonging to each footnote. 

The footnote is output at the bottom of the current page. If 
not enough space is available on that page, output of the 
footnote is continued on subsequent pages until comoleted. 
The space allocated for footnotes on a page does not exceed 
one fourth of the text area available between the top and 
bottom margins. 

The text of a footnote is separated from the document text by 
a dashed line. 

Footnotes are processed subject to the formatting requests 
currently in effect. The following considerations apply: 
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• Footnotes are processed sequentially. That means, 
when multiple footnotes are encountered in short 
succession, the first footnote encountered is cutout 
completely before the second one, etc. output of up 
to 10 footnotes may be pending at a time. 

t Footnotes may not be nested. 

• Footnotes may not contain .KEEP or .BLOCK. 

• Footnotes are always single spaced. 

• The .EJECT and .SPACE formatting requests are ignored 
if they are encountered in the text of a footnote. 

• Blank lines in the text of a footnote do not apoear in 
the for~atted output. 
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6.3.17 Hyphenation 

~~lPHENATE (character) 

Init1al Value: - <dash> 

Default: - <dash> or character specified in last 
.HYPHENATE reQuest. 

3reak: no 

This formatting request affects only the next line of 
document text. The argument "character" is a hyphenation 
indicator wh1ch allows you to specify words to be 
conditionally hyphenated. 

If the words containing the hyphenation indicators fit on the 
the current output line, they are output without hyphens. 
Otherwise. OS/32 TEXT attempts to use one of the indicated 
hyohens to hyphenate the last word on the line; all other 
hyphens in the word are not output. 

To indicate conditional hyphenation in a word that normally 
contains a hyphen, the normal hyphen <dash> and the 
hyohenation indicator must be entered; e.g., tailor--made. 
If the indicator had been changed to an n;n, you would enter 
tailor-@made. This assures that the mandatory hyphen in the 
word will always appear in the formatted output. 

Please note that the above procedures apply only to words in 
the text line that 1s preceded by an .HYPHENATE reQuest. 
That means that in any other text Line, words that normally 
contain hyphens are entered without the nyphenation 
ind~cator; e.g., happy-go-lucky. 

Remember, when entering text lines you do not hyphenate words 
at the end of a line as you would on a typewriter oecause the 
Last character on one line and the first character on the 
next Line are treated as separate words. See Chapter 4 
<Entering Text>. 

EXAMPLES: 

1. Th1s example illustrates conditional hyphenation of words 
that are not normally written with a hyphen. The 
hyphenati-0n character is changed. 

Enter: .MARGIN lt20 
.nYPHENATE 3 
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This is an excel@lent example of hyphena@tion 
tion of a word. 

Result:This is an excellent 
example of hyphena
tion of a word. 

2. This example illustrates conditional hyphenation of words 
that are normally hyphenated. The hyphenation indicator 
is still the initial value: - Cdash>. 

Enter: .MARGIN lt21 
.HY 
My friend is a happy--go--lucky fel-low. 

Result:My friend is a happy
go-lucky fellow. 

3. This example illustrates the use of a hyphen without the 
use of the .HYPHENATE request. 

Enter: .MARGIN lt27 
Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1865t was the 16th 
president of the United States - from 1861-1865. 

Result:Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1865, 
was the 16th president of 
the United States - from 
1861-1865. 
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6.3.18 Imbed File 

~!~BED f d 

Initial Value: none 

Break: no 

The .IM9EO formatting request allows the user to insert the 
contents of another file into the document currently being 
formatted. The argu~ent "fd" specifies the name of the file 
<tile descriptor> which contains the text to be inserted. 

The file being imbedded may itself contain an .IMBEO request 
tor yet another file and so on up to a level of ten files. 
The file may contain either text or formatting requests or 
both. 

Formatting of an imbedded file is terminated when end-of-file 
or a .QUIT formatting request 1s encountered. Formatting 
then continues with the text that contained the .IMBED 
request. 

Please see Chapter 4 tor application guidelines of the .IMBEO 
reauest. 

EXAMPLES: 

1. Imbed the contents of the file named FILE.A· 

Enter: This is IMBED-Example No. 1 • 
• IMBED FILE.A 
End of Example No. l. 

Result:This is IMBED-Example No. 1. 
Text from FILE.A 
End of Examole No. 1. 

2. Imbed the contents of files named FILE.3 and FILE.c. 
FILE.a contains text, followed by an .rMBtD reauest for 
FILE.Ct and some more text. 

Enter: This is IM8ED-Example No. 2 • 
• IMBED FILE.8 
End of Example No. 2. 

Result:This is IMBED-Example No. 2. 
Text from FILE.B - ~art l 
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6-28 

Text from FILE.C 
Text from FILE.8 - oart 2 
End of ~xample No. 2 
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&.3.19 Indentat1on 

.!.ltiDENT{C:+J columns} 
- colu'1'1ns 

In1t1al Value: none 

Break: yes 

Th1s formatting request def1nes a change 1n the left margin 
for the next text l1ne only. The argument "columns" 
specifies how ~any columns <character positions> the left 
margin 1s to be adjusted from its current setting. 

If the argument specifies a positive value, the margin 1s 
moved to the right; if negative, it is moved to the left. 

A special case, outde~ting, occurs when the margin is 
adjusted to the left. In this case, text appears to the left 
of the current left margin setting. Any text appearing in 
this area is not adjusted; meaning that leading spaces and 
multiple spaces oetween words are never deleted. This 
feature permits labelling of paragraphs. Any text appearing 
to the right of the left margin is subject to adjustment if 
.FILL is in effect. 

EXAMPLES: 

1. This is an example of indenting. 

Enter: .MARGIN 10t35 
.INDENT 5 
The .INDENT reQuest starts a new 
paragraph and adjusts the left margin 
of the first line in that paragraph. 

Result: The .INDENT request 
starts a new paragraph 
and adjusts the left 
margin of the first line 
in that paragraph. 

2. This is an example of outdenting. 

Enter: .MARGIN 10.so 
.INDENT -8 
6.3.19 INDENTATION 
The paragraph label 6.3.19 plus one space 
appear to the left of margin 10. The 
Leading spaces in front of INDENTATION 
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are removed because .FILL 1s 1n effect. 

Result:6.3.19 INDENTATION 
The Paragraph label 6.3.19 plus one 
space appear to the left of margin 10. 
The lead1ng spaces 1n front of 
INDENTATION are removed because .FILL 
1s 1n effect. 
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6.3.20 Floating Keep 

~!il:EP { 

Initial 

3reak: 

iEGIN } 
~ND 

Value: none 

no 

This formatting request is used to define a block of text 
such as a table. The arguments BEGIN and END delinit the 
text within a block. "Floating keep" means that the 
placement of the block within the formatted output text may 
not always be in the same place where the block was entered. 

The placement ·of the block is subject to the following 
considerations: 

a> If the current page contains no text, output of the 
block is started and continued on subsequent pagest if 
necessary, until all text in the block is output. 

b> If the current page contains text, the block is placed 
on this page only if it fits on it entirely. 

c> If the current page contains text and the block does not 
fit entirely on this page, the balance of this page is 
filled with text which was entered after the block. The 
block is then output starting at the top of tie next 
page as described in Ca> above. 

The placement criteria described in Cc> above is the only 
difference from the processing of a block of text defined by 
.BLOCK. 

Restrictions: Floating Keeps 

o cannot be nested 

o cannot contain .BLOCK 

o cannot contain footnotes 

o .EJECT requests within the defined block are ignored. 
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6.3.21 Left Just1f y 

.!.l...~USTIFY c Q.li J 
C Q.E.F J 

Init1al Value: ON 

Default: ON 

3reak: yes 

When the ON argument 1s selected. this formatting request 
causes output Lines to be justified against the Left margin. 

If the argument is omitted from the request, the ON condition 
is assumed. Left justification of output lines is subject to 
the following considerations: 

6-32 

o When both .LJUSTIFY and .RJUSTIFY are turned OFF, the 
output lines are left justified. 

o Left justificat1on 1s temporarily suspended oy the 
following formatting requests: 

.CENTER 

.INDENT 

.PARAGRAPH 
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6.3.22 Line Width 

.t.! •. W. I D T H columns 

Initial Value: 85 

3reak: yes 

This formatting reQuest defines the physical width of the 
page that will contain the formatted document. The argument 
"colu~ns" expresses the width in character positions that fit 
on a line. 

The Left and right margins are offsets within this limit. 

The initial value corresponds to an 8 1/2" paper width. 
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6.3.23 Left Margin Adjustment <Relative> 

~~~ARGIN { C+J columns 
columns 

~ESET 

Initial Value: none 

9reak: yes 

This formatting request allows you to make margin adjustments 
relative to the left margin currently 1n effect. 

The argument •columns" specifies the number of character 
positions the margin is to be adjusted. The margin can be 
adjusted to the left <-> or to the right C+>. The new margin 
remains 1n effect unt1l changed aga1n. 

Each time a margin adjustment is made, OS/32 TEXT records the 
left margin setting that was in effect prior. to the 
adjustment. A total of ten <10> margin adjustments can be 
recorded by OS/32 TEXT. 

The RESET argument 1s used to return the left margin setting 
to its previous setting. 

Multiple adjustments or resets may be performed in 
succession. Each request corresponds, in reverse order, to 
its equivalent adjustment request. If more requests are 
entered than adjustments were ~ade, the margins remain at the 
current setting. 

The recording table for the margin adjustment 1s cleared each 
time the FORMAT command is issued or the .MARGIN request is 
processed. 

The following example illustrates the use of .LMARGIN. 
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EXAMPLE: 

Left and right margins are defined followed by multiple 
adjustments and reset reQuests. 

Enter 

.MARGIN 16t6Ei 

.LMARGIN +3 

.RM -3 

eLM -10 

.RM RESET 

.LM RESET 
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Result 

Margins are 16t66 
<Text area occupies 17-65> 

Margins are now: 19,66 
<Text area occupies 20-65> 

Margins are now: 19,63 
<Text area occupies 20-62> 

Margins are now: 9t63 
<Text area occupies 10-62> 

Margins are now: 9t66 
<Text area occupies 10-65> 

Margins are now: 19,66 
<Text area occupies 20-65> 
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6.3.24 Margin Definition CAbsolute> 

~~!RGIN left margin,right margin 

Initial Value: 12t74 

Break: yes 

This formatting reQuest sets the absolute left and right 
margins of a page. 

The arguments represent character positions or columns on the 
physical page, counted from left to right. Their value must 
be within range of the line width defined by the .LWIOTH 
formatting request. 

The arguments "left margin" and "right margin" define the 
number of blank columns which appear to the left and to the 
right of the text area respectively. 

The m3rgins provided as the initial values are the commonly 
used settings for page size 8 1/2" x 11". 

Generally, the margins set by this request remain in effect 
throu~hout the formatting of a document, providing a 
reference base for temporary changes in the margin settings. 

The formatting requests .LMARGIN and .RMARGIN allow you to 
make margin adjustments relative to the settings defined by 
.MARGIN. The formatting requests .INDENT and .PARAGRAPH 
allow you to temporarily override the left margin setting to 
facilitate indenting and outdenting of a text line. 

EXAMPLE: 
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.L~IDTH 

.MARGIN 
80 
15,66 

The resulting eighty character text Line has 
fifteen blanks, followed by fifty characters 
ot text, followed by fifteen blanks. 
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6.3.25 Month <from system> 

Ltl~NTH CcharacterJ 

Initial Value: none 

Default: no character appended 

Break: no 

This formatting request rea~s the system clock and inserts 
the current month 1nto the for~atted output text. 

The months are represented by the words: January, February, 
etc. 

The argument "character" specifies a single character which 
is aopended to the month in the formatted output. Th1s 
character 1s used to add punctuation to the date. Please see 
.JAY for an example. 
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6.3.26 Do Not Fill Output Lines 

!.~Q.f I LL 

Initial Value: .FILL 

3reak: yes 

This formatting reQuest inhibits the effect of .FILL. 

This means that: 

' formatted output text lines are not 
concatenating new text Lines; 

filled by 

o Leading spaces are not removed from words; 

' multiple spaces between words are not removed. 

0 the output lines are adjusted to touch the current 
left margin if 

t e ft justify ; s in effect 

- both Left and r1glit justify are in effect, or 

- both Left and r1 gh t justify a re OFF 

0 the output Lines are adjusted to touch the current 
right margiri if right Justify is in effect. 

The result is that formatted output lines correspond exactly 
to raw text Lines except for the effects of margin settings, 
centering, and left/right justification requests as listed 
above. 

A typical application of this request is to prepare text in 
table form where rows and columns of infor~ation nust appear 
exactly as they were entered by the user. 

It is important to remember that when NOFILL is in effect, an 
inout Line cannot contain more characters than space is 
available in the output line. The available space in the 
output line is determined by the line width specification 
minus the current margin settings. 
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EXAMPLE: 

.unDTH 80 

.MARGIN 10t70 

.NOFlLL 

Available Space: 59 spaces 
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6.3.27 Odd Bottom Title 

L~~~aorroM 1s11s21s31 

Initial Value: none 

Break: no 

This formatting reQuest is used to specify a page title which 
appears at the bottom of each odd numbered page in the space 
defined as the bottom margin <see .BMARGIN>. For details 
please refer to the descriJtion of .EVENBOTTOM. 
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6.3.28 Odd Top Title 

~QQQIOP /Sl/S2/S3/ 

Initial Value: none 

Break: no 

This formatting reQuest is used to specify a page title which 
appears at the top of each odd numbered page 1n the space 
defined as the top margin <see .TMARGIN>. For details please 
refer to the descr1pt1on of .EVENTQP. 
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6.3.29 Overprint 

~QYERPRINT [character] 

Initial Value: I 

Default: I or character specified in Last 
•OVERPRINT request. 

3reak: no 

This formatting request causes overprinting of a specified 
character in t~e text Line directly following the request. 

The argument "character" defines the overprint indicator. If 
the argument is omitted, the overprint character is the 
default value. 

The next Line is scanned tor the presence of 
Each occurrence of the indicator causes 
directly preceding it to be overwritten by 
following the indicator. 

EXAMPLES: 

the 
the 
the 

indicator. 
character 
character 

1. The default character is the o~erpr1nt indicator. 

Enter: .OVERPRINT 
Sen/-orita 

Result :se1forit3 

2. Change the overprint indicator to a ":". 

Enter: .ov 
GO:/TO:/ 

Result:G0"T~ 

3. Partially ~nderline a word. 

Enter: .OVERPRINT I 
F / _O/ _R"1 AT 

Result:E_QRMAT 
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6.3.30 New Paragraph 

.:.f:.!RAGRAPH [c+J columns] 
[- columns] 

Initial Value: O 

Default: O or column count spec1f1ed in the previous 
.PARAGRAPH request. 

Break: yes 

This formatting request is used to indicate the start of a 
new paragraph. The request defines a change in t~e left 
margin for the next text l1ne. It also causes the new 
paragraph to be separated from preceding text by a number of 
blank lines equal to the multiple spacing count <see .SPACE> 
plus one <l> L1ne. 

The argument "columns" 
character positions the 
its current setting. 

specifies how many columns or 
left margin is to be adjusted from 

If the argument specifies a positive value, the margin is 
moved to the right; if negative, it is moved to the Left. 

If the argument is omitted, the margin is adjusted according 
to the default value. The default value is either the 
initial value of "0" or the value specified in the previous 
.PA~AGRAPH request. 

A special case, outdent1ng, occurs when the margin is 
adjusted to the left. In this case, text aopears to tie left 
of the curre~t left margin setting. Any text appearing in 
this area is not adjusted, meaning that leading blanks and 
multiple blanks between words are not deleted. This feature 
permits labelling of paragraphs. Any text appearing to the 
right of the left margin is suoject to adjustment if .~ILL is 
in effect. 

The examples given for the .INDENT request, to illustrate 
indenting and outdenting, are equally valid for .PARAG~APH. 
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6.3.31 Page Length 

.!.E.b..ENGTH lines 

Initial Value: 66 

Break: yes 

This formatt1ng request defines the physical length of the 
page that will contain the formatted document. The argument 
"lines" expresses the length in number of l~nes that fit on 
the page. 

The top and bottom page margins are offsets within this 
li~it. The initial value corresponds to a page length of 11 
inches. 
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6.3.32 Page Numbering 

~e~uMBER (initialJ C,(incrementJC,characterJJ 

Initial Value: initial = 1 
increment = 1 
character = % 

Default: initial = 1 at the start of formatting or 
the current calculated page count 
during formatting 

Sreak: no 

increment = 1 or the value soecified in 
Last .PNUMBE~ request 

character = r. or the character specified 
in last .PNUMBE~ request 

This formatting request initializes automatic page numbering. 

The argument "initial" specifies the page number that appears 
on the first formatted output page following t~e request. If 
the argument is omitted, the page is numbered according to 
the current default value. 

The argument "increment" specifies the increment by which the 
page numbering counter is advanced after each page output. 
If the argument is omitted. the increment is the default 
value. 

The argument "character" specifies a page number symbol. 
This symbol may be specified in the various page title 
requests available in OS/32 TEXT <see .9TITLE for an 
example>. In the formatted output, this symbol is replaced 
with the current page number. 

If the argument is omitted, the current default character is 
the cage number symbol. 

EXAMPLES: 

Request 

.PNUMBER lt2t@ 
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Explanation 

Pages are numbered starting with number 1, 
in odd numbers: 1,3,5,7 etc. 



.PNUMBER lOtt! 

.PNUMBER ,5 

6-4 6 

To print the page number, the n@n must 
appear in place of the page number 
1n a page title request. 

Assume the current default for 
"increment" = 1. 
Pages are numbered, starting with number 10, 
in increments of one: l0tlltl2tl3tetc. 
To print the page numoer, the •!" must appear 
1n place of the page number 1n a page 
title request. 

Assume twelve numbered pages 
have been output when this request 
1s encountered and that the 
current page count = 13. 

Pages are numbered starting with 
number 13, 1n increments of 5: 
13tl8t23,etc. 
The page number symbol remains unchanged. 
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6.3.33 Quit Processing 

In1t1al Value: none 

Default: see text below 

9reak: no 

Th1s formatt1ng request causes processing of the current text 
input to be terminated. If the argument ALL 1s spec1fied. 
all processing is terminated and control is returned to the 
OS/32 TEXT command mode. 

If the argument is omitted, input terminat1on and subsequent 
action depend on where the .QUIT request is encountered, as 
follows: 

o When .QUIT is encountered in an "imbed" f1le <see 
.IM8ED>t input from that file is terminated and 
control returned to the source of the .IMBE~ request. 

o When .QUIT is encountered during .RETURN processing. 
control 1s returned to the source of the .RETURN 
request. 

o When .QUIT appears in the text processed by the FORMAT 
commandt all processing is terminated and control 
returned to the OS/32 TEXT command mode. T1e text 
processed by the FORMAT command is the text that was 
entered using APPEND, etc. or retrieved from a disc 
file using the GET command. 
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G.3.34 Return to User 

La~TURN CcommentJ 

In1t1al Value: none 

Default: no comment displayed 

9reak: no 

During the formatting process <i.e., when the FORMAT command 
is being executed> control can be switched temporarily to the 
command input device by using the .RETURN formatting request. 
At that time, the user can enter document text and for~atting 
requests at the command input device. This inout is 
processed immediately and becomes part of the formatted 
output. Input is .continued until terminated by entering the 
.QUIT formatting request or de,ressin9 ~ETURN as the only 
input on a line. 

Text entered under the control of the .RETURN request 1s not 
inserted into the raw text which contains the .RETURN 
request. 

The argument "comment" may 
infor~ation. This information 
command input device only. 
user orompt regarding the type 

contain alphanumeric user 
is displayed on an interactive 
It is intended to provide the 

of data to be entered • 

• ,ETU~N cannot be used if the same device is used for command 
input and formatted output. 
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6.3.35 R1ght Justify 

~B~USTIFY 

In1tial Value: ON 

Default: ON 

9reak: yes 

When the ON argument is selected, this formatting request 
causes output L1nes to be justified against the right ~argin. 

If the argument is omitted, the 
Right just1ficat1on of output 
following considerations: 

ON condit1on 1s 
Lines is subject 

assumed. 
to the 

o When both .LJUSTIFY and .RJUSTIFY are ONt right 
justification is not done if .NOFILL 1s in effect. 

o The Last line of a paragraph, or the Line preceding a 
formatting request wh1ch causes a break, is not r1ght 
justified when both .LJUSTIFY and .RJUSTIFY are ON and 
.FILL is in effect. 

o Right justification is temporarily suspended oy the 
.CENTER formatting request. 
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6.3.36 Revision Level 

~&~EVEL number C,Cleft columnJCright columnJJ 

Initial Value: number=O 
left column=lO 
right column:76 

Default: left column - 2 columns to the left of 
current Lett margin 

right column - 2 columns to the right of 
the current right margin 

Break: no 

This formatting request controls the output and placement of 
rev1s1on bars for text areas entered with the .BAR request. 

The argument "number" refers to revision level numbers 
entered with .BAR. If "number" is greater than any revision 
level in the text. no revision bars are output. If "number" 
is not greater, all revisions equal to or great~r than 
"number" are identified with revision bars. 

The arguments "left column" and "r1ght column" soecify the 
column numoer in the left and right margins respectively in 
which the revision bars apJear in the formatted document. 

If the arguments are omitted, the revision bar cJlumns are 
computed to be 2 columns to the left for "left column" and 2 
columns to the right for "right column" respective of the 
left and right margin settings which are in effect when the 
.RLEV~L request is encountered. 

EXAMPLES: 

1. Assume three revision levels Clt2t3> exist in your text. 
No revisio~s are to be identified. 

Enter: .RLEVEL 4 

Result: No rev1s1on bars output. 

2. Assume same text as in Cl> above. Revision level 3 is to 
be identified. 

Enter: .RLEVEL 3 
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Result: ALL text entered under .BAR 3 1s 
1dentif1ed w1th rev1s1on bars. 

3. Assume same text as in Cl> above. All ·BAR rev1s1ons 
made to the text are to be 1dent1f1ed. 

Enter: .RLEVEL l 

Result: All text entered under .BAR l through 3 
is 1dent1f1ed with revision bars. 
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6.3.37 Right Margin Adjustment <Relative> 

C+J columns } 
columns 

&,ES ET 

.&B.!:tARGIN 

Initial Value: none 

3reak: yes 

This formatting request allows you to make margin adjustments 
relative to the right margin currently in effect. 

The argument •columns" specifies the number of character 
positions by which the margin is to be adjusted. The margin 
can be adjusted to the left <-> or to the right <•>. The new 
margin remains in effect until changed again. 

Each time a margin adjustment is made, OS/32 TEXT records the 
right margin setting that was in effect prior to the 
adjustment. A total of ten ClO> margin adjustments can be 
recorded by OS/32 TEXT. 

The RESET argument is used to return the 
from an adjustment to its previous 
adjustments or resets may be oerformed 
reset request corresponds, in reverse 
equivalent adjustment request. 

right margin setting 
setting. Multiple 
in succession. Each 

order, to its 

If more RESET requests are entered than adjustments were 
made, the margins remain at the current setting. 

The recording table tor the margin adjustments is cleared 
each time the FORMAT command is issued or the .MARGIN request 
is processed. Please refer to .LMARGIN for examples. 
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6.3.38 Skip Line 

.1.§.JS.IP ClinesJ 

Initial Value: none 

Default: 1 

Break: yes 

This reQuest causes blank lines to appear in the formatted 
output. The argument "lines 0 specifies how many blank Lines 
are to be output. If the argument is omitted, one blank line 
is output. The .SKIP request is subject to the following 
considerations. 

o If the end-of-page is encountered before all blank 
lines specified in a request have been output, output 
of the remaining lines is inhibited. 

o If the output of blank lines would occur at the top of 
a page, output of these lines is inhibited. 

o If .SKIP appears within a footnote it is ignored. 
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6.3.39 Multiple Spacing 

l1nes 

Initial Value: 1 

Break: yes 

Th1s request sets the spacing of text lines. 
"l1nes" specit1es the line spacing: 

l = single spacing 

2 = double spacing 

3 = triple spacing 

The argument 

The value ot "lines" must be w1th1n the range of 1 through 6. 

The .SPACE request affects only the text area in the 
formatted output. 

Text in footnotes is always single spaced. 
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6.3.40 Time of Day <from system> 

LllME CcharacterJ 

Initial Value: none 

Default: no character appended 

Break: no 

Th1s formatting request reads the system clock and 1nserts 
the time of day 1nto the formatted output text. 

The t1me is represented as an eight character string 
specifying hours, n1nutes1 and seconds as follows: HH:MM!SS. 

The argument "character" specifies a single character 
is appended to the time in the formatted output. 
character is used to add punctuation to the time. 

EXAMPLE: 

which 
This 

Insert the time in the output and specify a sentence 
t~rminator. 

Enter: This example was done at 
.TIME • 

Result: This example was done at 11:23!56. 
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6.3.41 Top Margin 

~ltlARGIN lines 

Initial Value: 5 

Sreak: yes 

This formatting request specifies the number of blank Lines 
to occur at the top of each page. 

When specified, the top page title is centered vertically 
within this space. When the top margin is an odd number of 
lines. an equal number of blank lines appear above and below 
the title. ~hen the top margin is an even number of Lines, 
one more blank line appears above the title than below the 
title. 
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6.3.42 Top T1tle 

~llITLE /Sl/S2/S3/ 

Initial Value: none 

Break: no 

This formatting request is used to specify a page title which 
appears at the top of each page in the space defined as the 
top margin. 

The top title may consist of UQ to three independent sections 
as defined by the argument /Sl/S2/S3/. All three sections 
appear on the same line in the top margin and are positioned 
as follows: 

o Sl is left justified 

o S2 is centered between the margins 

o S3 is right justified 

Any of the three sections may be empty. Each section ~ust be 
separated by a delimiting symbol. In the above description, 
a slash "/"is used. Any character, except a blank, may be 
used .as the delimiter. The first character in the argument 
is assumed to oe the delimiter. 

The page number symbol <see .PNUMBER> may appear in s1, s2, 
or S3. In the formatted output, the page number symbol is 
replaced with the computed page number for the current page. 

Please see .BTITLE for examples. 
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6.3.43 Underscore 

~~~DER SCORE 

Initial Value: none 

Break: no 

This formatting request causes alphanumeric characters in the 
next text line to be underscored. 

Non-alphanumeric characters <punctuation characters, 
par~ntheses, brackets, etc.> or parts of a word can be 
underscored using the .OVERPRINT request. To underscore 
blanks, simply enter the underscore character in place of the 
blank. 

EXAMPLE: 

Enter: Th1s 1s an example of 
.UNOERS:ORE 
underscoring 
in OS/32 TEXT. 

Result: Th1s is an example of Y.!l£!.C1~~t.!a~ 1n OS/32 TEXT. 
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6.3.44 Widow Prevention 

~~lOOWPREVENT CQ~J 
CQfFJ 

Init1al Value: ON 

Default: ON 

9reak: yes 

This formatting reQuest affects the placement of the first 
and last line of a paragraph in the formatted output. 

The request is subject to the following considerat1ons: 

o When .FILL and .WIDOWPREVENT ON are selected, the 
first line of a paragraph does not appear as t~e last 
line on a page, nor does the last line in a paragraph 
appear as the first line on a page. 

o When .WIDOWPREVENT OFF is selected, all paragraph 
Lines are treated as regular text lines. 

o When .WIOOWPREVENT ON and .NOFILL are selected, all 
paragraph lines are treated as if .WIOOWPREVENT OFF 
had been selected. 
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6.3.~5 Year <from system> 

LttAR CcharacterJ 

Initial Value: none 

Default: no character appended 

Sreak: no 

Th1s formatting request reads the system clock and inserts 
the year into the formatt~d output. The year is represented 
as a four d1g1t number. 

The argument "character" specif1es a single character which 
1s a~pended to the year in the formatted output. Th1s 
character 1s used to add punctuation. Please see .DAY for an 
example. 
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6.4 TABLE OF INITIAL VALuES 

Many formatting requests have in1ti~l values which are set up 
automatically each time the FOR~AT com~and is entered. These 
values are intended to provide a standard format so that you 
can obtain formatted output with minimum initial setup. It 
these initial values are not suitable, they can, of course, 
be changed. 

The following table lists 1n1tial values of for~atting 
requests which have such values. 

Formatting 
Request 

.3LANK 

.SMARGIN 

.CONTROL 

.FILL 

.HYPHENATE 

.LJUSTIFY 

.LWIOTH 

.MARGIN 

.NO FILL 

.OVERPRINT 

.PARAGRAPH 

• PLENGTH 

Initial 
Value 

$ 

5 

• 

• FILL 

ON 

85 

12,74 

.. FI LL 

I 

0 

66 
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Comments 

Special blank indicator 

Sottom page margin = 5 lines 

Formatting request control character 

Filling of output lines enabled • 

Hyphen at 1on ind1 ca tor 

Left justification of output lines 
enabled. 

Physical page width = 85 columns 
<or character positions>. 
85 corresponds to an 
8 1/2" paper width. 

Left margin= 12, right marg1n = 74 
columns <or character positions> 
counted from left to right on 
the physical page <see 
.UHOTH above>. 

Filling of output lines enabled • 

Overprint indicator 

No left margin adjustment of first 
line 1n paragraoh • 

Physical page length = 66 lines. 
This corresponds to an 11" page 
length. 
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Formatting 
ReQuest 

.p NU M!3 ER 

.RJUSTIFY 

.R LEVEL 

.SPACE 

.TMARGIN 

.WIOOWPREVENT 

6-62 

Initial 
Value 

1 
1 
% 

ON 

0 

10 

76 

l 

5 

ON 

comments 

FirstPage number 
Page number increment 
Page number symbol 

Rightjustif1cation of output Lines 
enabled. 

Output revision bars for all 
document revisions made with 
the .BAR request of revision 
level 0 and greater. 

Column number to place revision bars 
in 

left margin 
Column number to place revision bars 

in 
ri gh t margin 

single line spacing in effect 

Top page ma rg i ·n = 5 lines 

When FILL is in effect, first and 
last lines of paragraphs do not 
appear on a different page, 
separated from body of 
paragraph. 
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7.1 GENERAL 

CHAPTER 7 
USE OF TEXT-II 

This chapter explains the use of OS/32 TEXT-II, the version 
that contains only formatting capability, as explained in 
Chapter l. 

The chapter· assumes: 

o That you understand the use of TEXT-I as described in 
this 1nanual. 

o That you know how to use OS/32 EDIT as described in 
the OS/32 EDIT User's Manual, Publication No. 29-516. 
Please note that the difference in usage between OS/32 
EDIT and OS/32 TEXT-I is the special TEXT-I co~mands, 
FORMAT and PRINT, which are not available in OS/32 
EDIT. These commands are recognized ana processed by 
TEXT-II. 

7.2 CAPABILITIES 

The capabilities of TEXT-II are as follows: 

o Generates formatted output from 
formatting requests contained in 
previously created ~1th OS/32 EDIT. 

document text 
a file which 

and 
was 

c Prints a 
contained 
TEXT-II. 

copy of a formatted document which is 
in a file and was previously for~atted with 

o TEXT-II recognizes only the following commands: 

END 
FORMAT 
GET 
PAJ SE 
PRINT 
SEND STOP 
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The use of these co111mands is the same as described for 
TEXT-I. Please note that before the FORMAT and PRINT 
commands can be used, the text file to be processed 
must be made available to TEXT-II via the GET command. 

Loading, starting, and task esta~lishment are identical to 
the procedures described in Chapter 2 for TEXT-I. To apply 
the descriptions in Chapter 2 to TEXT-II• simply substitute 
the aPPropriate file name where reference is made to TEXT32. 

Follow1ng are two examples illustrating the combined use of 
OS/32 EDIT and TEXT-II· The examples use the simplest forms 
of loading and starting these programs and apply to an OS/32 
MTM environment. The "*n and ">" sy~bols shown 3re MTM 
syste~ and TEXT-II prompts respectively, indicating that they 
are ready to accept a user response. 

1.2.1 Example 1 

Enter document text and formatting requests into OS/32 EDIT 
and save the text and formatting requests in a file named 
EXAMPLE·l· Use TEXT-II to obtain formatted output of the 
document text saved in file EXAMPLE.l. 

User/Co~puter Dialogue 

* 

*LOAD EDIT32.TSK 

*START 

OS/32 EDIT Rn 

) 

>A?P::ND 

7-2 

1 > EXAMPLE NO. 1 
2 > .SKIP . ) . . ) • 
• > RETURN 

Description 

System ready to accept a 
command 

user loads EDIT32 

User starts EDIT32 

EDIT32 displays 
identification 

EDIT32 ready to accept a 
command 

User requests text input 
mode 

User enters document 
text and formatting 
requests 

User terminates text 
input mode 
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user/Comouter Dialogue 

) 

>SAVE EXAMPLE·l 

>END 

USER-ID -END OF TASK CODE=O 

* 

*LOAD TEXT32FM.TSK 

*START 

OS/32 TEXT-II Rn 

> 

>GET EXAMPLE.l 

>~OR"'IAT 

>=ORMAT EXAl.=~T 

>END 

uSER-I~ -END OF TASK COOE:O 

* 
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Description 

EOIT32 ready to accept a 
co:nmand 

user saves text in file 

User terminates EuIT32 

EOIT32 terminating nessage 

System ready to accept a 
co111m and 

User Loads TEXT-II 

User st3rts TEXT-II 

TEXT-II displays 
identification 

TEXT-II ready to accept 
a comnano 

User ma~es document text 
to be processed available 
to TEXT-II 

user requests tormattea 
output of document 
to default List device 

User requests a second 
formatted output at the 
docu~ent to a file named 
EXAl.FMT. 

User ter:ninates TEXT-II 

TEXT-II terminating 
message 

System ready to accept 
a command 
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1.2.2 Example 2 

use TEXT-II to obtain a cooy of the document text which was 
formatted and output to f1le EXAl.FMT 1n Example 1. 

User/Computer Jialogue 

* 

*LOAD TEXT32FM.TSK 

•START 

OS/32 TEXT-II Rn 

>GET EXAl.FMT 

>PRINT 

>PRINT PR: 

>END 

USER-IO -ENO OF TASK CODE=O 

* 

7- '+ 

Description 

System ready to accept 
a command 

user loads TEXT-II 

User starts TEXT-II 

TEXT-II displays 
identification 

User makes formatted 
document text to be 
processed available 
to TEXT-II. 

user requests a copy 
of the formatted document 
to be output to the 
default list device. 

User requests a second 
copy of the formatted 
document to be output 
to the printer. 

User terminates TEXT-II. 

TEXT-II terminating 
message 

System ready to accept 
a command 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 8 
ERROR HANDLING 

Th1s chapter lists and describes the messages output by TEXT. 

Section 8.2 contains the messages related to the use ot TEXT 
commands. 

Section 8.3 contains the messages resulting from the use of 
TEXT formatting requests as they are processed by the FORMAT 
co~mand. 

8.2 COMMAND ERROR MESSAGES 

Th1s section l1sts messages which 
processing of TEXT commands. 

are out out during 

In interactive mode, message output is d1rected to the 
command dev1ce. Following the message output, TEXT is in 
command mode awaiting the next user command. 

In batch mode messages are output to the list device. The 
first error message encountered causes the execution ot TEXT 
to be terminated. 

The messages are divided into the following two groups: 

a> Syntax error messages, which are caused by an 
improper command format; 

b> Execution error messages, which are caused when TEXT 
cannot complete the execution of a command as 
specified by the operands. 

Within each group, the messages are listed in alphaoetical 
order. The messages are based on the operation of the OS/32 
EDIT program. The descriptions given here are a summary of 
the chapter on USER MESSAGES contained in the OS/32 EDIT 
User's Manual, Publication No. 29-576. You may ref er to 
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this manual to supplement the information provided in this 
section. 

s.2.1 Syntax Errors 

ALL syntax errors messages are preceded by a question mark 
<?>. A syntax error message is generated when TEXT cannot 
recognize the command, or the operand. 

The current Line is not affected by a syntax error. 

MESSAGE 

?COLUMN # JNCO~RECT 

?COL WITHIN STRING 
OPERAND INVALID HERE 

?COMMA MISSING 

DESCRPTION 

Column number appended to 
operand is invalid. 

A column specification for the 
replacement string is not 
meaningful. 

string 

A comma is expected in the syntax but 
not found. 

?COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZED An invalid command mnemonic has been 
entered. 

?FILE NAME INCORRECT 

?FILE NOT FOUND 

?LINE OPERAND INVALID 

8-2 

Format of required file name invalid. 
See Chapter 5 for proper file 
descriptor format. 

Syntax of 
correct, 
not be 
volume. 

the 
but 

found 

file descriptor is 
specified file could 

on the specified 

A line specification is not a line 
number or string operand. 
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?!~VALID COLUMN 
SPECIFIER 

?NJM8ER INVALID 

?R~NGE INVALID 

?STRING INVALID 

B.2.2 Execution Messages 

The column number is an invalid 
number or exceeds the num~er ot 
columns in the current text. 

An operand mignt be a line number or 
an integer, but syntax is incorrect. 

~ange operand is not reco~nized. 
Line specification may be wrong. 
Separator is not a minus sign. 

String operand incorrectly specified. 
Trailing delimiter might be missing, 
or delimiter might not oe an 
acceptaole character. 

All execution messages are preceded by an exclamation point 
<!>. These messages are generated when T~XT cannot complete 
the execution of a command as specified by the operands. The 
command may have been partially executed on so~e of the 
soecitied text lines. The TYP~ command without an operand 
can be used to icentify the "current line" at which execution 
cf the command may have stopped. 

Execution messages which indicate a more serioJs pro~lem are 
denoted by two exclamation points. In some cases, the only 
way to recover is to attempt to Sdve the current text, <on a 
cifferent file from the source tor GET>, and then to end the 
editing session and restart. 

MESSA3E 

!DUPLICATE START 
OFTION FOUND 

!!FILE ERRt 
LU~,r,fj 
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DESCRIPTION 

An option is entered more 
than once. 

where: n=logical unit numoer 
r=reason 
td=tile descr1ptor 

These messages are output when 
OS/32 TEXT cannot resolve an 
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MESSAGE 

!INVALID BLOCK SIZE 

!INVALID COMMAND 
DEVICE 

!INVALID HEX CHAR 

SVC7 error internally. 

The possible reasons and corresponding 
SVC7 error status bytes are: 

REASON SVC 7 ERROR STATUS 

ILLEGAL FUNCTION 01 

LU ERROR 02 

VOLUME ERROR 03 

NAME ERROR 04 

SIZE E~ROR 05 

PROTECT ERROR 06 

PRIVILEGE ERROR 07 

BUFFER ERROR 08 

ASSIGNMENT ERROR 09 

TYPE ERROR QA 

FILE DESCRIPTOR OS 

TGD ASSIGNMENT ERROR OC 

ACCOUNT ERROR 00 

Ref er to the OS/32 
Program Reference Manual, 
Publication Number 29-&13t for 
SVC7 error status bytes. 

DESCRIPTION 

The value specified for the BL~CK 
operand exceeds 255, or is invalid. 

The device <or file> specified 
1n the COMMAND option of the 
START command is synactically 
incorrect. 

A specifieo string while the 
Hexadecimal option is in effect 
contains an illegal hexadecimal digit. 
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!INVALID LIST DEVICE 

!INVALID START 
OPTION 

!!I/O ERR,LUntrtfd 

MESSAGE 

!LENGTH OPTION 
NOT ACCEPTED 

!LINE NOT FOUND 

!LINE TOO LONG 
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The device <or file> spec1f1ed 1n 
the LISi option of the STA~T command 
1s syntactically 1nval1d. 

TEXT does not recognize an 
oot1on appearing in the START command. 

where: n=logical unit number 
r=r eason 
fd=file descriotor 

These messages are output when OS/32 TEXT 
cannot resolve an SVCl error 
internally. 

The possible reasons and corresponding 
SVCl error status bytes are: 

~EASON SVC l ~R~OR STATUS 

ILLEGAL OR UNASSIGNED LU x·a1• 

PA~ITY OR RECOVERA9LE ERROR x·a2• 

UNRECOVERABLE ERROR x•s4• 

EN:> OF FILE x·aa• 

EN:> OF MEDIUM X'90' 

DEVICE UNAVAILABLE X'AO' 

ILLEGAL FUNCTION x·co• 

Ref er to the OS/32 
Program Reference Manual, Publication 
Number 29-613• for a detailed 
exolanat1on of the SVCl error 
st:ttus bytes. 

DESCRIPTION 

The LENGTH operand of the OPTION 
co1mand is only acc~pt:t~le when no 
text is available. 

Specified line not present in text. 

The line of text jJst entered while 
Tab Conntrol is in effect or a line being 
changed is too long; command processing 
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!LIST OPTION 
OMITTED-BATCH MOOE 

!NO TEXT 

!OPTION ERROR 
FOLLOWS XXXX 

!OPTION HEX NOT 
ALLOWED HERE 

!RANGE 1 NOT FOUND 

!RANGE 2 NOT FOUND 

!SYNTAX ERROR IN 
START OPTINS 

!TABS TABLE FULL 

!TAB ILLEGAL 

!UNABLE TO ASSIGN 
LIST DEVICE 

stops and the l1ne which generates the 
message is not accepted. 

If the COMMA~D option specifies 
a non-interactive device• TEXT 
assumes execution in batch mode. 
For batch mode execut1on, the 
LIST option is required in the 
START command. 

No text is available for editing. 

Option operand is not 
recognized; XXXX are the 
last four non-blank characters 
of the command that were recogn1zable. 
Command processing stops at the 
last valid operand. 

1. Hexadecimal mode is recogn1zed 
only for commands that alter 
or display existing text. 

2. Option HEX cannot be selected 
if there is no current text. 

The first line specification of 
the Range operand cannot be located in 
existing text. 

This error message results when 
the second line specification of the 
Range operand cannot be located in 
existing text. 

The options in the START 
command are incorrectly entered. 

No more tab points can be accepted. 
The maximum number of tab points TEXT 
can handle is 20. 

Tao option incorrectly specified. 
Character given may be illegal. 

The device <or file> specified 
in the LIST option of the START 
co~mand cannot be assigned. 

8.3 FORMATTING ERROR MESSAGES 
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This section lists messages which are output as a result of 
problems encountered during the formatting of document text 
as reQues~ed by the FORMAT and PRINT commands. 

All messages are sent to the l1st device 1n both interactive 
and batch modes. 

Formatting error messages are divided into the following two 
groups: 

a> Error Messages, which are caused by formatting 
reQuest syntax errors and improper formatting 
reQuest usage, orevent the continuation of the 
formatting process. Following output of an error 
message in interactive mode, TEXT returns to the 
command mode and awaits the next user command. In 
batch mode, execution of TEXT 1s terminated. 

b> Warning messages, which result from improper use of 
formatting requests but whose effect is less severe, 
permit the for~atting process to continue. In both 
interactive and batch modes, formatting continues 
after output of a warning message. 

Error and warning messages have the following format: 

TEXT DIGNOSTIC AT LINE nnn FILE fd 
ERROR XYY message 

or 

TEXT DIAGNOSTIC AT LINE nnn FILE fd 
WARNING XYY message 

where: 

nnn is the number of the input text line which caused 
the message output. This number corresponds to the 
line number assigned to this text l1oe by TEXT 
during the editing process. It can therefore be 
used to locate the line 1n the raw document text 
for error correction, etc. 

Note, however, that when the text being formatted 
contains fractional line numbers <e.g., i.01,s.01, 
etc.> it should first be SAVEd in a file and then 
retrieved with the GET command. This procedure 
will renumber the text Lines and synchronize them 
with the line numbers in the messages. 
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f d 

x 

is a file name or 
being formatted 
name of the file 
caused the error. 

a device mnemonic. If the text 
is contained in a file• fd is the 

which contains the line that 

If the text being formatted was entered directly 
from the command input device <keyboard, card 
reader>, fd represents the device mnemonic of that 
device, e.g., CON:, CR:, etc. 

refers to one of the following message categories: 

O syntax error 
1 general diagnostic 
2 heading or footing diagnostic 
3 page dimension diagnostic 
4 page or line tilling diagnostic 
5 olock diagnostic 
6 word diagnostic 
7 function diagnostic 

YY refers to the message number within a category. 

message = is a brief description of the error condition. 

8.3.1 Error Message 

In the following sections, error and warning messages are 
Listed in numerical order by categories and error numbers. 

8.3.1.1 Category o: Syntax Errors 

ERROROOl INVALID FORMATTING REQUEST 

8-8 

This error may be caused by the following conditions 
relating to the specification of a formatting request: 

o the request is misspelled or not all characters 
for the minimum abbreviation have been entered; 

o the request is not separated from its first 
argument by at least one blank; 
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o a document text line begins in column one with 
the control char3cter reserved for formatting 
reQuests. The CONTROL formatting request allows 
re-definition of the control character. See 
Chapter ~. 

ERROR002 INVALID ARGUMENT 

A formatting request contains 
Verify the proper argument 
affected formatting request. 

ERROR003 MISSING ARGUMENT 

an invalid 
specification 

argument. 
for the 

A mandatory argument has been omitted from a fornatting 
request. Verify the proper argument specification for 
the affected formatting request. 

s.3.1.2 Category 1: General Errors 

E~RORlOl INVALID NESTING OF INPUT FILES 

This error is caused by too many levels of inout nesting 
with the IMoED formatting request. Ten ClO> files 
naiimum may be simultaneously open for imbedding. To 
remedy this condition, combine text from several files 
into one file to reduce the Level of input nesting. 

ER~OR102 NONEXISTENT PAGE ~JMBE~ 

A page nu~ber specified in the FORMAT command does not 
exist in the document being formatted. 

ER~OR103 ~O I~PUi TEXT 

This error is caused when the FOR~AT and PRI~T commands 
are entered and no text is available for orocessing. Tc 
use the P~INT commana, text must first be made av3ilaole 
to T[XT via the GET command. To use the FORMAT command, 
text must first be entered into TEXT from the command 
device or retrieved from a file via the GET co~ma1d. 
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ERROR104 DATA INTEGRITY CHECK 

This error can occur when using the PRINT command to 
print a previously formatted file. It is possible that 
the user tried to manipulate the data within the file 
and hence the file cannot be processed by the PRINT 
command. 

ERROR105 IMBED FILE ERROR fd 

An attempt was made to assign the file fd as an Imbedded 
File. The assignment failed. The file name td could be 
~istyped, or assigned exclusively to another run. 

8.3.1.3 Category 2: Errors in Page Headings and Footings 

ERROR201 TITLE SPECIFICATION IN ERROR 

An error ~ccurred in the title specification of a TITLE 
or &TITLE formatting reQuest. It is usually caused by 
inconsistent use of or missing title delimiters. Refer 
to Chapter o for proper format to specify top and bottom 
page titles. 

8.3.1.4 Category 3: Page Dimension Errors 

ERROR301 BOTTOM MARGIN ERROR 

The bottom margin specified in the BMARGIN formatting 
reQuest is a negative number or greater than the 
difference between the defined page length <PLENGTH> and 
the top margin <TMARGIN>. The bottom ~arg1n must be in 
the following range: 

0 ~ 3MARGIN ~ CPLENGTH-TMARGIN> 

ERROR302 TOP MARGIN ERROR 

8-10 

The top 
reQuest 

~argin 

i s a 
specified in the 

negative number or 
TMARGIN 
greater 

formatting 
than the 
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difference between the def1ned page length <PLENGTH> and 
the botto~ margin <BMARGIN>. The tap margin ~ust be in 
the following range: 

0 ~ TMARGIN ~ <PLENGTH-BMARGIN> 

ERROR303 MARGIN SPECIFICATION ERROR 

The margin settings specified 1n the MARGIN formatting 
reQuest are in error for one of the following reasons: 

o both margins specify the same setting; 

o the left margi~ setting is greater than the right 
margin setting; 

o either one or both of the margin settings 
specifies a setting that falls outside the 
physical page width as defined by the line width 
<LWIDTH> formatting request. 

The margin settings must be in the following range: 

0 S Left Margin < Right Margin ~ LWIOTH 

ERROR30~ LINE WIDTH ERROR 

The number specified in the LWIDTH formatting request is 
outside the legal range. The line wiath must be in the 
range: 

1 ~ LWIOTH ~ 132 

ERROR305 PAGE LENGTH ERROR 

The number specified in the PLENGTH formatting request 
is outside the legal range. The page length must be in 
the range: 

1 ~ PLENGTH S 65536 
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8.3.l.5 Category 4: Errors Caused by Filling Pages 
and Lines 

ER~OR~Ol WIDOW PREVENTION ~RROR 

The argument specified in the .WIDOWPREVENT formatting 
request is not one of the two legal keywords - ONt OFF 
- for this request. 

ERROR402 MULTI?LE SPACING ERROR 

The number specified in the SPACE formatting request is 
outside the legal range. The multiple space count must 
be in the range: 

l ~ SPACE ~ 6 

ERROR403 INDENT SPECIFICATION ERROR 

The number specified in the INDENT request causes an 
adjustment to the current left margin which places the 
start of the next line outside the boundaries of the 
physical output page. 

8.3.1.6 Category 5: Errors Caused by Blocks and Footnotes 

ERROR501 ILLEGAL NESTING OF BLOCKSt KEEPS, OR FOOTNOTES 

This error is caused by attempting to nest the 
formatting requests which define Slocks, Floating Keeps 
and Footnotes. Use of these requests within themselves 
or within each other is illegal. 

The error also occurs when the END delimiter of a 
previously started SlocK• Keep or FoJtnote request was 
omitted and a second BEGIN del1m1ter for any one of 
these requests is encountered. 

ERROR502 TOO MANY FOOTNOTES, BLOCKS, OR KEEPS 
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Many footnote, block, or keep formatting requests have 
been entered in close succession. The document should 
be changed to make these structures larger or space 
these formatting requests farther apart. 

ERROR503 INSUFFICIENT MARGIN FOR REVISION BAR 

The RLEVEL· formatting reQuest specifies use of the 
default column positions for the revision bars on the 
output page but there is insufficient room on the margin 
to place the oars. 

The default positions for the revision bars are computed 
to be two <2> columns to the left and right respective 
of the left and right margin settings which are 1n 
effect when the RLEVEL request is encountered. If one 
of the resulting revision bar positions falls outside 
the physical output page, this error message is 
generated. 

ERROR504 MAXIMUM NUM9E~ OF FOOTNOTES EXCEEDED 

This error 1s caused when output of ten <10> footnotes 
is pending and another footnote request is encountered. 

T~ alleviate this problem, try to 
definition of footnotes to provide 
pages so that TEXT can complete the 
footnote as it is encountered. 

8.3.l.7 Category 6: Word Oiagnosti~s 

ER~OR601 ILLEGAL OVERPRINTING 

spread . out the 
sufficient output 

output of each 

The overprint request is being used to overprint one 
character more than three times. Change the input text 
to avoid this. 

s.3.2 warning Messages 
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8.3.2.0 Category o: Syntax Warnings 

WARNINGOOl INVALID ARGUMENT 

Extraneous characters occur on the request line. The 
request was acceptej and the valid arguments were 
processed• The Line should be checked for errors. 

8.3.2.1 Category 1: General ~arnings 

WARNINGlOl THE .RETURN ~EQUEST WAS ISSUED ILLEGALLY 

Document text and formatting requests are currently 
being entered under the control of the RETURN request. 
Another RETURN request cannot be entered at this time. 

8.3.2.2 Category 2: Warnings in Page Headings and Footings 

WARNING201 INSUFFICIENT SPACE FOR PAGE NUMBER 

The text for the title sections of a Top or Botto~ page 
title does not leave sufficient room, after t~e sections 
are positioned on the output page, to accommodate all 
digits tor the page number. 

8.3.2.3 Category 3: Page ~imension Warnings 

WA~NING301 INVALID MARGIN SET OR RESET 

More than ten margin changes were specified without 
doing a reset. A margin reset request was encountered 
without a preceding margin adjustment request. The 
current margin settings remain unchanged. 

8.3.2.4 Category 4: Warnings Caused By Filling Pages 
and Lines 
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WARNING401 CENTERING ALREADY IN EFFECT 

This warning message is output when two successive 
CENTER BEGIN formatting requests are encountered without 
an intervening CENTER ENO request. 

WARNING402 INPUT TOO LARGE FOR OUTPUT LINE 

This error occurs when filling of output text lines is 
inhibited - NOrILL is in effect - and the current input 
line is longer than the available space in the output 
line. The current ~argin settin~s deter~i~e the 
available space in the output line. The input li~e will 
be truncated in the formatted output. 

a.3.2.5 Category 5: Warnings Caused by Blocks 
and Footnotes 

WA~NING501 REVISION SA~ SL~CK!~G IS E~~ONEOUS 

Text to be identifiec with revision bars must be defined 
by BAR BEGIN and BAR END formatting requests. This 
warning is issued when: 

o two <2> successive 
encountered without 
request, or 

BAR BEGIN requests 
an intervening BAR 

are 
END 

o a BAR ENO request is encountered without a 
preceding BAR BEGIN request. 

WARNING502 BADLY STRUCTURED BLOCK, KEEP, FOOTNOTE, OR CENTER 

This message is issued when one of these for~atting 
requests contains a 8~GIN argument and is not terminated 
by a request containing an END argument, or when an ENO 
argument 1s used when no prev1ous SEGIN argument is 
used. 

8.3.2.6 Category 6: Warnings Caused by ~ords and Characters 
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WARNING601 NO OVERPRINT CHARACTER APPEARS IN THIS LINE 

An OVERPRINT request was encountered but the following 
text L1ne does not contain the currently defined 
overprint symbol. 

WARNING602 NO SPECIAL-BLANK CHARACTER APPEARS IN THIS LINE 

A BLANK formatting request was 
following text line does not 
defined special blank symbol. 

encountered but the 
contain the currently 

WARNING603 NO HYPHENATION CHARACTER APPEARS IN THIS LINE 

8-16 

A HYPHENATE formatting request was encountered but the 
following text line does not contain the currently 
defined hyphenation symbol. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMMAND SUMMARY 

The underlined letters in each command are the minimum aobreviation 
required. Commands may be entered 1n upper or lower case. 

~NEMONIC 

!PP END 

~ti.ANG:: 

~QLUMN 

Q.~LETE 

UNO 

E,Q.R MAT 

§.ET 

l!i~LUDE 

lt:!§.E RT 

Q.P T I 0 N 

OPERANDS* 

none 

c,s,R 

R 

fd,page, 

ti.ALT·~-~ EF 

td 

L 

8LOCK=n 
LENGTH:n 
LIST:fd 
LOG=f d 

MOOE:ASCII 
or HEX 
NOLOG 
NOT AB 
NOVERIFY 

TAa=char,stop, 
stop •• 
TERMINATOR: ch a r 

VERIFY 
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CURRENT LINE 

last line entered 

Last Line of range 

Last L1~e of range 

Line following 
last line deleted 

last line of range 

first line of fd 

last Line inserted 

last line inserted 

Unc'ianged tor 
all operands 

COMMENTS 

All operands can be 
null 

Ltfd can be null 

L can be null 

default values: 
BLOCK=5 
LENGTH: SO 
LI5T=aetermined 
by STA~T command 
MOOE:ASCII 

NOLOG 
NOT AB 
r::qMINATOR: 
unspecified 

IJE~IFY 
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APPENDIX A <Continued> 
COMMAND SUMMARY 

e_.AUSE 

E~INT 

f!.(PLACE: 

~AVE 

SEND STOP 

IYPE: 

+ 

line no. 

f d 

R 

fdtR 

R 

n 

n 

text 
none 

* S = string operand 
R = range operand 
C = column number 

A-2 

unchanged 

not applicable 

last line inserted 

last line output 

last line 
processed 

last line of range 

line output 

line output 

line number referenced 
l1 ne following 
deleted line 

fd can be null 

R=null=entire file 

Operating System 
command 

n=null=l=carriage 
return: next line 
is output 

n=null=l: previous 
line is output 

fd = file descriotor 
L = L operand = S or line no. 
n = integer 
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APPENDIX A <Continued> 
COMM ANO SUMMARY 

FORMATTING REQUEST SUMMARY 

Underlined letters 1n each tormatt1ng request and argument 
represent the min1mum abbreviation required. Arguments in 
brackets are ootional; arguments in braces indicate alternate 
choic!. 

The Initial Values are automatically set uo each ti~e the 
FO~MAT command is entered. 

The Default Values are substituted when an optional argument 
is omitted. 

A formatting request which causes a break interrupts filling 
output lines when .FILL is in effect. 

Formatting reauests and arguments may be entered in upper or 
lower case. 

INITIAL 
RE~UEST & ARGUMENTS VALUE DEFAULT VALUE BREAK 

.!.£!8. aEGINtnumber none NIA Yes 
~NO 

.a.fil..ANK CcharacterJ s $ or character No 
specif1ed in la st .SLA 

L§J.Q.CK 6.EGIN none NIA· Yes 
~ND 

:.~~AR GIN lines 5 NIA Yes 

.a.8.Q.LDFACE none N/A No 

:..faEAK none NIA Yes 
Lf.llTLE Sl/S2/S3/ none NIA No 

:..£.~NTER ~EGIN none next text line only Yes 
~NO 

.a.~Q.!:1ME MT note none N /A No 

~tQ.!iT~OL character .<period> NIA No 
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APPENDIX A <Continued> 
COMMAND SUMMARY 

£Ml (character] none no character appended No 

,_~~ECT none NIA Yes 

1..U~!:!6.0TTOM 1Sl/S21S31 none NIA No 

1..U~lilOP /SllS2/S3/ none NIA No 

.!.f.lL L .FILL NIA Yes 

,_.E.QOTNOTE !iEGIN none NIA No 
~ND 

.!.!:il'. PH EN ATE I: character] -<dash> -<dash> or No 
character 
specified in 
last .HY 

!.l~BED f d none NIA No 

.:.l~DENT (+]columns none NIA Yes 
- columns 

.:.~E P 2.,EGIN none N/A Yes 
~NO 

!..6!.USTIFY Q.li ON ON Yes 
Q.,EF 
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REQUEST & ARGUMENTS 

1..IJ..ENGTH columns 

.!.~~ARGIN (+Jcolumns 
- columns 

B.ESET 

APPENDIX A 
COMMAND 

INITIAL 
VALUE 

80 

none 

.!.~!RGIN left.right 12,74 

£~Q.NTH CcharacterJ none 

.!.li~EILL .FILL 

£Q~~aoTTOM /Sl/S2/S3/ none 

LQl~ro 0 /S11S2/S3/ none 

£Q~ERPRINT CcharacterJ I 

£f!RAGRAPH C+Jcolumns 0 
- columns 

.!.E.b.£NGTH lines 66 

<Continued> 
SUMMARY 

DEFAULT VALUE 

NIA 

N/A 

NIA 

no character 
appended 

NIA 

N /A 

NIA 

I or character 
spec1f1ed 1n 
Last .ov 

O or column 
count specified 
in last .PA 

NIA 

BREAK 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

£t~UMBE~ C1nit1alJ 
[,CincrementJ 
c,CincrementJJ 

1n1tial=l 1n1t1al=1 at start of No 

.!.9.Y.I T C !LL J 

..!.B..~UST I FY Q.~ 

Q.f F 

.!.&..l&E VE L nu mt> er 
C,CLeft colJ 
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increment=l formatting or 
character=% the current 

calculated page 
count during 
formatting 

none 

none 

ON 

1ncrement=l or value 
character=% character 

spe c1 fi ed 
in last .Pt..J 

Return control to: 
1. Source of IMBED 

request, or 
2. Source of RETURN 

request, or 
3. TEXT command input 

no comment displayed 

ON 

number:o NIA 
left col=lO left col=2 columns to the 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 
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Ctr1ght colJJ 

:.BJiARGIN C+Jcolumns 
- columns 

B,ESET 

.1.§.~ I P C l 1 n es J 

.1.llME CcharacterJ 

:.l!iARGIN l1nes 

.1.l!ITLE /Sl/S2/S3/ 

£.J.ei.D E ~SC 0 ~ E 

.1.~lDOWPREVENT Q.tL 
Qf F 

.1.ltAR CcharacterJ 

A-6 

APPENDIX A <Cont1nued> 
COMMAND SUMMARY 

left of current left marg1n 
rght col=7& r1ght col=2 columns to the 

r1ght of current r1ght 
margin 

none 

none 

l 

none 

5 

none 

none 

ON 

none 

NIA 

l 

NIA 

no character 
appended 

NIA 

N/A 

NIA 

ON 

no character 
appended 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 
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APPENDIX B 
TASK ~STABLISHMENT 

The follow1ng sequence can be used to establish OS/32 TEXT as 
a segment task from an object version named TEXT.OBJ: 

*LOAD TET32 
•ASSIGN s.caN: 
•ASSIGN 1,coN: 
*START 
>~STA3LISH TASKtPURE 
>INCLUDE TEXT.OBJ 
>EXPAND n 
>BUILD TASK,TEXT32 
>ENO 

The use ot the EXPAND command provides work space memory for 
TEXT which may improve response time when editing text 
consisting of many lines in very large files. 

TThe argument "n" 1s expressed as a number of 256 byte blocks 
of memory that is added to the task•s Impure area. It should 
have a min1mum value of 1 to provide space tor START 
parameters. 

The size of the workspace created by the TET32 EXPAND command 
may be overridden at load time. The "seg-size increment" 
argument in the LOAD command overrides the amount of work 
soce memory allocateed for the task by TET. The seg-size may 
be specified in .25KB increments. 
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INDEX 

APPEND commandt 3-2, 3-3, 5-9 
A:ldin; text 

during edit1ng, 3-4 
during formatting, 4-16 

BAR request, 4-15t 6-7 
Batch mode, 2-& 
BLANK request, 6-8 
8LOCK reQuest, 3-27t 3-2Bt 3-29, 6-9 
BM~RGIN request, 3-l6t 3-20t 4-9, 6-10 
BOL~FACE request, 6-11 
Bottom margin, 3-20, 4-9, 6-10 
Bottom title, 3-15, 3-16, 3-21t 6-13 
9~~AK request, 3-30t 3-31t 6-12 
8TITLE reouest, 3-16t 3-2lt 6-13 

CENTER request, 3-16t 3-21t 6-15 
Centering text. 4-2, 6-15 
CMANG~ command, 3-5• 3-8, 5-11 
Changing paper, 4-18 
Changing text, 3-5, 4-4 
COLUMN commandt S-13 
Command 

definition, 4-1 
descriptions, 5-6, 5-7 
'devi cet 2-3 
error handling, a-1 
11ode, 4-2 
ooerand formats, 5•2 
sum!!lary, A-1 
syntax, 5-1 
usage, 4-3 

Communicating with TEXT, 2-4 
COMMENT request, 3-16t 3-2~, 4·16t 6-16 
CONTROL request, 6-17 
Cooies of formatted output, 4-7 
Creating text. 1-1 
Cross reference listing, 4-6 
Current line, 5-7, 5-8 

Dating, automatic. 3-3lt 3-34, 6·18t 6-37, 6-55, 6-60 
DAY request, 3-32t 3·34t 6•18 
Default values. 

formatting request, A-3 
DELETE command, 3-llt 3·12t 5-14 
Deleting files, 4-21 
~ev1ce 

com11and, 2-3 
list, 2-3 

01spl3y file name~ 4-21 
Document text, 4•3 
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INDEX <Continued> 

Editing examples. see Examples. ed1t1ng 
EJECT request, 6-19 
END command• 3-12, 5-15 
Entering text, 3-1• 4-3 
Error handling 

command errors, 8-1 
correction in 'text, 3-4, 4-4 
formatting errors, 8-6, 8-7 
for~atting warnings, 8-15 

Even bottom title, 6-20 
EVENBOTTOM request, 6-20 
Even top title• 6-21 
EV£NTOP request, 6-21 
Examples. editing 

error correction. 3-4 
retrieving text, 3-10 
saving text, 3-10 
tab setting, 3-24, 3-25, 3-28 
text addition, 3-4 
text deletion, 3-10 
text entry, 3-1 
text insertion, 3-4 
text review, 3-2 
text search. 3-10 

Ex3mples, formatting 
automatic dating, 3-31 
footnotes, 3-15 
line control, 3-15. 3-31 
mer~ing text, 3-31 
page layout, 3-15 
page numbers, 3-15 
page titles, 3-15 
s1mole request, 3-1 
tables, 3-24, 3-25, 3-26t 3-27, 3-28 

File 
deletion, 4-21 
descriotor operand, 5-5 
handling, 4-20 
name display, 4-21 
naming, 4-20 

FILL request, 3-26t 3-29, 6-22 
Filling lines, 4-10, 6-22 
FIND command, 3-11, 5-16 
Fl~at1ng keep, 6-31 
FOOTNOTE request, 3-15t 3-17, 3-18t 3-22t 6-24 
FORMAT command, 3-15, 3-22, 4-15 
FQqMAT command• 3-4, 4-3, 4-6, 5-18 
Formatted output 

copies of, 4-5, 4-6 
oroducing, 4-5, 5-18 

Formatting examples, see Examples. formatting 
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INDEX <continued> 

Formatting request, 1-2, 3-1 
definition, 4-2 
descriptions, 6-1• 6-5 
errors, 8-9 
summary, A-3 
syntax, 8-8 
usage, 4-7 
user interact1ont 4-lot 6-47, 6-48 
warnings, 8-15 

GET command, 3-llt 3-l'+t 5-21 

HYPHENATE request. 6-25 
Hyphenation, 6-25 

IMBED reauest, 3-31, 3-321 4-17t 6-27 
INCLUDE command, 4-4, 5-22 
In context ~lock, 6-9 
INDENT request, 3-261 3-23, 4-12t 6-29 
Indenting, 3-251 3-28, 4-12t 6-29 
Initial values, 4-18t 6-61 
INSERT command, 3-4, 3-5, 3-7, 4-4• 5-24 
Inserting text 

during editing, 3-4, 4-4 
during formatting, 6-48 

Interactive mode, 2-4 
Introduction to formatting, 3-1 

KEEP request, 6-31 

Left justification, 4-101 &-32 
Left margin adjustment, 3-17, 3-22, 4-9, 6-34 
Line 

current, 5-7, 5-8 
filling, 4-10 
number command, 5-43/5-44 
numbers, 5-3 
printer, iii 
skio~ing, 3-171 3-211 7-53 
soacing, 3-5, 3-7, 3-211 3-22t 3-l6t 3-l7t 3-21t 3-22t 6-54 
width, 4-8, 4-9, 6-33 

List device, 2-3 
Listing, cross reference, 4-6, 5-18 
LJUSTIFY reauest, 4-lOt 6-32 
L~ARGIN request, 3-17t 3-22t 4-lOt 6-34 
Loading TEXT 

MTM environment, 2-2 
OS/32 environment, 2-1 

LWIOTH request, 4-7, 6-33 

Margin, bottom, 3-161 3-201 4-9, &-10 
MARGIN request, 3-15t 3-20t 4-9, 6-36 
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INDEX <Continued> 

Merging text 
during editing. 4-4• 5-22 
during formatting, 3-31, 4-19, 6-27 

Messages 
command error, 8-1 
formatting error, 8-6 
formatting warning, 8-15 

MINUS sign command, 5-42 
Mode 

batch, 2-6 
command, 4-2 
iriteractive, 2-4 
text, 4-2 

Modifying text, 3-4, 4-4 
MONTH reQuest, 3-31t 3-32, 3-33. 6-37 

Naming files, 4-20 
NOFILL request, 3-26, 3-28t 3-29t 4-13t 6-38 

OODBOTTOM request, 6-40 
Odd bottom title, 6-40 
OODTOP request, 6-41 
Odd top title, 6-41 
Operand formats, command, 5-2 
OPTION command, 3-25, 3-28, 5-26 
Ootions 

Length, 5-26 
l1 st, 5-28 
notab, 5-28 
noverify, 5-29 
tab, 5-29 
verify, 5-30 

Overprinting, 6-llt 6-42 
OVERP~INT request, 6-42 

Page 
eject, 6-19 
layout, 3-l5t 4-7 
Length, 4-9, 6-44 
numbers, 3-15, 4-14, 6-45 
setu:>, 4-7, 4-8 
standard layout, 4-7, 4-B 
titles. 3-15, 4-14, 4·15 

Paper, changing, 4-17 
PA~AG~APH request, 3-2, 3-4, 4-9, 4-13t 6-43 
PAUSE command, 5-31 
PLENGTHt 3-2, 3-3, 4-7, 6-44 
PLuS sign command, 5-41 
PNJMBE~ request, 6-45 
PRINT command, 4-7, 5-32 
Pro~pt ·suppression, 4-17 

QUIT request, 4-16, 6-47 
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Raw text. 4•3 
REPLACE command, 5•35 
Retrieving text, 3-10, 4-5 
RETURN reouest, 4-l6t 6-48 
Reviewing text. 3-2, 4-3 
Revision 1dentif1cation, 4·15, 6-7, 6-50 
Rev1sion level, 4-14, 6-50 
Right justification, 3-17, 3-21, 3-22• 6-49 
R1ght marg1n adjustment, 3-17• 3-21, 3-22, 4-9, 6-52 
RJUSTIFY request, 3-17t 3-21t 3·22t 6·49 
RLEVEL request, 4-15t 4-l~t 6-50 
RMARGIN request, 3-17t 3-22t 4-9, 6-52 

SAVE command, 3-llt 3·12t 5-37 
Saving text, 3-lOt 4-5 
Searching text, 3-10, 4-4 
SEND STOP command, 5·39 
Sentence terminators, 4-12 
SKIP request, 3-11, 3-21, 4-13, 6-53 
Skip lines, 3-17, 3-21, 4-13t 6-53 
SPACE request. 3-16, 3-21, 4-13t 6-54 
Soacing, line, 3-5, 3-7, 3-16t 3-~1, 6·54 
Special blank, 6-8 
Standard page layout, 4-7, 4-8 
Starting TEXTt 2-2 
Summary 

command, A-1 
for~atting request, A-3 

Syntax 
com~and, 5-1 
formatting request, 6-5 

Tab setting, 3-24, 3-25, 3-28t 4-14t 5-29 
Table formatting, 3-24, 3·25t 3-28, 4-13 
Table placement, 4-13 
Task Establ1sh~ent. 8-1 
Terminal Use, 2-4 
Terminat1ng TEXT, 3-10, 5-15 
Ter~inators, sentence, 4-12 
Ter~inology definitions. 4-1 
Text 

add1t1on, 3-4 
changing, 3-4, 4-3 
creating, 1-1 
definition, 4-1 
deletion, 3-10 
entering, 3-1• 4-3 
error correction, 3-4, 4-4 
insertion, 3-4, 4-4 
merging, during editing, 4-4, 5-22 
~erg1ng, during formatt1ng, 3-3lt 4-19, 6-27 
~ode, ~-2 
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retrieval, 3•10t 4-5 
reviewing, 3-2• 4-3 
saving, 3-lOt 4-5 
search• 3-lOt 4-4 

TEXT-It 1-2 

INDEX <Continued> 

TEXT-IIt 1-2, 1-3/1-4, 7-1 
TEXT program 

communication with, 2-3, 2-4 
guide to features, 4-1 
loading, 2-1 
starting, 2-2 
task establishment, B-1 
termination, 3-10 

TIME request, 3-31, 3-32, 6-55 
TH le 

bottom, 3-15t 3-21, 4-9, 6-13 
even bottom, 6-20 
even top, 6-21 
odd bottom, 6-40 
odd top, 6-41 
top, 3-15t 4-9, 6-57 

TMARGIN request, 3-15, 3-20t 4-9, 6-56 
Top margin, 3-15, 3-20, 4-9, 6-56 
TTILE request, 3-15t 3-21t 6-57 
Top title, 3-15, 3-2lt 6-57 
TYPE command, 3-2, 3-4, 3-7, 4-4, 5-40 

UN~ERSCORE request, 3-16t 3-21t 6-58 

Vers1ons oJ· OS/32 TEXT, 1-2 

~IDOWPREVENT request, 6-59 

YEAR request, 3-31t 3-34t 6-60 
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